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IHTROmJCTION 
In 1865 FVi«d«l and Crafts synthesinod -an® first orgiuaosiliooii omtf 
1 pound, t^trae-HiylsHane, and in th« same year Wcfelar suggested that 
this synthesis might initiate a •whole now branch of chemistry similar -to 
9 S 
that of carbon. Priedel and Ladenburg approwd of tJiis idea, and for 
laany years idie moti-witing foroe behind researoh in or^aaosilioon diemistiy 
nas -tSie desire to demonstrate and dewlop the sirailarity in i&e two branohes 
of the science. 
Kipping entered the field with this point of view. His original 
purpose ^s to demonstrate the tetrahedral arrangement of atms bonded 
to silioon by showii^ opti<»l activity in eqnpou&ds having four different 
groups attached to siliem* In this he sueoeeded, but the extended series 
of investigations in which he became eiagaged led him to the oonolusitsa 
that the field of organosilicon chemistry did not match ttmt of cai^on 
chemistry and that. Indeed, the differwices betwsen iiie two fields were 
greater than the similarities,^ Isiter workers have tended to confirm this 
viewpoint. 
^C. Priedel and J.M. Crafts, Aon.. 127. 28 (1863), 
Wohler, 1^, 857 (1863). 
®C, Friedel and A. ladenbui^, Ann., 146, 179 (1868), 
^P.S, Kipping, Prop, Boy, Soo. (London). l§gA« 159 (19S7), 
2 
It has been the purpose of this inwatigation to ooi!q)are iiie chan-
istri«« of silioon and earbon from the point of view of reaetion meeh-
anlsm* Special et^hasis has been giTen to two aspeots of the problemi 
(l) the study of the displacement of groups from silieon by basio reagents, 
and (2) the meohanisia by "sjhioh the polsir effects of subatituents are 
transmitted through the silicon atom to adjacent groups. 
Ihe first problem v&s approached through examination of the oiea-mge 
of organio groups from silioon by oj^aaolithium reagents, and the olea'p-
age of hydrogen from orgaaosilioon hydrides by aqueous piperidine* The 
seooad problem ms approached through an examination of the siggaa con­
stants of mrious polar groups tihen found in organosilicon l^drides. 
Seme attention ms also devoted to the steidy of co3f>ound8 which might be 
expected to dissociate into orgarujsilicon radicals* 
4 
3. 
HISTORICAL 
Up to the proaent time there has been no oon?>rehengiv« oon^ariaon 
of th© properties of iaie organic ocrapounds of silicon and carbon. Kipping 
touched on some points of similarity and difference in his Bakerian 
lecture,^ and specific points of oomi».ri8on were ocoasionally mentioned 
in the long series of papers which preceded it* Hie group of workew 
led by ffliitmore made a fairly extensive con^rison of the physical proper-
e 
ties of oi^an©silicon coiapounds and their carbon analogs, and many of 
•taieir papers drew attention to the contrast between the reactions of the 
organosilicon confounds being discussed and reactions of analogous carbon 
compounds. Other such comparisons have been of a very limited nature, 
and ar« reported as the specific points in question are taken up below. 
The histori<».l sujrvey of ocaaparisons betsreen coH^ounds of silicon 
and carbon -s^ioh follows includes both relationships iihioh wre specif-
ically stated by the authors of the papers conoemed, and others which 
•mvs not so specifically stated, lliere the conclusions are those of the 
original worker, an attempt has been made to indicate this by some suit­
able statement in the report. Obviously, all the literature references 
to amtlogcus coi^ouads of silicon and carbon ooild be recorded only in a 
^P.C. VQiitiaore, L.H. Summer, P.A, DiGiorgio, Yi*A, Strong, R.E. 
Tan Strien, D.L. Bailey, H.K, Hall, E.¥;. Pietrusea, and 6.T, Kerr, 
J. Am. Chem. Soo., 68, 475 (1946). 
moaogmph of oonsiderabl© extent. Th© oitetions given, hero are intended 
to be illdst3?*tiw mther than exhavxstlve. Only those oompouads of 
silioon whioh contain a silicon^oarbon bond haw been considered, except 
in a few speoial crises* 
A bibliography of general references to the ohoniatiy of organoailioon 
00iiq)0unds has been oaapiled at the end of this dissertation. 
Phyflioal Properties 
Froja the relative positima of silicon and carbon in the periodic 
table, the following facts can be derivedi (l) both haw a nornml ooval-
ency of fcuri {2) both haw their normal bonding orbitals directed tetra-
h®dral3yt (s) silicon is larger and heavier than oarboni (4) silicon is 
less eleetroaegatiw than oarbonj and (5) under favorable cirovimstanoes 
silicon imy have a coordination number greater than four. All of the sim­
ilarities^ and differ«aoes between the ooii5>ound8 of carbon and silicon may 
be tmoed to one or moare of these five fundamental relationships. 
In the first two of the relationships silicon and caAon are similar 
and, among the properties of the compounds of these two eleiMnte, those 
whioh depend in large part upon relationships (l) and (2) show strikii^ 
similarities, Son» of these may be illustrated here. 
As is stated by relationship (l), ttoe normal oovalence of both 
elements is four. In a sense, silicon adheres to this generalization 
ewn better than eai^on, since no organic confound has ewr been isolated 
5, 
in vfcioh ailioon has a formal covalenoe either greater or less than four, 
nftiile in the free sradioals, such as triphenylmettgrl, oarbon has a fonaal 
oovaleaae of three. 
In conaequenoe of relationship (g), compcwads in whioh four different 
groups are attached to either element ahow optical activity. Kipping'a 
sueoeseiftil attempt to establish this point, and consequently to oonfina 
idle tetw^edral arrangement around silicon, started him on the forl^ 
year series of investigations iii^ioh laid the groundwork of orpmosilicon 
^emistry.^ 
lelationships (l), (2), and (s) are all involved in the agreement 
Tidiioh eaiists between the boiling points of analogous ooB^ounds of oRrbon 
6 
and silicon, Lewis and H^isifcirk have shomx that an additive system of 
7 
atemdo and group boiling point nuBflaers developed by Kinney for <»,rbon 
compounds ma be extended to organosilioon oomptKmds* This suggests that 
a Single relationship should exist between the boiling points of silicon 
and oarbon analogs, and such is shown to be the ease in Figure 1* A 
similar relationship is Illustrated for densities in Figure In each 
oase^i a proper% of about twenty organosilioon compounds picked at random 
from the literaiaire is plotted against the corresponding property of their 
®E,K, Lewis and 4.E. Newkirk, Aai» <aieia» Soo., 69, 701 (1947}» 
^C,R, Elnney, J. Am# Cheni* Soc*, 00, 5052 (l9S8)j Ind, Egg. Chem«, 
m, SS9 (1940)i ibid.. S|, 791 JBu)t £. Chem>. 6, 820, 224ll94l)| 
ibid., 7, 111 (liW). 
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8, 
o&rbon analogs. The linear relationship is reascambly good in each case. 
Uie constants of silioon and carbon analogs are related by th® eqtiations 
S • 19.8 4 0.878C for boiling points and S « 0*118 0.878C for densities# 
•wh0i% S is the eonstant for a silioon corapound and C is the corresponding 
oonslaint for its oarfson analog. Since Trouton's law has been shown to 
hold with about the same aoouraoy for silioon compounds as for <».i%on oora-
p o u n d s , i t  i s  a p p a r e n t  t h a t  a  s i m i l a r  r e l a t i o n s h i p  n m s t  h o l d  f o r  m o l a r  
heats of vaporisation# 
In the ease of molar refractions the situation is not so siniple. 
11 12 flai^iok and Sauer have shown that an additiw system containing bond 
jrefractiTities gives better results than one of atoaiio or group refraotiv-
ities alone, and ^*Rrriok has shown that tiie bond refraotivity values d#-» 
IS 
rived by Denbigh for carbon coBiptsinds ® can also be applied to similar bond* 
in organosilicon conftounds. This suggests the possibility of a linear 
relationship between the molar refractivities of silicon and carboa analogs, 
8 
H»J, Emeleus and S.R, Robinson, £» Cihero* Soo>, 1947# 1592| G.S, Forbes 
and E,H. Aadei«on, J, Aa» Qiem. Soo», 70, 1828 TlSiS) j H,S, Booth and 
E.L, Jarry, ibid«. n, 97ljl949jr 
^A.E. Finholt, A.C, Bond, K.E, Wilzbaoh, and H.I. Sdhilesinger, J. Jto. 
Oiea. Soo», 269E (1947). " 
^%.S. Fot^jes and H.H. Anderson, J. Cheia* Soc,, 70» 1048 (1948)| 
H.H. Mderson, ibid,, TO, 1220 (19487. 
%rriok, <J» Am« Ohm.» Soe,,  68, 2456 (1946). 
Sauer, £, Chen. Soe»» 68 , 054 (1946). 
^®K.G, D«abigh, lErans. ikraidsiar Soe., 36 , 936 (1946). 
9. 
Unfortunatoly, th®r® nr® not «n<Mgh comparable data in the literature to 
teat this potaibility, Howeirer, sinoe ther® is a linear relAtiomhip 
betwen the densities of silioon and oarijon armlegs, and since the rela­
tionship between n and (n^»l)/(n^4'2) is almost eiieaotly linear for the 
short range 1.4h>l*5, a satisfactory test oaa be made by comparing anal­
ogous refractive indices, Bie meager data amilable are plotted in 
Figui*e S» 
It is seen that when compounds having all four valences of silicon 
at-teiched to oai%m &v« compared with their carbon analogs, a linear re­
lationship holds in which S a 0»193 * 0.870C. 'A'hen con^iounds ocaitaining 
sllicon-os^en and. silicon-halogen bonds are compared with their cation 
analogs there is also a linear relationship, but the slope and intercept 
of the line are quite different. Hot enough data are available to nake 
possible any aonclusions for compounds having silicon-hydrogen or silicon-
nitrogen bonds. These plots provide striking evidence for the validity 
of the pM-failate by Denbigh^® and Warriok^^ that bond refraotivities are 
more gmeimlly applicable than atomic refractivities. Hefraction of 
visible light depends upon the electronic polariaabilities of molecules, 
and for any atom this will vary as other atoms of different electronegative 
ities ar» attached. Ihridsntly relationship (4) is of ii!5)ortance in com­
paring refraction by silicon and carbon analogs. 
It is hardly to be expeeted lAat any simple relationship should exist 
between -tiie melting points of silioon and carbon con^mmds. Relatively 
small ohaxiges in molecular sise and shape my cause large changes in 
10. 
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11. 
oiystal struotur®, with oonsB^pieat ©rratio on fflBlting-point r«-
l&tioiiahips. Prom Figur© 4# -where the available data are plotted, it is 
seen that, while there is a general linear trend, the awmge deviaticm 
from linearity is lai^e» Ihe equation for •^e melting-point relationship 
is S • *13 4 0.878C, and from this the melting point of an organosilicon 
aoiapound oan be oalculated with a probable error of 17°, as ocBn|«ii^d to a 
probable error of S° in the boiling point ealeulation. The three solid 
circles, v/hioh do not fit the plot, represent hexaaubstituted disilane-
ethane pairs* She large deviations here are probably due to the highly 
strained nature of the etlmnes. In this connection, Ihitmore and oo««^uthors 
have published iJie following con^riocxa of i±ie liquid ranges of seme 
14 hes^substituted ethanes and disilanes. 
TMl£ I. 
Liquid Bange of Organosilieon Sempounds 
Coiti>ound Approxiiaate Liquid Range, ®C, 
ClgCCClg 0 
ClgCSiOlg 40 
CI  S iS iCl .  
& 9 145 
(CHg)gCC(CHg)g S 
(CHg)gGSi(GHg)g SO 
(CH5)j^iSi(CHg)g 100 
14p 
,A, DiGlorgio, L,H, Sonmier, and F.C. Ythitmore, J, Am, Ghem. Soc«, 70, 
3512 (1948). "" 
12. 
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In^Bstigaticms of some of the less oomonly enoouatered physical 
oonstaats hare been reported, but these have been, for the most part* on 
polyslloa^es ^ioh have no carbon analogs, Measuresaents of surfkee tension 
on mrious organosilioon ooinpounds hare led to atoaie paraehers for silicon 
14*15.16 
rarying from 26,8 to 38,2, and several authors hare suggested tJiat 
bond paraohoirs might be more satisfactory.^^ This suggests that a eom-
parison of surfaoe tensions of siliotsi and carbon analogs might lead to 
a result more like that wUsh refraotive index "ttian like -t^iose with boiling 
point and density, 
Sxtensire inreatigations of i^e viscosity of polysiloxanes hare been 
reported. She carbon analogs of these oon^iounds are unknown, but -fee struo-
taml relationship betswen polysiloxanes and poJyisobutylenes is fairly 
olose (in 'ttie latter, carbon has replaced both silicon and oxygen), and 
oos^ristms of ISiese ecrapounds hare been made, fhe most noticeable feature 
is the much ssMiHer temperature coefficient of viscosity of laie siloacanes. 
16 This has been attributed by one group of workers to a coiled-diain 
structure for polyslloxanes which uncoils with rising temperatures, thus 
offsetting the usual decrease in viscosity with increasing temperature* 
Honter, E.L. Warrick, J.F, %de, and C.G. Currie, J, to* (Siem, £oe«, 
08, 2384 (1946)| C,A. MaoKenaie, A.P. Mills, and J,M. SoottT ibid*. 72, 
2052 (1980)* 
Hunter, J.F* ^de, E,L. ¥i&si.rriok, and H.J. Fl®t<dier, J, to. ®tem« 
Soe.« 68, 667 (l846)j W«J, Jones, L*H. Thomas, B,H» Pritohard,"*and S.T. 
Bowden, £, Chera. Sop*, 1946< 884* 
Fox, P.W. Taylor, and ?tf.A. Zisman, Ind, Chea., 39, 1401 
(1947). 
14. 
The smaller si«e of the carbon atom prevents ooiling of the potyieobutylene 
moleoulea. However, B&rry oonoludes from their respeotive relationships 
betswen viisoosity and asoleoular weight that the amount of coiling is 
17 
about the same in polysiloxanes and polyisobuiylenes» 
3a conclusion, it is interesting to note that in all four oases where 
a ]^sioal oonstant for silicon ooi^ounds has been plotted against the 
physical oonstant for the corresponding (»rbon otw^ounds, the slope of the 
linear 3?elationship is approximately the same (0.878) and is not uai^. 
The .significMtnoe of this ffeot is not apparent. 
Chemioal Prepertiea 
Silieon*oft.rbQn single bonds 
The ohemioal properties, like the physical properties, of oaapounds 
oojrtaining analogous silioon^oarbon and oarbon-oarbon bonds are related to 
the five fluid&mental relationships enumerated in the section on physioal 
properties. Pauling^® lists the following quantitative estiiaa1»s of these 
relationships« bond enei^, koal./fcole, Si«C 57.6, C-C 58.6| bond lengtai, 
0 
A, S1-.C 1.93, C»C l,54j per cent lonio bond character, Si»C 11, G«C 0. 
point first noted in oonneotion with these figures is the sim­
ilarity in bond energies for the silioon-oarbon and oarbon«oarbon bonds. 
5Ehis indioates that toward homolytio cleavage the bonds will have 
Barry, £. Applied Phys., 17, 1020 (1946), 
18 
L. Pauling, "The Mstture of -Utie Chemical Bond", Gomell University 
Press, Ithaea, H.H., 19^* 
15, 
similar stabilities, %.er8 is oonsiderable evidenoa that the therml 
stability of bo-^h bonds is high, and probably of the saai® order of 
g 
m^itwde. Thus, suoh confounds as tetraphenylsilan# and tetraphenyl-
19 
methan© can b© boiled undaoorapostd at high tonperatures (428® and 431°, 
respeoti-a^ty) and ar® stable at temperatures of 500° or higher. 
With regard to reactivity, howewr, the situation is different. Ihe 
faots that the silicon atom is larger, less electronegative, and capable 
of a greater maximm coordination number than the <»rbon atom, make the 
ailioon-oarbon bond considerably more reactive -limn the carbon-carbon 
bojod toward a number of reagents. 
For esoin^jle, trimethylaiylsilanes are cleaved by acids under fairly 
20 
mild conditions to give trime-tdaylsilanol and a substituted beneene, 
idiile tertiary butylbenaenes are relatively stable toward aoida. Pre-
sumbiy, the partial ionic character of the silicon-carbon bond facil­
itates attack by proton at the negative (carbon) end of the dipole. 
The Bilicon-carton bond is also more susceptible to basic cleavage. 
IliuE, triphenylbenssylsilane and imny others are readily cleaved by po­
tassium hydroxide in alcohol, acetone, or dioxane, to give triphenyl-
silanol and a hydrocartjm,^^ while trif^enylbenaylmeohane, for example, 
Ullmann and A» Shnghuber, Ber., 86, 404 (l90S). 
Oilman and F,J. Slirshall, J, Ciheia. £go., 71, 2066 (1949). 
®^,S, Ililler, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College (1950), 
16 
is relati-WBly Inert toward bases* Any eubstituont ^lioh tends to increaeo 
the polarity of tha bond has a greater effect on the reaotlTity of a 
silioon-oarbon bond than on its oarbon»oa3rbon analog. For example, in 
oompounds of the type XgC-AYg, where A ie a oajrbon or silicon atom attacked 
base, oleamge of the C-A rather than the IfC bond ooours in the carbon 
analog <mly if all three X atoms are halogen «md at least tv/o of the Y 
positioaf are oooupied by oxygen. l/Vhen A is silioon, only one X need be a 
halogen atom and only one Y an ojsygen atom in order to get cleavage of the 
C«»A bond,^® In the oase of tridilororaethyltriohlorosilane, oold mter 
14 
alone oleain»s the oai^jon-silioon bond readily« In hestaohloroethane the 
oarbon-oarbon bond is not oleaved even by alooholio potassium hydroxide 
O 9 
at 100°. Cleamge is probably facilitated in the oase of silioon ocm-
pounds by the positive oharaoter of the silioon atom, its greater sise 
(i^ioh decreases shielding by the surrounding groups), and its ability to 
inorease its ooordinatim mraber, all of -eihida mke mxoleophilio attaolc 
easier. 
C^rbon-silioon bmds &re also more reactive toward halogen than are 
Oaffeon»oai%on bonds. Although oatalytio h&logenation of organosilieon 
oompounds is a ooHaatai operation, it mst be done under rather mild ooi^ 
24 ditions to avoid oleawge. The relative susoeptibility of the silioon* 
go 
R.H. Krieble and J.B, Elliott,£. Aa. Chem. Soo», 68« 2291 (1946). 
2%. Berthelot, 10£, 121 {1869). 
Eiasleus and B.S, Payne, £_» Chem* £oo., 1947, 3590, 
17. 
carbon and oarbon-oar'bon bonde to olea-rago by halogen is illuatrated 
by laie facte that triawtl^lpheEsylsilane is cleaved by 'broiaine or iodine 
Oe 
to giTe a triiaethylhalosilane and a halobennene, t^ilo with tertiaty 
bu't^rlbenaene aroaatio brosdnation is possible.^® 
A similar omtarast is seen in the beharior of silicon-carbon and 
carbon-carbon bonds towards anhgrdrous alinadnuBi chloride. In carbon 
chemistry the f^iedel-Crafts reaction is one of the moat comOTily used 
aistfaods of making oarbon-oarbon bonds. In organosilicon diemistry 
altaainum chloride, under similar omditions, is a cmTenient method of 
27 br»ai:ing silicon-carbon bonds. Even anhydrous ferric chloride will 
go 
cleave silicon-carbon bonds under mild conditions, 
t F.CI5 "27 "*> * Ve 
CHCla 
Up to this point, reactions have been reported in which the silicon-
carbon bond is more reactive than the carbon-carbon bond, Biat this is 
^B,0, Pray, L.H. S«»nnier, G,M, Goldberg, C-.T« Kerr, P»A* DiOioj^io, 
and P.O. Ihitmore, £. Am, CEhea, £00.# 70, 433 (1948). 
^®Tohit<diibabine, S, Elgasine, and ¥, lisngold. Bull, soc, chiai*, 45, 
258 (1928). 
Scmtner, D,L,  Ba i l ey ,  and  F*C,  Haitiaore, £, M. Cheta, Spo , .  70, 
2869 (1948) I B.N, Dolgov and 0,2, Panina, Zhur, OtShohei IS, 1293 
(1948), ^.A., 43, 2177 (1949 )J7. 
HMjulkln. Zhur, Obshehei aim., 18, 399 (1948), /"c.A,, 43 . 6742 
(1948)J^. X.-- — 
18, 
not the universal result of the ftjndamental differenees between silicon 
and oaaAicai is illustrated by the reaotions of tfitraphex^lsilan® and 
tetraphenylmetlmne with hydrogen. TetmplMJ^liaethane is cleaved by 
liydrc^en under pressure at 250° to give triphex^lnw-tdiane and bensene 
•sftiile, under similar omditions of pressure, tetraphei^lsilane remains 
0 29 
unchanged at temperatures as high as 450 * It is probable that, in 
su<^ highly substituted molecules as the tetraaiylsilanes, the vulnerable 
silioon-oajrbon bonds are shielded by the surrounding groups. Thus, 
trieidiylphenylsilaaa is cleaved by hydrogen at 350® to trie-^jylsilane 
29 
and beaiaene. In the tetraasylmethanes the shielding of the central 
bonds is equally good, but one may suppose that increased strains, due 
to the smaller central atom in the methane, make the central bonds 
unusually labile. 
Sillccm-^Ljr'bon double bonds 
In contrast to the iimnense importance of unsaturation in carbon 
chemistjyt there is a complete absence of evidence for the existence of 
ar^ organosilicon confound containing a double bond to silicon. Schlenlc, 
in 191E, reported -Uie preparation of dipheiQrlme'tijylenesilane, (CgHg)2SiaGH2, 
from the hydrolysis of di^enylmeldiylchlorosilane,^® However, Kipping was 
unable to repeat this work, obtaining instead syro-tetraphei^ldictethyl-
SI disiloxane. Fifteen years of research (sa the subject led him to the 
Ipatiev and B, Dolgov, Ber., 62, 1E20 (1929), 
Schlenk, Ann., 594. 221 (1912), 
SIP.S. Kipping, J. Ghem. Spo., 1987, 104. 
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oonolusion that "an ©thylenic binding between carbon and silicon is either 
31 38 ingjoasible or can caily be produced under exceptional oirevsostanoes". * 
The ooiTiplete lack of any subsequent evidence to the contrary makes it 
highly probable that he was correct. 
The failure of silicon to form double bonds with cai^on is not a 
property peculiar to this element alone, but rather one that is shared by 
most elements outside ihe first row of the periodic table* Pitzer and 
Mji.lliken have disouased this subject on theoretical grounds. Their general 
arguments may be illustrated by reference to silicon and carbon. Accord­
ing to Pitger, silioon*<».ifl3on double bmds are unlikely because the greater 
silioon»oart)on bond disl^noe makes the otrerlap of TT»ort3itals on the singly 
33 bonded atraas siaall# l&illiken has calculated quantum mechaaioally the 
orbital overlap for silicon-cai^csa and caAon^oarfcon bonds (using an arbi­
trarily chosen double bond length in the siliom-carbon case), and reached 
the oonolusion that a silicon-osii^jon double bond should have about the same 
34 bond energy aa a oar^on-cai^jon double bond, A ailiconwcarbon single bond, 
however, according to his calculation, should be much stronger than a 
oarbon*oart»on single bond, and the lack of silioon-oarbon double bonds 
could be attributed to the rauoh more favorable energy relationship of two 
single bonds to one double bond in the siliooawoarbon than in the carbon-
oarbon case, 
F.S, Kipping, A.G. JIarray, and J,S. Miltby, £* (hem, Spc., 1929, 1108, 
®3k.S. Pitaer, £, Am, Chem, £oo., 70, 2140 (1948), 
Millilcen, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 72, 449S (1950), 
20 
The noQ-exi8t«no® of oompouads oontaining silioon-oarbon double 
bonds do«s not mean that roscaiano® struoturos oontaining such bonds may 
not mke oontri-butions to the total f^round state of a molecule. The siliocai-
c»rt)on bond distance in methylsilanoes decreases as methyl groups are 
, o 
suQcefsiTely replaced by chlorine atoms (silicon-carbon bond distance. At 
(CH5)^Si, l,93j (CHg)2SiCl, l,89j (CHg)2SiClg, 1.83),®® and it has been 
proposed®^ that this can be explained by increasing contributions from 
structures such as 
f ® 
CHgeSi CI* 
CHg 
tsftaioh are similar to structures oanmonly believed to irake considerable 
ocaitributions to analogous carton ooiiipoundB. Similar structures for 
silicon coH^ounds haire been proposed on the basis of dipole mo?!»nt studies 
S7 
of the halosilanes.* 
55 L»0, Brookmy and H«0* Jenkins, Am. CTieaa. Soo., 6B, 719 (1946)} 
R.L* Livingston and L.O. Brookway* ibid., 66. 94 (l944)| L.O, Brocksray and 
H.O. Jenkins, ibid., 2036 (lOSeTT" 
Yaltubovich and V.A. Ginsberg, Pspekhl Khin«, 18* 46 (1949), 
/"C.A., Ut 1404 (1950)/. 
^''c* Curwin, R.M. Wltucki, and P.A* MeCusker, J. Am. qhem. Spc., 72, 
4471 (1950), 
18 Pauling points out tlmt most double bond distanoas are about 0,20 A 
shorter than the corresponding single bmd distances. Since tJie silicon-
0 
oaAion bond distance in dimethyldichlorosilane is about 0.10 A shorter than 
in tetrsamethylsilaae, the silicon-carbon bond in the fonner would be re-» 
quired to have 50P^ double bond <^i%cter by this theory. Eomrer, the 
theoretical considerations of both Pitzer and Iililliken mice it likely timt 
contributions from such structures would be small. According to Pitzer, 
the oarbon-silicon xr-orbital overlap is siaall, aixd from Milliken's point 
of view the energy to be gained by changing a 8ilioon«»oart)on single bond 
to a silicon-caAon double bond would be smll in oonparison vjith that lost 
by breaking a oaAon-hydrogen bond and a silicon-dilorine bond. Evidently 
a decision on this point is not yet possible. 
Silioon*'hydrogen bonds 
In organic cheiaistiy the element most <x imiGnly associated with oarf>on 
is hydrogen. In organosilioon chemistry the number of compounds containing 
silicon-hydrc^en bonds form an almost negligible pi^^portion of the total. 
Herein lies one of "ttie most outstanding differences between the two brancdies 
of chemistKy. It is the result of the enormously greater reactivity tomrd 
polar reagents of the silioon-hydrogen bond as compared with the carbon-
hydrogen bond* 
3%ee, for escample, the oompound lists in C.S. Burkhard, E.G. Rochow, 
H.S. Booth, and J. I^rtt, Caiem. Revie-WB, 41» 97 (1947). 
The following physical data (soni® of it -wsry appraximte) on the tyjo 
types of bonds are aTmilable: bond energy, koal*/kol9,®® Si-^I 76, G-H 98i 2| 
0 go 1Q 
bond length. A, SimB. 1.49, C-H 1.091 per cent ionio bcsad character, 
Si«H S, C-H 4. It is seen that thermally the oai:ft)on«4iydr<^en bond is 
more stable than its silicon analog. The silioon<4iydrt^en bond is longer 
than -tiie oarbon«hydrogen bcaid, but this has little signifioanoe chemoally 
8iao« the hydrogen atom is so small as to have little steric iaqjortanoe. 
1!he two bonds also haw about the same amount of ionio character, but the 
great differenoe lies in the direction of the polariEatim. The relative 
electronegatiTitiea of cai^>on, hydrogen, and silicon are 2.5, 2.1, and 1.8, 
18 
respectively* Efiis means that the hydrogen atom has the positive end 
of the dipole in the oaitton-i^drogen bond and the negative end in the 
silioon-hydrpgen btaid. It should be pointed out, howevwr, that the 
el©atron8g*tivi% differences among th® three atoms are stnall and the 
afficwnt of ionio character of the two bonds about equal. The relative 
inertness of the aarbon-feydrogea bond and the high reactivity of the 
silicon-hydrogen bond are therefore somo#iat surprising. Thus, in contrast 
to the inertaeas of laettiane tomrd reagents other than oxygen, silane is 
a spontaneously inflaramble gas which is hy4ro:tyaed readily T;^ water, and 
even more readily by aqueous acids and bases.Halogen acids react with 
QQ 
Calculated from ftiuling's covalent radii, see footeote 18. 
Stock and C. Soiaieski, Ber», 61, 989 (1918). 
23 
it to givo mixturea of halosilanes and hydrogen.^^ 
This reftotivity of the silieon-hydroeen bond decreases as the 
l^drogens of silane are successively replaced by alkyl or aryl groups 
Ihus, while hydrolysis of monoalkylsilanes by alkali is very rapid in 
a two phase system,^® Idie Iqrdrolyais of trialiylsilanes by alkali is 
44 
ccaiparatively slow, even in solution, Simiiayiy, the bromiaation of 
silane is a violent reaction, even at low temperatures,^ while the 
braaination of triphenylsilane takes place mly slowly in refluxing 
43 
carbon "bstraohloride# All this is in contrast to the well known fact 
that the oaifeon-I^drogen bond increases in reactivity as it is changed 
from primary to secondary to tertiary. 
However, even the least reactive (tertiary) type of silioon-5^drogen 
bond is more reactive in most oases than the most reactive (tertiary) 
type of (Mislson-hydrosen bmd. For example, aoyl halides react with 
trisubstituted silanes in the absence of catalyst to give aldel^es and 
the corresponding chlerusilanes, Ho such reaction is known 
41 A.G, Maddocfc, C» Raid, and H,J, Emeleus, Mature> 144, 528 (19S9). 
Kraus and W.H, Greer, £. Chea« Soo»» 44, 2629 (1922). 
Stock and C» Somieski, 69S (1919). 
'^F,P. Price, _J, Am. Chem. £oo., 69, 2600 (1947). 
•^^A. Stook and C. Soaieaki, Bar., §0^ 1878 (1917). 
^E.A. Bassett, H.G. Eii)lem, M. Fraidcel, and 0. Ridge, £. £oo, CShoa. 
Ind»» 67, 177 {1948)| H. Gilmn and T.C. Wu, impublished results. 
Jenkins and H.W, Post, J. 0^. Ghem.. 15, 586, (1950). 
24, 
RgSm f R»C0C1 —>.1128101 f R'CHO 
for oarl3on-hydrog«n bonds, However, anhydrous aXianintm chloride causes 
48 
analogous reaotion of allsyl halides with both siliccm-hydrogon and oar-
AQ 
bon.«hydr<^0n bonds. 
In another exan^le, trietihylsilaae reacts -with sodium ©thoxide to 
gi-re triethylethoxysilane and lithium Ijydride,®® iriiile tertiary hydro-
oarbons do not react with sodium ethoxide. Similarly, lithium di-n-
butgrlamide reacts with triphenylsilane to give triphej^ldi-^-butylamino-
S1 
silane and lithiiaa hydride, n^ile no suoh reaction is known in carbon 
ehwnistry. 
Tripherqrlsilane®® and trietl^lsilane®® also react with organolithium 
coaqjounds in a similar my, while triphenylmettoane 
H^iH + E'Li >.RgSiR* + LiH 
reacts with organolithium in the reirez^e manner.®® There is no 
EgCH + R'U ^-SgCU 4- H'H 
report of an organolithium coiBpound reacting with a teirtiaiy alijdxatic 
hydrocafbon in any manner. 
48 F.C. lihitmore, E.?J. Pietrusga, and L,H, Sommer, J. Giem. Soo«, 
S108 (1947). "" 
Bartlett, P»E. Condon, and A, Schneider, J* 4m. Chem. Sqq,, 66, 
1531 (1944). "" 
Meals, J. to. Chem. Soo., 68, 1880 (1946). 
Oilman, B. Hofferth, H,W, Ifelvin, and G.E-Dunn, J, Am. Chem. Soo., 
5767 (1950). "" 
Giliaan and S.P. ibssie, £. Am. Chem. Soo., 68, 1128 (1946). 
5%. Oilman and E.V, Young, J. Org. Chem., 3., 315 (1936). 
It will b© noted that, in this last series of reactions, the silicon-
hydrogen bond resaables a carbon-halogen bond more than a oarbon-hydrogen 
bond. 
Finally, it is interesting to note that, in -sdiat is presmaably a free 
radical reaction, the silicon-hydrogen and carbon-hydrogen bonds react 
•with similar facility. In 1945 Khawisoh and co^orketss reported that 
chlorofom, under the influence of orgaMc peroxides or ultraviolet light, 
adds to olefins to give 1,1,1-triohloroalkanes.®^ Almost insiiediately 
seveiml authors^® applied the reaction to trichlorosilane, 
CI SiH 4- CHgSCER ^ ClgSiCHgCHgR 
or U.V'.L, 
Yields and reaction eonditi<ais are comparable in the two oases. Evidently 
the ease wi-Ki 'shidh a aetiQrl radical abstracts a hydrogen atom is about 
the same •siiether it is taken from silicon or carbon. On the other hand, 
idle ease of removal of halogen must differ oonsiderably betwsen silioon 
and carbon, since oatfem tetrahalides react ewn bettor than ohlorofom, 
•sdiile silicon tetrahalides do not react at all. It is interesting to note 
that "ttiis series of reactivities does not parallel 'toe bond energies 
(Si-H 76, C-Cl 78, Si-Gl 87, and C-E 98 koal./4aole) In a case tftiere, 
a priori, they might be expected to do so, 
®^fhe reaction is beat described in a later paper by M.S, Kharasch, 
E.V. Jensen, and Yv'.H. 0rry, £• Chsm. Sop,, 69, 1100 (1947). 
ce 
L.H. Soifflasr, E.W. Pietrusea, and F.C. tlhltiftore, £. Am. Ghem. Soc., 
188 (1947)t C.A. Burkhard and R.H. Krieble, ibid., $9, 2887 (1947)| 
A.J. Bariy, L. BePree,, J.W. Gilkey, and D.E. Hook, Ibid.. 69, 2916 (1947). 
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Silioon'>8llloon bondg 
It ms stated previously that one great difference between silicon 
and oarboa chemistries is illustrated by the dearth of con^cninds con­
taining ailioon-hydrogen bonds. Another striking difference between. 
the two branches of chemistry is shown by an eren greater lack of coca-
pounds containing silieon-silicon bmds. Thus, in contrast to the ssTeral 
hundred thousand craspounds containing carbon-cart)on linked chains and 
rings, there are at present leas than twsn-ty organic cOTipounds known to 
oontein silioon*»silioon bonds#®® 
The following physical data are available for the silicon-silicon 
33 
and silicm«»<»rl>m bonds: bond energy* kcal./kole, Si«Si 4S, C-C 80; 
bond length, X* Si-Si 2»S4,^' C-C 1,54«^^ It will be noted that the 
silicon-silicon bond has only about one-half the bond energy of the carton-
carfcon bond^ but the soareily of silioon-silioon chain compounds can hardly 
be traced to lack of thermal stability. Thus, l^S-dieidjyl^l^^-dipropy 1-1,2-
diftenyldisilane boils undeoon^osed at 268° (lOO aarn.homidiei^ldisilane 
0 59 
melts undecomposed at 360 , and, eiren though ootaphenylcyclotetrasilan© is 
very slowly transformed to a clear plastic mass on prolonged heating above 
®%ee, for esMinpl*, the eorapound lists in the review by Burkhard et al., 
footnote 36, or in H.W. Post, "Silicones said Other Organic Silicon Com­
pounds", Heinhold Publishing Corporation, Ifew York, 1949. 
®'^L,0. Brockmy and H.R. IkvidscKi, £, to. Cheia. Soo», 6S, 3287 (1941). 
®8f.S. Kipping, J. Chem. Spo., 119, 647 (l92l). 
Schlenk, J. Reaming, and G. Raoky, Ber., 44, 1178 (1911). 
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ttiia does not result in oarbonistation or loss of weight, and de-
eomposition sets in only at higher ten^eraturoB. Unflubetituted disilane 
G 0 SI 
aiid trisilano undergo thermal de00B5)08iti0n at 311 and S19 , awspeotively. 
fho rai^e of Idiennal etability indicated by these data would includo large 
numbei® of oi^anic oompounds ishioh are isell toom and haT® been tiiorcjughly 
studied. 
Neither is th© raaotivity of th© silicon-silicon bond such as to 
aoeount for sn^ll muaber of oompounds known, Disilanes are not cleaved 
by hot coneentrated sulfuric acid,"® rsfluxing aqueous or alcoholic allcali, 
oscygen In boiling asylene,®^ sodium in boiling jcylene^®® or sodiujn in liquid 
63 
aimaonla. Kipping found the phenyl|>o3ytiilanes to be soasnndiat more re-
aetiire. Although hot a^tieous or alcoholic alkali did not at-teck octaphenyl-
tetrasilane, boiling wet piperidine ga-re quantitative yields of hydrogen 
64 
and dijdienylsilanediol, 31ie same reagent did not attack disilanos or 
ocfedeoamethyloyelohexasilane* * ^e latter oos^jound ims deoonposed 
dR 
only by alkali in boiling hestanol* Although eai^oa oompounds analogous 
®%,S. Kipping and A.G, Mirrayi Chem, Spo», 1929» 330, 
Stokland, Trans# fkraday Soc«» 44* 54fi (1948). 
®®C.A. Burkard and F.J, Nortm, Anal« Ghem,^ 21, 304 (1949), 
®®C.A. Kraus and W,E, Kelson, £, Am» Cham, Soo», 56» 197 (1934), 
Kipping and J.E» Sands* J, Chem, Seo«. 119. 84© (1921). 
®®e.A,Burkhard, J, Am. Cham, Soo., 71, 965 (1949). 
88. 
to most of -Mieso ocmpounds have not been reported, the highly branched 
nature of the oon^jounds omoemed make it probable that the eilioon com­
pounds would not suffer greatly by oompariaon on grounds of either theiroal 
stability or reaotivlty. 
The lack of polysi lanes is to b« traced ra'ttier to the lack of suit­
able mei^oda of preparation. Of all the me'tiiods suitable for foKning 
oaiiJon-oartxKi bonds, only one# the '%rt2 reaction, has been found to be 
applicable to the formation of siliooai'silioon bonds. The great B»jority 
of method® for building oai^on-oarbon. chains depend ultSiaately on some 
form of unsaturation, and unsaturated silicon bonds singly do not ex5.8t* 
Using the ?<furta neidiod. Kipping has prepared two Iswaerio octaphenyl-
66 6B tetrasitones, and Burldiaapd has prepared a doteowaeiiiylayolohescasilane. 
These and scasae of their deri'WitiTes are the only knom organio oompouads 
oontaining more than one sllioon-silicon bond. Congjletely halogenated 
straight ohain silan.es oontainiag as raany as nine silicm-siliooa b(i»i.ds 
are known, but when these are treated rrith Grigaard reagents tiie produots 
newr contain more than one silicon-silioon bcoid# This ease of cleavag# 
of completely halogenated silicon atoms is paralleled by 13ie lability of 
empletely halogenated trnz^on atoms, in i^e haloform reaotion* for example. 
In one respeot, at least, the silioon-silieon bond shows a stebility 
®®F.S. Kipping and J.E, Sands, J. Chem. Soo., llg. 830 (1921). 
®'^R. Sehmrs and H« SeokbaoJi, anorg. allr.em. Chem», 2S2, 241 (19S7). 
®%.C. Sohmnb and C.M, Saffer, £. Am. Chem. Soc», 61, 363 (1939). 
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ocnsidembXy greater than that of its oarbon analog. In 1911jj Sohlenk 
pr0j«red hexaphenyldisllane in order to oorapare Its tendency to dissociate 
59 into free radicals -with that of idie analogous hexa^enylethane. He 
found hescaphenyldisilane to be a very stable compound, tnelting undeeom-
poaed at 355°, and oon^letely unreactivo toward oaygen and other reagents 
attacked by triphenylmethyl. Since the silicon-silicon bond enej^ is 
only about half that of the oarbon-oarbon bcsad, it might be espeoted that 
a hcjmolytie cleamge into free radioals would be easier in the silioon 
than in the <».rbon ease. Sue fact -ttiat the reverse is true is probably 
due to reduced sterio strains in the disilane because of the greater 
8ilioon*silioon and silicon-carbon bond distances, and reduoed resonance 
stebiliaation of the radical isliioh would result on olea-mge. This question 
will be considered further in the discussion of experimental resulla. 
Silioon«'Sllioon double bmds 
To date, only two compounds Imve been suggested to contain silicon-
silicon double beads, These are CgHg(CgHg)SlaSi(CgE^)CgI^®® and 
[(CgHgjjSe] jSi::Sl[0.(0gH5),] J.™ Both of these were ill-defined, amorphous 
materials which were very probably polymers, Uie considerations discussed 
under silioon-carbcai double bonds apply with even greater force to silioon-
silioon double bonds, 
®®F.S. Kipping, Froc. Chem, Soc., 87, 143 (l91l). 
lailigan and C«A. iiraus, £, Am, C3iem» Soo», 72 , 5300 (1980). 
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SiXloon-halogen bonds 
The ohlorosilanes oooupy a position of even greater iE^orfcanoe in 
organosilioon chemistry than do •&© alkyl halides in earbon ehemistry# 
This is beaause all oi^anosilioon ooiapcwnds har® to be synthezied ultiraatei-
ly from elemental silicon, and the only feasible msthoda of synthesis 
inTOlv© the preparation of halosilanes as intermedia-tos, 
Uiree geneml methods are available for the preparation of halo­
silanes from silicon. (Chlorine is the halogen most ooisEJonly empl«^ed«) 
In the first, (shlorine is passed ov«r finely divided siliotBi or silicon 
alleys at elevated temperatures to give tetra<flilorosilane end hexaohloro-
71 disilane* In the second, silicon or a silicon alloy is treated nsi-Ki a 
halogen acid to give tetrahalosilane, trihalosilane, and dihalosilane,^® 
In the third, silicon or a silicon alloy is treated with an alkyl or aryl 
chloride at high ten5>eratures to give mixtures of mono-, di-, and triallsyl-
7S 
or triarylohlorosilanes, Brmides are oonveniently prepared by analogous 
but iodides not so readily*^^ Fluorides are usually prepared 
frcm the chlorides by reaction with me-tei fluorides.*^® Hone of the direct 
Sctoaab and E» (Jamble, "Ijaorganio Syntheses", jL, 42 (1939). 
Sehuaib, "Inoi^anic Syntheses", jL, 38 {19S9)» 
Boohow, J_» Am, Chem, Soe», 67, 963 (1945). 
"^^C, Frledel and A. I«.denburg, Aon,, 203, 241 (1880) j L, Gattermn, 
Ber,. 22, 186 (1889), 
"^^0. Buff and G, Albert, Ber., S8, 5S, 2222 (1905)| H,S. Booth et alw, 
is* i22*» M» TO32)| ibid.. 57, 1335 (19S5)} ibid., 56, 15S1 
T1934). 
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?6 
syntheses work with carbon, except the oombination of carbon emd fluorine.' 
The physical data available fer tlie eilieon-halogen and carbon-
halog®Q bonds are recorded in Table II, 
TABLE II, 
Hiyfiioal Properties of Silicon-halogen and Carbon-
halogen Bonds 
Property Eleinent Fluoride Chloride Bromide Iodide 
Si 143 87 69.3 51.1 
Bond energy. 
koal*/4iole C 107 78 54.0 45.5 
Si 1,54 2,02 2,19 Bond distance, 
0 (1.69) (2, OS) (2.22) (2,49) 
A, 
c 1*36 1.76 1.91 2.12 
(1.37). (1.73) (1.90) (2,11) 
Icmic bond® Si 70 SO 22 8 
character, % c 44 6 S 0 
®'Taken from Pauling, footnote 18, except the values for the two 
chlorides, -sdiioh were taken from Pitaer, footnote 33. 
^Talcen from S<^c»aaker and Ste-ronson, footnote 77, Bie experimental 
values are the upper ones, and the values calculated frora Schomaker 
and Stevenson's forraaia aM b<md radii are given in parentheses. In 
these oalculatims the radius for oai%on ms that of W. Gordy, J* 
Chea, Phys.. IS, 81 (1947). 
®From Pauling's relationship to electronegativity differences. 
76 J,?f, Mellor, "Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry", Longmans Green 
and Co*, London, 1946, Tol, p* 622, 
32. 
Ther® hats heen a good deal of theoretical disouaslon of these bond 
properties in, the literature, and the subject ie still a debatable one. 
18 Pauling's original soale of bond itidii and his siisple additivity principle 
led him to the eonolusion that the observed bond distenoes were shorter 
0 
than the radius st«BS by TOlues of 0.16, 0»27 and 0»0B A in the Si-Cl, 
Si»F, and G»F bonds, respeoti-roly, Tsfeile 1:4ie calculated values for the 
remaining bonds were in satisfactory agreement with experiment. He ex­
plained the shortening of iixe silioon-halogen btaids as the result of 
resonanoe contributions from such doubly bonded pentaeovalent structures 
as ClaSiClg. Since the carbon atom Mtmot expand its valenee shell, the 
shortening in the case of GPa ms explained in terms of structures suoh 
as F®CIFg F , -which might also be of impoirfeanoe in the silicon case. 
77 Later, Soh<anaker and Stevwnsoa osnphasised that some shortening of 
all heteropolar bonds is due to the partial ionio charaeter of the bonds 
(due not to the above stmiotures, but to the ordinary imlo structures 
4 •» 
ClgSi CI ) and, with the aid of a correction for this effect and of newer 
and more acoumte experimental data on bond dis'ts.nces, they showed that 
the agreement between calculated and experimental bond distances is 
acceptable for all iiie above bonds except Si*F, In ^able II the bond 
distances calmlated on this basis are given in parentheses. The exper­
imental values are those not in parentheses. 
77 V, Schcmloer and D,P, Stevenson, J, jtet, Chem. Sqq,, 63, 37 (1941), 
33. 
Still more reoently, Pitser®® 1ms stated his bolief that the shorten­
ing of the silieon-fluorlne bond (as well as the ailioon^oxygen, phosphorua-
oacj/^ea, and ph08phoirue-»fluorine bonds) is not due to contributions from 
doubly bonded structures# but rather that, due to the small size of the 
fluorine atom, the silioon and fluorine atoms oan approach closer than 
the sum of the oo^alent radii before repulsions between noa-bonding orbitals 
become great enough to establish the bcaxd distance. Quantum me^anical 
caleulation® of orbital o^rerlaps by llilllken have given a cane support to 
this theory. 
78 
other reoeiib authors, on the basis of bond diatanoes, bond angles, 
and dipole moments have supported Pauling's original explanation of the 
short silioon-fluorine bond distance. 
Although the silioon-halogen and (^bon-^ialogen bond energies and 
thermal stabilities are not greatly different, the ease with which a free 
radical effects the abstraction of a chlorine atom from oai^on is apparently 
considerably greater than that for a similar hoiaolytio cleavage of the 
silicon-chlorine bond. This has been discussed previously under silicon-
hydrogen bonds, 
toward polar jreegents the silicon halides are uniformly mere inactive 
than iflieir carbon analogs. This difference is most evident in thoir rel-
Oilliam, H,D. Edwards, end W. Oordy, Fhys* 75, lOU (1949)| 
B,R. Dailey, J.M. feys, and C.H, fowne, ibid., 76, 136 Tl84^. 
34. 
ative ease of hydrolyais. Thus, while oarbon totra<^loride and ohloroform 
are s-teble tovmrd aqueous solvents, silicon tetrachloride and triohloro-
79 
silan® are hydrolyged rapidly, even by moiet air* 
The ease of hydrolysis of silicon halides decreases as the halogen 
pA gro 
atoms are suooossiTely replaced by alkyl or aryl groups. la th© 
80 
oarbon series the re-verse is probably trus, although strictly cougjarable 
da-te. are not available. Certainly the difficulty of hydrolysis decreases 
in the series oai^)on tetrachloride, benzotrichloride, and trilyl chloride, 
and it seeias probable that bensophenone diohloride -would fall between 
bensotrichloride and trityl chloride. The different orders are undoubtedly 
due to different uffiohanisms of hydrolysis. It is ii^ll established that the 
trityl halides hydrolyze by the S|fl laeohanism 
-Iisr w/ * 
+ "2° -fSr 
and it is probable that the aremaining members of the oarbon series lydrolyse 
8i by the same parooess. In the analogous silicon series, however, th® 
l^drolysis proceeds by the S-^ attack by a water molecule on ths silicon 
Friend, "A Tsxt»book of Inorganic Chemistry", C, Griffin and Co, 
Ltd., London, 1921, Vol, V, p» 9, 
ttighes and N,A, Taher, J» Chea, Soc,, 1940, 9§6. 
Hine and D.E, Zjee, Chem, Sqq,, 75» 2E (1951). 
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op 
atom. In the oai^ion seriea 
faat' 
the ease of i^rolyeis is increased aa suooessively Introduced phenyl 
groups mke the <a#ntral atom less positl-?® and thus facilita-te the ioniza­
tion s'top} in the silioon series the ease of hydrolysis is decreased as 
successively introduced pher^l groups make the silioon atom less positiw 
and tfeas hinder the coordination stepv 
A further difference is noted in the allk^l series. Alkyl Imlosilanes 
hydrolyae ewn more easily than the corresponding aryl oaaptainds, and prob­
ably by the same meohanlSBi. Alfeyl halides, however, are not nearly as 
susceptible to Iqrdiralysis as ar® the aryl halaawthanes, and tiiey do not 
all hydrolyse liy tJie sasie me<riianisjB. The tertiary alkyl halides hydrolyae 
hy the same S^l mechanism outlined for the aryl halOBte-tfeanes#^® !rhe aUcyl 
dihalo«> and alkyl trihaloiaethanes, howeirer^ are less ^sily hydrolysed and* 
since the hydrolysis is effected by alkali but not by water, it seems prob­
able tfeat the mechanism of hydrolysis my be of a Sjj3 type. Ihis Sj^ mech­
anism, hows-ffer, would differ from the mechanism Swain proposed for the 
82 C.CJ, Smin, E,M, Este've, and R,H, Jones, J. to* Ghem* £00*, 71, 965 
(1949). "* 
83 P,D» Bartlett, Am. Chera. Sop., 61, 16S0 (1939), 
S6. 
hydrolysis of halosilanes. In the carbon seriea no pentaoovalent intorw 
raediate is possible, so the hydrol3rsis oust take place in one step. 
f i x  r  R X V  R X  
. \ l  \ l  \ l  .  
HO 4. C—X > HO.— C —X > HO C f X 
I I I 
R L R J R 
The difference in mechanism is also illustrated by the different behavior 
of the silicon and carbon halides as the halogens are replaced by bulky 
groups. In the carbon aeries, the introduction of bulfey groups into a 
tertiary halide increases the rate of reaction. Ihus, tri«isopropylohloro~ 
methane l^drolyzes six times more rapidly than tertiary bu-tyl diloride.^^ 
In the silicon series the reverse is tmje* V/hile triraethylc^lorosilane 
hydrolyzefi evwi in moist air, tri-isopropylcdilorosilane is resistant to 
hydrolysis ly ordinary ineans#^ In the carbon series the bulky isopropjrl 
groups increase the rate of ionization through their teadency to relieve the 
sterioally strained condition of the molecule by expelling a ohloride ion and 
assuming the planar configuration of the carboniixm im.^® In "ttie silicon ser­
ies internal strains are Bmller, due to the greater sise of the silicon atom, 
and silicon cations are probabjy less stabilized by hyperconjtigative resonance 
tlma are their carbonium analogs, as was discuosed under silicon-oarbOTi 
double bonds. lience Idie tenancy to ejcpel a chloride ion is reduced, and 
Bartlett, Abatraots of Papers, Tenth National Organic Chemistry 
Sysqjosiun, Boston, Ikss*, 1'947, p« 30, 
Siljaan awJ N.Rt Clark, J, Am» Ghact. Soo„, 69, 1499 (1947)} see also 
H. Gilmn and G,H,R, STnart^ £• ^rg. Chem>, 15, 720'u.950), 
®%.C. Brown, Science, 10^ 2674 (1946). 
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the bulky isopropyl groups hinder rearward attaok by mter molecules. 
Ooiiplete data regarding th® effects of different halogens are not 
available in either series# but what there are indicate that the ease of 
hydrolysis increases mth increasing bond polarlzability in the order 
87 88 fluoride, chloride, bromide, and iodide in both series. * this agree-
ment is probably due to th© fact that the rate detemining step in both 
series is the cleaving of the bond to halogen. 
The ease of alooholysis of the halosilanes parallels the ease of 
89 i^drolysis* and probably proceeds ly a similar meohanism. In th® oarbcm. 
87 
aeries the revez^e order probably holds, as in the case of hydroJysis. 
In etlmaol the pheryl silicon halides have all their halogen atcmis replaced 
by alkosiy groups to give (CgHg)gSiOH, (CgHg)gSi(OH)g, and CgHgSi(OR)g. In 
idle corresponding oajcbon series the products of alooholysis are (CgHg)gCOR, 
(CgI^)2G(0R)g, and CgHgCOOR.®°»^^ fhe coHipound CgHgC(OR)g is produced only 
91 by iiie use of sodium alfcoxide. 
The relative rates of amraonolysis of halosllanos and halomethanes are 
prolmbly similar to those of hydrolysis and alooholysis. Thus, "v^ile alkyl 
Qt9 
J.R. Johnson in "Organic Chomi8ti?y, an Advanced Treatise"* H. Oilman, 
M., John'Hiley and Sons Inc., Hew York, 2nd Ed., 1943, Vol. II, p. 1846. 
Sabom, J. Chem. Sop., 1950. 5077. 
®®See, for escBHiple, D. Peppard, Tj, Bro-wn, and W. Johnson, J, Chem. 
Soo., 68. 70 <1946) 1 and R.O, Sauer, ibid.. 138 (1946). ^ 
Straus and 'V'i. Hussy* Ber., 42 2168 (1909) | F. Straus and 0, Soker, 
ibid.. 2977 (1906). 
Limprioht, Aon., 156, 80 (1865). 
halidcs, praforably iodidea, mat be heated with mmcmla. for th© prepar­
ation of aaiinea, all of the silicon halides, except the fluorldee, will 
SB 
react with aamonia gas at room temperature, or with liquid aimaonia. The 
Conditions are suffioiently mild so that t^e silicon, analogs of primiy 
or seoondary amines can be prej«,3red at will,®®*®® vdiioh is not ti^e in 
the cat^jon series, Siaoe the only commonly available monohalosilanes are 
tertiary, sterio factors become of importance in preparijag the silicon 
analogs of aaaiaes* The only knom analog of a tertiary amine is triailyl-
saaine, (H_Si) N* f rime thy lohlorosilane and higher homologs will react 3 3 
with only iim hydrogens of ammonia to give he»itallsyl analogs of secondary 
amines, such as hexamethyldisilasane, (CSg)gSil!SiSi(CHg)g,®® 
©le reduction of silicon halldes to silioon l^drides has been reported 
9 
only with lithium alumiaxjm hydride. It takes place rapidly and almost 
quantitatii'ely in ether. The reduction of alkyl halides by the same reagent 
also occurs, but less readily.®^ In the silioon series, the ease of reduc­
tion increases with increasing number of halogen atoms attached to silicon. 
%<fciotion of polyhaloBiethanes with this reagent haw not been reported, 
but it seeras probable that the order will be the rewrse. 
Beaotions with organcmetallio compounds occupy a place of exceptional 
importance in organosilioon chemistry, since, until the deTelopii»nt of the 
" E,0. Sauer and R.H, ifesek, Chem. Sqq., 68, 241 (1946). 
Brewer and C.P, Haber, J_. to. Chem. £oo*, 70, 5888 (1948). 
Johnson, E.H. Bliaaard, and H.W. Oarhart, J» Am, Chem. £oo., 70, 
S664 (1948). 
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reactions of organic halides with silicon and of silicon hydrides; ivith 
olefins, these reactions afforded the only method of preparing organic 
ocmpounds of silicon. Thej'- are still of prime iii5)ortanoe for laboratory 
synthesis. This situation is to be contrasted ivdth that in carbon chem-
istry, "(sSiere the analogous reaction (coupling of, say, a Grignard rea^gent 
and an organic halide) ms of small importance, and more of an ino<HiTen» 
ienoe than an aid, 
Bxe first organosilioon oon^jounds weare prepared by Friedel and Crafts 
9S by the action of dimethyl* and diethylsinc on silicon tetrachloride.' 
In the oartion series, dimethylainc with either tertiary butyl iodide or 
QA 
2,2-di^loropropane gives tetramethylmethane, but dietl^lzinc witii 
Q7 
ohloroform and carbon totraohloride gives ethylene and propylene. Fape 
introduced the use of a modified YAirt® raaction into organosilioon synthesis. 
The reaction is highly exothermic and leads conveniently only to tetrasub-
stituted silanes, Heaotions involving sodium and 
SiCl^ i 4HX 4. 8Na •'SiR^ * 8!»C1 
earbon tetiuchloride or ehlorofonn are explosive and do not yield any use-
Friedel and J.M. Crafts, iUm«. 127, 28 (l863)i ibid,, 136, 203 (1865) 
liwow, Z, Chem.^ 1870, 520. 
Seith and F. BeiXstein, Ann.«, 124, 242 , 245 (1862), 
Pape» Ann., 222, 254 (1884). 
40. 
99 100 101 ful products. Kipping and Dilthey introduced th© use of the Srignard 
reagent for reaotions with silicon tetrachloride and other ohlorosilanes, 
and, until 1945, this urns the only method ocnsnonly used for the prepar­
ation of organosiliom compounds. All types of organosilioon halides, 
BSiXg, i^SiXg, RgSiX and R^Si can be prepared wi-tti the Grignard reagent 
(the last only at his^h temperatures), and it is probably safe to say that 
more different organosilioon compounds have been made by this method than 
by any other, the analogous reaction in cai^on chemistry is little known. 
It is repoarbed that carbon tetrachloride with ethylraagnesium bromide gives 
102 
ethane and etoiylene, and v/ith phenylmagnes ium bromide gives triphenyl-
10 s 
me-tdiyl peroxide, tripher^loaibinol, and hexaphenyle-Kbane, 
The use of the equally convenient and more reactive oi^anolithium 
r e a g e n t s  m s  i n t r o d u c e d  b y  F l e m i n g a n d  b y  G i l m a n  a n d  C l a r k . T h e s e  
Staudinger, Z. aneew. Chem., 659 (1922)| ibid., 38, 576 (1935). 
^^F.S. Kipping, Proc. Chem. Soo., 15 (1904). 
10%. Dilthey and F. Eduardoff, 37, 1159 (1904). 
Binaghi, Gazg. ehim. ital.» 55. 886 (1923). 
10®!,!, Gombei^ and L.H. Cone, Ber., 59, 1462, 1466 (1906). 
Fleming, U.S. Patent 2,586,452, £ £.A,, 603 (1946)J7 
Gilman and R.K. Clark, £. Am, Qiem. Soo>, 68, 1675 (1946). 
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reagents hatm all the advantages of the Grignard reagent, plus sufficient 
reactivitjf so that even most tetraarylsilanes can be prepared in refluxing 
ether. The analogous reaotion of organolithium reagents with oiiXoro-
IjDS 
methanes has been studied by Manrel and by IVittig. In general, cartoon 
tatrahalidee and halofoms react with organolithium compounds to give ikim 
alltyl or aryl halides corresponding to the Grignard reagent used, together 
-with resins. Pheiaylhalaaethjanes -with phei^llitiiium give phei^l halidea, 
resins, and mixlaireB of ooTnpounds obtained from halogen- or hydrog®n-®etal 
interoonversions followed by coupling. The ronarkable contrast between 
these reacticHis and the smooth, clean preparations of organosilicon eoia-
pounds is probably due to the greater eleotropositivity of the silicon atom, 
•s^iioh hinders hydrogeei- and halogen-raetal interconversions with the organo­
lithium i^agent, and to the reluctance of i^e silicon atom to form double 
bonds, which prevents elimination reactions and subsequent polymerization, 
as -5?© 11 as decreasing the resonance stabilieation of t^e silyllithiuan 
piHjduots which might otherwise be fonned by interconversions. 
Aaong the most isqjortant reactions of organic halides are those with 
aid^rous aluminum chloride. This reagent plays a sjuch aaaller part in 
orgaaofilioon chemistry, largely because aluminum chloride cleaves silicon* 
107 
oaj:%on and silicon-hydrogen bonds, as was menticmed mider those headings. 
^^C.S. Marrol, F.D, Hager, and B.D. CoffiMUi, J. Am. Qiem. £po», 49, 2833 
(1927)I G, Wittlg and a. Witt, Bar., 7^, 1474 (l94lT. 
Evison and F.S. Kipping, £. Chem. Sop,. 1951, 2774» 
42. 
iifowe'TOr, for prejaring organosilioon cosipounds frcsa silicon tatraohloride, 
108 
alumimm chloride has son® limited use. A method has heen reported for 
reaoting ailicoa tetra^loride •with olefins in tlie presence of alximinura 
chloride at high t0ir|>0ratures and pressures to p;ive 2-ohloroftllgrltriohloro-
silajies. Saturated l^drot^rbona are reported to 
CHgrCHg 4- SiGl^ ClOHgCHgSiClg 
i^act in the same as aire allsyl halides.^^*^ In the latter reaction 
the catalyst is alunimasi metal, but tSie author believes -ttiat i5ie formation 
of alumimm chloride is involved. Amlogous reactions of olefins with 
allghatio halides have not "been reported, but olefins react -with acyl halides 
in the presence of aluminum chloride, eiren at low temperatures, to give both 
substitution and addition products.Seactions between aliyl 
HCH^CHg + CHgCOK ECHj^HCOCHg • HS * RCHClGHgCOCHg 
chlorides and alkanes lead to iscsnerization, cracking, and polyaserization 
raider than the desired coupling.the contrast between the carbon and 
silicon series in these reactions jnay not be as great as the above datei 
would suggest, however, since there are no confinaatory reports of the 
suceessful reactions in the silicon series. 
Shtetter, Bissian Patent 44,934 (1935), /"C.A., 2958 (1938)J7. 
1®9h.C. Miller and E.S. Schreiber, U.S, Patent 2.379,321 (194S)« 
Hurd, £. to. Cheia. Soc., §!» 1545 (1945). 
iiic 
,A» Thoraas, "^Aal^drous Aluminxan Chloride in Organic Chemijstiy*» 
Beiahold Publishing Corp., New York, 1941, p» 752 ff, 
^^^C.A* Thtanas, ibid., p» 736* 
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Ihitmore has shown that aluminum ohloride oatalyBes tha roarrangeraeat 
of ehloroBiethyltriinetijyleilane to ethyldiaetlylohloroBilan®, and proposes 
a BiBohanism analogous to that ©noountsred in similar rearrangemantfi of 
113 hQTdrooartJon halides mtalyzed by ailder r«agent8» 
CHg ^ CEg CHg 
I -AlCl. 4 I I + 
ClCi3g-Si-CHg ^ CHg-Si-CHg—^cHg-Si—CHg 
CH CH„ CH_ 3 3 3 
CI 
4- AlCl" I 
CEgCiijj-Si- Clig »-
CHg CEg 
The following redistribution reaction has also been found to be brought 
113 
abcwt by anhydrous aluminum ohloride. 
AlClg 
CgHg(CHg)gSiCl >(CiIg)gSiCl + CHg(CgHg)gSiCl f (CgHg)gSiCl 
Finally is© my oonsider reaotions of halosilanes with active metals. 
One oase is reported of the reaction of a ailioon-halogen bond with a metal 
a3^ other process than solvolysie or coupling. Kraus and MtoAgh^^^ 
report the preiaration of triphenylsijiyllithium by the reaotioa of 
trij^eiqrlbromosilaae with lithlujn in ethylamine. The reaction ms un» 
successful with triphenylchlorosilane because of solvolysis, Ihis point 
alene 
U • (CsHg)sSiCl • %%% • (CeH5)5SiffiC2i% • LiCl 4 4% 
Li (CQi%)gSiBr 4. H2ilCgI% ^"(C6Hg)gSi.C8l%m2 * LlBr 
Li 4- (C6%)sSi*08i%H% (Cei%)gSiLi 4 
^^®F,C. Ihitraore, L«l. Soamer, and J. Gold, J, CSiegi* Soo., 69« 1976 
(1947). 
Eraus and H« Eatough, J_. Am, Chem. £oo., 5g« S008 (19S3)* 
is surprising, since the ease of solTolysis usually increases as the 
halogen becomes h««.vier. The formation of an leelable free radical solmted 
by etJiylemine Is ©wn more surprising, and some question exists as to the 
reality of the reactions, since they ha'vw never been arepeated. The 
moh greater difficulty of formation Oi org&nosilyllithium compounds and 
organosilyl Grignard reagents ae con^ared with analogous cation cases may 
be attributed to the g3?eater electropositiirity of the silicon ato®, and 
to reduced stabilisation of the organosilyl anion by resonance structures 
involving double bmds to silicon, 
Siliccafoaygcn bonds 
Silicon-osqygen bonds occupy a position of special significance in 
organoailioon chemistry be<muse of the industrial importance of the poly-
silosMines, These are organic confounds containing chains or networks of 
silicon-oaygan bonds, -which result in molecules of very high raolecular 
•weight having high chemical and electrical resistance, low temperature oo*» 
efficients of viscosi-ty, and strmg mtea«-repellant properties. Strictly 
analogous oai%>on polyethers are rare and not well kno-wn. In carbon chemistry, 
oxygen plays Its most important part in the form of caAon-osygen double 
bonds. Caifccaiyl groups in organic molec-:les provide centers of reactivity 
and of activating influence on nearby atc»ns which make possible an enormous 
Qilman and T,C, Wi, Unpublished resultsj private coranainij^tiraa 
from Dr. S»A, Benkeier* Purdue University, February, 1951. 
iwittber of reaotions of pri:!« theoretical and industrial iiB-» 
portanoe. Organic compounds containing sili00n«»03sygeii double bonds are 
unkaaown* probably for the same reasons discussed under silioon»oarbon 
double beside» 
The plqrsical ocaistants available for silioon-oj^gen and oarbon-ossygen 
18 bonds are as follows: bond enei^, kcal./mole, Si«0 89*3, C-0 70| bond 
o 116 
distance. A, Si»0 1.61 (l«74), C-0 1,43 (1*42)j per cent ionic char-
117 
aoter« Si-O 51, C-0 85» It -will be noted that the silicon-ojsygen bond 
distance, like the silioon-fluorine bond distance, is less than the oal-
wilated mlue. This subjeet has been disoissed under silicon-halogen 
bonds, and the same consideratioas apply here. 
The most outstanding difference between silanols and alcohols is 
Idle extreme ease with •sdiich the former undergo Interraoleoular condensations 
to disiloxanea, 
or m" 
gEgSiOH y EgSiOeilg 4. HgO 
!Hie reaction is oa-telysed by both acids^^® and bases and oecurs so 
readily with ail^l-^^® and mixed alkyl«»aiyl» ailanola^^*^^ that the un» 
the mlue for C-O is from Pauling, op« cit.t that for Si»0 is the ralue 
in quarta found by F, Machatscaikl, Krist, 94< 222 (1936). No Si»0 bmd 
distance in an organosilieon oompocmd is imported. The -values in parentheses 
tfcose calculated using Sehomafcer's and Steijenson's formula and radii 
(footnote 77), except the i-adius for oai4>on which is that of Gord^ (foot-
note b, fable II). 
117 Ihese values are oalculated from Pauling's relationship betsseen electro-
negativity and Ionic bond character. They are cmfirmed by «ie infra red 
measurements of K. Wright and M* Hunter, Chem. Sop,, 69« 803 (1947). 
i^8p,S, Kipping, jJ. Cgieia. £oo», 79, 449 (1901)| H, GilTnan and H.W. Melvin, 
unpublished studies. 
119E,0. Sauer, £. Am. Chem. Soo., 66, 1707 (1944). 
Hfcirsden and F.S. Kipping, jJ. Chem. £oo., 95, 198 (1900). 
oondensod silanola are frequently difficult to prepare. The oorresponding 
preparation of ethei^ from alcohols is a rauoh more difficult process, and 
ditertiaiy ethers are almost xmknoTNn. Elirairmtioiis leading to olefins 
are almys competing reactions in the carbon series, Tshile the difficulty 
of fonaation of silicon-wiAon double bonds prevents such cosjplications 
in the silicon <^se. 
(fe. the other hand, the stability of two hydro:s^l groups on one silicon 
ato3!i is considerably greater than that of two hydrosyl groups on one carbon 
atom, fhusj silanediols are fairly coimion, mdiereas not Tnany carbon gesi-
diols (cart>onyl "hydmtes") aj^s iaolable. This difference is due to the 
fact that the silanediols and the carbon gein-diols dehydrate to give 
different products. In the caAon series gem-diols may lose mter by some 
such intrainoleoular process as the following t 
.OH /r 
R-G. J- S_C^ , • ILCsO f lUO 
Z 
i^e last step being favored by the reamance energy of the carbonyl group. 
This -would earplain K^y hemiacetals and acetals are increasingly more stable 
121 than gem-diols. In the silicon series, silicon^osj/^en double bonds are 
not fonned, so the deJQrdration imxst be intermolecular. Infra-red studies 
of the polymeric products of such dehydmtions as 
OH 
2n EgSi • 
CS 
R R 
-SiCSiO-
E 1 
+ 2n HgO 
n 
have shown no evidence for l^xe presence of even small aaiountB of compounds 
121 Priimte eonsnuaioation from John Morton, this Laboratory, February, 
1951. 
47, 
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oontaining 8ilioon<»03t3rgen double bonds. 
Silane triols hare not b««n Isolated as suoh, but probably form 
unstable inteinnBdiatas in the hydrolysis of su<& oonjpounds ae phenyltri-
<fli3«roallane to orcMs*linked polymers. In the <»3rt3on series, some aoid 
hydjeates, suoh as oxalic aoid dihydrate are probably to be regarded as 
gem-triols, 
It is interestiiig to note that the silanols are almys stronger aoids 
than their oaifljon azialogs, trinetl^Isilaaol oven forming a sodium salt 
o 1S8 
with aqaeotts sodium hydroxide at 0 , view of the eleotropositive 
nature of silicon# this is surprising. It may be considered evidence for 
i 
iiie participation of resonance structures suoh as S^SiQH-*^RgSigO H , 
with some resorptions in view of the present dubious status of structures 
involving double bonds to silicon. 
In accord with their considerable acidity, silanols react with alcohols 
to give ooi^ounda inMch resemble esters more than ethers. These con^jounds 
may be considered to be esters of orthosilicic aoid and, in a general way, 
resemble the orthoe«.ybonatos or aootals. They are hydrolyaod to silanols 
and alcohols somewhat more easily than most carbonic aoid osters and, 
unlike that of the acetals, the hydrolysis ie oatalyeod by both acids and 
bases. The susceptibility of the alkojtysilanes to basic hydrolysis is 
undoubtedly duo to the facility with •v^ioh tJie silicon atom is attacked by 
nucleophilio agen-fes. The mechanism is probably similar to that illustrated 
Scfflnner, B.V^. Pietrusea and F.C. IShitmore, J. Am., Chera. Soo., 68, 
2282 (1946), 
48. 
for the hydrolysis of the halosilanes. The splitting of the silioon-os^gen 
bond in theae oleftiwig«8 has been demonatrated by ahowing that the hydrolysia 
of an allc»:!^silane contaixiing an asyimaetrio oai^jon atcaa attached to osygen 
123 gives an optically active alcohol. By oontrast, the oarfson atom cannot 
expand its -rolenoe shell to accept a basic substituent, so -ttjat hydrolysis 
of aeetals BUst proceed 1:^ a msohanisin similar to that shown for gem-diols, 
with the necessary protons supplied by the catalyst# 
A further reseniblanoe between alkoasysilanes and halosilanes is seen 
in their reaetions with Grignard and organolithixan reagents. In general, 
these two t^es of ocmpounds may be used interchangeably in organosilioon 
syntheses f t^e alkostysilanes being some^tat less reactive than the halo* 
silanes. Bie silioon-oaygen bonds in disiloxsaies also behave more like the 
oarbon<«»o»ygen bonds of esters than those of ethers, since they are olea-rod 
by acids,bases,and Grignard roagenia^^®*^®® to give silanols, 
She silanols behave like aloc^ols in their reactions with acids. Thus, 
anl^drous hydrc^en chloride in ether oonvejrts most silanols to dilorosilanes, 
soiae of the lower alkylsilanols being converted even by concentrated aqueous 
Krleble and C,A. J, M. Cham. Soc,, 69, 2689 (1947), 
Sanaer, Q,T* Kerr, and P,C. tliitmore, J» Cjheta. Sop,. 70. 
m (1948). 
Kipping and J.E, Haofcforft, J. Chem. Sop.. 138 (1911). 
Kraus and E, Eosen, £, Am, CSiem. Sop,, 47, 2738 (1925)j H, Gilrnan 
and H.W, ^Jslvin, unpublished studies. 
49. 
122 hydroohlorio aoid« Sijyl esters of oarboxylio acids are also known, but 
127 they are moh more easily hydrolyeed "Hian are ordinary alooholio esters# 
With oonoentrated sulfuric aoid a sulfuric acid ester is obtained. 
These esters undergo the usual reactions of alkyl sulfates but, unlike 
aXkyl sulftites* bol^i alkyl groups react. It is in-terestiag to notse that 
the ^•factor for triethylsilanoi in sulfuric acid is 15, like that for 
primary alcohols, mther than 2, like that of tertiary aliphatic alcohols. 
In tertiary alecdiols loaisation takes place as follows< 
R{3H + H2S04:?==i KO^ + HSO* (i • 2) 
Tshile in primry alcohols a further step involving a back side attack by 
't^e bisulfite ion leads to 
HSOJ + HOBg EHSO^ I HgO 
HgO 4. f BSOj 
trith a consequent j^-factor of S. The last two steps ajre prevented in 
tertiary alcohols by the steric interference of the allsyl groups. Since 
the last two steps evidently occur in tertiarj' silanols, it seems probable 
that steric hindrance to back side attack is reduced in these confounds by 
128 the laj^e sise of the silicon atan. 
Sohuyten, J.W, Weaver, and J.D. Reid, J. to, Chem. See., 69, 2110 
(1947). "" 
Mewman, R.A* Craig, and A.B. Garrett, £. to. Chan. Soc., 71, 869 
(1949), 
80. 
Silieon-'altroRan bondg 
CcBipcainds ooatnining Bilioon<»nltrogea bonds do not play the in^ortant 
part in organoailioon ohemistry that oarboa'«®,itrogen bonds do in oarbon 
chemiatry betmuse of the great ease with niiioh siliocawaitrogen ooapounda 
are hydrolyzed to silanols and aminea. In faet, the principal interest 
shown in these oompmnds up to the present has been the result of the fact 
•Wmt they hydrolyae about as readily as do the halosilanes, but the prod-
uci» of hydrolysis are the awlati'vely mild amines instead of the strongly 
129 
oorrosiiTB halogen acids. Experiraental values for the physitml eonstants 
of silioon-nitrogen bonds are not available. 
Silicon analogs of amines, the aminosilanes, are prepared from the 
halosilanes l:y reaction -with ammonia, amines,®® or sodium in liquid aiHmonia.^^^ 
Silyl hydrides and metal amides also give aminosilanes in exoellent 
8X 63 yields. * Only two silyl groups oan be attached to nitrogen except 
in the case of trisilylamine, Tri *;^alkylaBiin6S are also 
130 
untenown. Silicon amlogs of the quaternary amonium halides or 
hydroxides are unknonrai as are aminosiljine salts, since aoids cleave amino-
silanes with grwat ease. Hiis reaction has been used by %i1aaore for 
^^^ritish Thtsnson-Houston Co. Ltd., British patent 599,153 (1948). 
^®®Private conrainioation from W.J, I^ikle, this Laboaratorj'-, February 
1951. 
51. 
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preparing halosilanes# None of 
RgSiMg 4. KSC »-RgSiX i 
idle reaotions by which hydrogen is substituted in aliphatic amines are 
known in the aminosilanea, since the reagents cleave -Wie silicon-nitrogen 
bond rather than the halogen-nitrogen bond. Carboxylic acids, for example, 
152 give ammonia and silyl esters of the acids. 
Burg and Kuljian have found that trisilylamine, (HgSi)g!J, is a much 
•swaker electron d<mor in reactions with trihalo- and triraethyl- boron 
X33 than is trimethylamin© (HgC)gN, This is in line with the greater 
acidity of the silanols as compared %vith the alcohols and, in a similar 
my, it is scane'ediat unexpected, since the relatively electropositive silicon 
atom should increase the nucleophilic properties of the attached nitrogen. 
Like the aoidi%- of the silanols, this phenomenon could be explained as the 
result of signifioantly large ccontributions from resonance stmctures in-
- + 
volving silicon-nitrogen double bonds, such as HgSieN(SiHg)g, This is the 
only evidence for the existence of siliccai-nitrogen double bonds, since 
silicon analogs of Sohiff's bases or ketimines are uninown. 
A number of siJyl isocyanates and isothio<^5ranat0S have been prepared, 
mostly Anderson. These confounds, like the halosilanea, are readily 
Bailey, L*H. S^aner, and F.C. Tlhitmore, J. Ghem. Sop,, 70, 
435 (1948). "* 
Miner, L.A. Bryan, R.P. Holyss, and G.lf. Pedlow, Ind. SnR. Chem. 
39, 1368 (1947). 
Burg and E.S. Kuljian, J. Chem. Soe.. TZ, 310S (l950). 
52. 
hydrolyaed in a<|ueou8 solvents,and, also like the halosiXanes, tSie 
ease of hydrolysis inoreasea as the nujaber of isooyamte or iso'toloc!yanate 
groups on the silioon atom increases,^® One such oompound, triphenylsilyl-
iBO"&iocyanate, also behawd like a halosilaaie toward |dienylli"&itjm, giving 
xss tetraphenylsilane. Organic isooyanatea reaot with Grignajnl and oi^ano-
3.33 lithiwm reagents to give substituted amides, and ths products from the 
reaction of triphenylsilylisothiooyanate with Grigaard reagents, and of 
triphei^lsilylisooyanate with both Grignard and organolithiua reagents, 
can be looked upon as the hydrolysis products of ths corresponding It-
si lylamide. 
(CgH5)3SiIC0 + CgHgU (CgHg)gSilfeC(CgHg) OLi 
(CgHg)3Si!feC(CgH5)0U • HgO »-(GgHg)^iN«C{CgHg)Ge 
(CgHg)gSiMCO(CgI%) • HgO ^(CgHg)gSiCe + CgligCOIEg 
In general, honrever, the silyl iaocyana-tos and isothio^anates do not 
reaot like ^eir earbon analogs. As has been emphasiaed, they hydrolyae 
more easily tlian alkyllsooyanates, but give silanols rather than amino-
silanes as products. (Of course, the aminosilanes my be formed as inter-
raediates in the hydrolysis.) leither do ^oy reaot with alcohols to give 
urethanes or with amines to give ureas. Saltier, the reverse happens, 
Iriphenylsilylisocyanate and triphenylsilylisothlooyanate are conveniently 
Anderson, £• Qiem. Sop,, 72, 193 (1950)• 
Gilraan, fiofferth, and H*¥/. Melvin, £. to. Ohem. Soo» 72, 3046 
(1950). "" 
Gilmn, J.E, Kirby, and C.R. Kinney, £. to. Ghem. Sqq,, 51, 2252 
1929). 
prepared by the reaction of tripheuylohloroBilana with urea, thiourea, or 
134 
sodiiam urethane, as the ease may be. 
BoadB between silioon and varioua other elemesffai 
Very few oompounds hare been reported in %¥hieh silioon is bmded to 
elemnts other than oarbon, silicon., halogen, oxygen, or nitrogen. Soa® 
aulf^ir analogs of -ttie alfeoay- and arylosy»silanes hare been prepared. 
Like iiie aUajstysilanes they -were found to resemble esters rather than 
eldiew, espeolalJy in their ease of J^drolysie. Axi attesipt to oxidise 
tripheaylthioidienQxysileLne led to reduction of the oxidizing agent, but 
cleavage of the silioon^sulfur bond occurred and it me in^ossible to tell 
137 
•whether it took plao® during or after oxidation^ 
114 
Kraus has reported the preparation of triptoenylsilyltrlraethyltin 
6S 
and triethylsllyltripherylgermanium. Not rauoh is known about the 
properties of these oompounds, but iiiey seem to resemble the di«tin and 
di-genaaniua compounds, sinee they are cleatned lay halogens end by sodium 
in liquid ethylamine. 
Effect of silioon on ad.1aeent bonds 
A large proporticaa of the work on the "silioon effect", as well as 
the tern itself, are due to Yihitmore and eo-'workers. They first prepared 
H. Grilman and G*N«R. SmH, \mpul)li8hed studiM* 
54. 
clilor©a»tl^ltria»tl^l8ilan©, (CHg)0SiCH2Cl, and found the halogen to be 
auoh M>V9 peftotive than the oorreaiponding halogen of aeopeniyl ohloride, 
(CHg.)gCCH2Cl» toward nuoleophllio reagents. They attributed the unre» 
activity of laie neopentyl chloride to the sterie shieldiiag of the laeldiylene 
CMarbon to baok side attaokt and the lability of the halogen in the silicon 
analog to diminished shielding by the groupa attached to th® lai^er silicon 
5 
atom# Tomrd alooholio silver nitrate, however, ohloromethyltrimethyl-
si lane m» much less reactive than any allsyl halide. This was attributed 
to the greater eleotronegativity of the group (CHg)gSiClJg>*» as compared to 
(CHg)gCCi3^«>', whioh tends to strengthen the halogen against eleotrophilio 
atta<fe» Th«^ reported that this eleotronegativity •was oonfirHiod by the 
faot that {GHg)gSl(SE2%CHg ms oleaved by hydroohlorlo acid to give (CHg)^Si 
and CE^HgCl, thus placing the triaethylsilylmethyl group in the series of 
decreasing ease of cleavage from mercsuryi CgHg>(CHg)gSiCH2> CHg> Ogling) 
It will be noted that -ttiis use of the term "eleotronegativity" to 
refer to "ipelative affinity for electrons" is based upon the notion that 
the group most easily cleaved from mercury is the group which has the great­
est tendency to carry its bonding eleotrms with it in clea-mge. It seems 
more likely, however, that the ease of cleavage from uwrcury by acids is 
related to the degree of resonance stabilisation of a transition state such 
as that illustrated below 
{CH3)gSiCHg%CHg f 
H H 
\/ 
(CH3)3Si-b«HgCH3 
I 
H 
•CHgHg^ • (CH3)4Si 
This interpretation oan be shown to aooount •atiafaotoriS^'- for the serioa 
of rslatiw "eleetronegativities" obtaiaed from olea-mges of orgaiionetaHio 
oocfiouads by acids. On this basis, th© position of the group (CHg)g5iGH2-
rolati-T® to (Cli2)2CCH2* in -^e series is explained by the snail eleotro-
negativi'ty of the silicon atom as compared to carton* This smller eloctro-
negativity results in an inductive effect of electron release from the 
silicon atom to taie ethylene carbon, thus tending to stabilise the transi­
tion 8"t».te end reduce the activation ener^ for the cleamge of the trimetJ^l-
silyliaethyl group as compared to that for the neopentyl group. 
It will be noted idiat these reactions ia^ly a greater basicity for a 
carbon atom attached to the triicethylsilyl group than for one attached to 
the ^-butyl group* This is exactly the opposite to the situation -with oxygen 
and nitrogen attached to silicon. Cbsygen and nitrogen both }mf» unshared 
electron pairs -sivioh can be used to form resonance structui^s having double 
- + •• f 
bonds to silicon, suoh as HgSi«0 H and EgSi»KII^» v?hioh result in a decrease 
in basicity for the oxygen and nitrogen atoms. Carbon atoms attached to 
silicon do not have suoh unshared electron pairs and are rendered even more 
basic than their non-silicon amlogs by contributions from hyperconjugative 
I -
structures sudi as KgSi CHgR, 
The mriCRis observations relating to resonance struc-bires containing 
dmble bcmds to silicon may be summarized in the conclusion tlmt, -Rhen sraall 
electronegative elements suoh as fluorine, oxygen, and perhaps nitrogen are 
bonded to silicon, contributions from such structures are significant, but 
with larger atoms, suoh as oai^)on, they are not. 
56. 
The unreaotivity of ohIoPoinatlQrItriinathylsilana nay b« Illu8tt«.t9d 
in t«ras of the iwdxaniBm below* 
(CH3)gSiCH2Cl 4 H* > (GHg)gSiCH| > (CHg)gSi(23^a^ 
It seeiM likely that the relati-v® rates of Idie reactions of the silicon 
and oartion analogs will bo governed by the relatiw stabilities of the 
triaetSiyls ilylmathyl and aeopentyl oat ions, fhe neopentyl oation oan be 
stabilissed by resonanoe contributions from hyperoonjugative structures 
suoh as 
CH- CHJ CH- CH, 
I 3 5 ^ I 5 I 5 
CHg-C-CHg <—> CH^C = CHg < > CHg C = CHg'«—> CHg—C = CEg 
CHj CHg CHg CHg"'" 
If it is aooepted that structures having silioGn»oarbon double bonds will 
inalce arelatively small contributions, then it is understandable that 
neopeniiyl chloride should react faster with silver ion the-n does <^lort>-
!T!je thy Itrimethy Is ilane. 
TshitBiore and oo-workers next prepared the 2-ohloro" and S-ohloroalkyl 
triciilorosilanes. The oarbon-chlorine bcaids in both of these compounds 
were more i«aotiv» toward nuoleophilic reagents Idmn in the chlorometiQrl-
silanes^ with the 2-ohloro- compounds being more reactive than the S-^loro-
138 
ones* aqueous base 'ttiese compounds reacted as follows' 
OlGHgCHgSiClg 4 HaCH > CHg-CHg + Si(OH)^ 4. 4JlaCl 
ClCHgCi^CHgSiClg + 41feQH MJHg-CHg + Si(OH)^ 4> 41&C1 
CH{ 
SoBJswr, E* Dorfmaa, S,M» Goldberg and P.C. ffhitmore, «J. Am* Chem* 
Soc*. 88, 486 (1946), "" 
57. 
SucSi r«&otions -with the analogous oax^on ooH^iounds are not knosm, 
and t^e difference tsas interpreted in terms of the greater ease of attack 
tion Qonstants of a number of substituted acetic aoids, RCE^COOH, obtain-
lag deoreaaing acidittea aa R is ctfiajiged in the order (CHg)gC 
the effecfei were atrributed to ifce eleotron-
releaaiag propertiea of the silicon atom ae compared to oarbrai. 
A similar effect ma noted by Boberta and oo-workera in a less ambig-
142 
uous situatim. Iliey determined the siggta conatant for the trimetJ^l-
silyl group by measuring the diaaociation constants of trimetlgrlsilylbonBoio 
acids and the rates of reaction of these aoids with dipheayldiasoaetlmne. 
Th9^ found the trimetii^lsilyl group to more aoid^wsakeniag than the t-butyl 
grmp, and attributed this to an induoative effect of eleotrm release in 
tfee silicoB-carbon bond, auoh as 
liiioh is evidently greater than in the carbon analog. 
SoEEBor, D.L, Bail<^, and F«C, Ihiiaaore, £. i®. Chem. Soe*, 70. 
2869 (1948), 
140j,h. Gold, L.H. Scaamer* and F.C. Ihitmoret J. Ch^. Sop., 70« 2874 
(1948). 
Sooaner, J.R. Sold# G.M. Goldberg, and H.S. Marans, J. iro. Chem. 
Soo.. 71. 1509 (1949). 
Roberts, E.A, MsElhill, and R. Aimstrong, J, SSB* £22*» 
2925 (1949). 
1S9 by nweleophilic reagents on a silicon than on a carbon atom. Oxygen 
on an al^l casbon atcaa y3to silicon produced a similar lability of the 
140 
siliooJi»oarbon bond. 
Somewhat lal»ir, the saaw group of workers determined Hie dissocia-
COOH •COOH 
58 
fhysiologioal Properfciea 
In general, the organosilicon ooir^ounda seem to be less active 
pi^Biologi<»,lly than their oarbon analogs. The anesthetic and toxle 
effects of chloroform and carbon tetrachloride, for example, ai^ not shown 
by tri*" and tetraohlorosilane. The ohloretilanes are texic, of course* 
since they are readily hydrolyzed to i^rdrochlorio acid in the body fluids. 
The ffiinimim lei^al dose in rats» acbainistered in a single dose by stomach 
tube, is 1 g./lcg. for the mrious metJiyl and ethyl chlorosiL-ineB. She 
ethosiy eilaaes are leas toxic, the minimum lethal dose in rets being 5-10 
I 148 g./fcg. for th© •mrioua methyl and ethyl ethoxy si lanes. 
Bats were unaffected when exposed to air containing 25,000 p.p.m. of 
hexamsi^yldieiloscane for periods of thirty minutes, and hexametl^ldisiloxane 
and mny other polysllomnei showed no skin or eye irritation, and had no 
harmful effect on peritoneal injection. Since these coi^ounds aire ex-
treraely insoluble in water, as are the tetrasubstituted si lanes, any 
physiological activity they possess might be expected to reseirble that 
of the high molecular -weight hydrocarbons. Such carcinogenic properties 
have never been reported for any organosilicon compound, but the time 
since their industrial application has, perhaps, been too brief for small 
effects to beccme apparent. 
Rovire, H.G, Spencer, and S.L» Baas, J, Ind. Toxicol30, 
SS2 (1948). ~ 
59. 
Some attention has been devoted to the preparation of silioon analogs 
144 
of phy8iol<^ioally aetive «irbon compo^mds. ^ The insults of playsiolog-
ioal testa on most of these ooapcRinds are not yet laiown, hovwver. A 
21 
silicon near-analog of DDT s@@m$d to have negligible insootioidal 
properties in preliminary tests, 
Sinoe the physioo-»<j}iemioal prinoiples by v/hioh the great laajority of 
drugs exert their physiological effect is very imperfectly understood, no 
sofund basis of comparison, or theoretical point of attack for further stucfy, 
is available# In those cases, like the antibiotics, close reseat-
blances in size and siiape between active molecules and metabolic building 
materials are supposed to be involved in the jd^iologioal aotivi%', it 
Djowld seem i3^at the synthesis of strict silioon analogs of active carbon 
cos^jounds would not be a promising approach. The silioon ooaqjounds waild 
be distorted in shape, as -well as larger in size, in^en coiitpawd with tiieir 
carbon analogs. However, it is evien possible that this very ability to 
alter the shape and size of molecules without greatly altering their 
f\mdaffiental struoture could be helpful in elucidating the processes in­
volved in lAysiological activity# 
^"^^npublished studies from this Laboratory# 
60, 
EXPERIMEITAL 
Grigmrd and oirgaaolithium reagents were prepared and used in sol­
vents dried over sodium wire and/or oalciian liydride. Reaetions in which 
these reagents were used were carried out in an atmosphere of nitrogen 
freed from oxygen and moisture ty being passed through a train contain"* 
ing allcaline pyrogallol# concentrated sulfuric acid, anhydrous caloium 
chloride, soda lime, and Drierite in that order. The snelting points and 
boiling points reported aire, unless otherwise stated, uncorrected. Sil­
icon amlyses. In most oases, were carried out by the prooeduz^ recently 
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reported from this Laboratory, A few low-boiling oompwtnds ^re decom­
posed in the Parr bomb. 
Cleavage of Organosilicon Compounds by Organometallic Reagents 
Most of the work on the cleavage of organosilicon ccrapounds by 
Grignard and oi^anolithiisa reagents has been repojrted previously, 
Sam additional experimental details are given here, 
Triphenylsilanol»- A two liter, three-necked flask equipped v;ith 
Eieohanioal stirrer, reflux condenser, and dropping funnel •Bras swept with 
dry, oxygenHfree nitrogen, Silicon tetrachloride, 96,8 g, (0»511 mole), 
ms distilled into a 60 ml. dropping funnel and carefully weighed. The 
Gilman, R,A. Benkeser, and G.B. Dunn, J, Am. Chem. Sqq., 72, 
1689 (1950), 
allicon tetraohlorid®, under proBsure of dry nitrogen, was added to 
450 ml, of dry ether in the throe-neoksed flask, #iich ms oooXed in an 
ioa'-ealt 'bath. To this soluti(»i was added dropwise 1424 ml, of a 1,08 M 
solution of phsTQrllithiuin in ether (1.5S2 moles) uAiile stirring vigor­
ously and eoollng in an ioe-salt bath. Seven hours were required to com­
plete the addition, and Hie mixture ms then allowed to stand overnight 
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at room te^nperature. At the end of this time Color Test I ms neg­
ative, and the mixture ms I^drolysed by adding 500 ml, of water dropTjrtse 
•s^iile cooling in an ice bath and stirring vigorously, 5he ether layer 
ms separated and mshed twice mth mterj a small amount of insoluble 
material ms filtered offj and the solutiaa was dried over anhydrous 
sodiiffli sulfate. Distillation of the ether from a mter bath left 141 g, 
(100^) of brom solid Halting at 116-43°, This ms digested with 750 ml, 
of petrolem eiaier (b.p,, 77«»115°) to give 110 g, of yellow solid melt­
ing at 144-^2*', Concentration of the mother liquor gave a second oarop 
of 17 g, meltir® at 135-47°, and a iiilrd crop of 9 g. melting at ISO*^", 
The total recovery from -tdie first ciysiaalliaation ms 136 g,, or 97^« 
Successive reoryslatllizations of the various crops, combining materials 
of similar nwlting points, led to a final yield of 114 g, (82^) of -white 
solid laslting at 150-1°» Clark reports a 97^ yield of trijdiei^lsilanol 
105 but does not give a melting point. 
(Jllraan and F» Sdiulze, Ata, Oteia, £oo«, 47, 2002 (1985), 
Sodium trlpha^ylsll&Rolate««^ Fiw gx^nas of triidienylsilaaol ware 
diasolroi in 100 ml, of diy aylen© by -Banning. Then 0»5 g» of sodium 
metal ms add«d, and -Hhie mixture was stirred and heated to reflux. Little 
jwaotion oocurrad uatil the sodium had taeltod} Itydrogeu ms then evolved 
slowly and smoothly. At the end of three hours the oirolution of gas had 
stopped. The mixture ms then allowed to cool slightly until the sodium 
had solidified, the solid button of sodium was remOTed with a sharp 
glass rod, and the solution alloivod to oool to room ter^erature» A 
TB^ite precipitate, 4,15 g, (lefa), ms filtered off and mshed -with xylene. 
It did not Tr»lt on a spatula, but burned to leave an alkaline aah, A 
0,4145 g. sample of this material suspended in mter ms titrated with H/lo 
hydrochlorio acid, Neutral equivalent« oaled, 288| found, S07» S<rfilenk 
5@ 
reports a neutral equivalent of 298, but his yield is not given. 
Attempted preparation of triphenylsilylperoxide,- Ten ml# of a ifa 
solution of iodine in diy s^lene ms added to a •warm solution of 1,0115 g. 
{0,0034 imjle) of sodium trijdienylsilanolate in 25 ml» of dry xylene. 
Ihis mixture ims stirred on a steam bath for 15 hours without any appre­
ciable diminution of the iodine color. A small amount of white precip­
itate -sdiich had fomed was allowed to settle and a sample of the solid 
ms removed. It did not melt, but burned on a spatula. It gave no 
test for free iodine -with starch paper, but gave an immedia^ yellow pre-
cipi-fcate vdth aqueous silver nitra-tse solution. Most of a sasgjle placed 
in distilled •w&'fcer dissolved, ^he solution gave a preoipita-te vdth silver 
nitrat© solutionj, and the Insoluble material, ^en filtered and dried, 
melted at 150-1°, and did not depress the meltit^ point of an authentic 
sample of triphenylsilwxol. It was oonoluded, -yierefore, that the pre-
oipitate rns a mixture of sodium iodide and sodium tripheaaylsilanojAte. 
A second run ms carried out in ether. Iwo g, (0»0067 mole) of 
sodium trlphenylsilanolate wre dissolved in 60 ml» of dry ether and a 
2^ solution of iodine in dry ether -was added dropwise with stirring, fhe 
first three or four drops isere deooloriaed immediately hut further addi-
tims were not deodorized until the solution ms brought to reflux* 
Addition ms continued at reflux just fast enough to keep the solution 
pale yellow in oolor (about one ml. per miaaute). The addition -was stopped 
when 42,5 ml. (0.0067 mole) had been added, and the mixture ms stirred 
and refluxed for an additional half hour. A ^ito mter-soluble precip­
itate weighing 0»7 g# -aas filtered off. It garo a yellow precipitate 'with 
silver nitTOte solution. On evaporation of the ether from the filtrate 
an iodine-oolomd solid remained. This ms reorystalliaed from petroletaa 
ether, b.p. 77«»115®^ to give 1.5 g. of triphenylsilanol, m.p. 150-151°, 
identified by mixed melting point vjith an authentic saraple. A further 
0.12 g. of triphet^lsilanol was obtained by concentrating the mother 
liquors, mking a total of 1,62 g» (90?5)« A small amount (0.1 g.) of 
material insoluble in petroleum ether ms found to be sodium iodide, 
giving a total yield of 0#8 g. of this smterial (80?0* 
Since sodium iodide and trlphenylsilanol were obtained in the absence 
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of moisture, it s^eas probable that trxphenylsilyXpercacid© ms formed, 
but deooinposed by abstracting a hydrogen atom from the solTent, 
2 R^SiOfe + Ig >-RgSiOOSiRg | 2 lal 
K_SiOOSiIi, + 2 R'H —y 2 R SiCE 4 2 S'. d 5 S 
TriphesiylsilanoJ., absolute ethanol» and giao ohloridet* In an attetifst 
to prepare triphenylsilane from tripherQrlsilanol by the method of Dolgov 
and Yolaov^'^'^, 2 g. (0.0067 mole) of triphejtijrlsilanol and 24 g. (0.18 
mole) of anhydrous ainc chloride isere dissol-rod in 8.4 g. {0»18 mole) 
of absolute e-Uianol, Xhe solution, ms protected froia atmosphsric moisture 
by a oaloiuia chloride tube and refluxod for three hours. An oily layer 
"sifeioh had fonnad during the period of reflux ms extracted with ei^or, 
and the ether ws evaporated. The oil thus obtained did not orya-telliR# 
on standing in the refrigerator for one month, and a subsequent atteB5)t 
to distill the oil at the wter pump reduced it to a red, tarry material. 
A second run, on a scale three tiiaos as large as the first, was ra-
fluxed for only fifteen minutes. An oil, obtained exactly as described 
abo-ro, deposited 0.43 g. (Qa) of hexapher^ldisxloxane, aelting at 223-
225^, ijtiioh ms identified by mixed raelting point. Ho other identifiable 
mterial was isolated. 
la & third run, the procedure -ma modified according to the directions 
of Dr» G,¥,R, Smrt.^^'^ ^wo g. (0.0067 mole) of triphei^lsilanol and 
2 g. (0.015 mole) of anhydrous zinc chloride wer« r®flU3!»d in lO.S g. 
(0.2S mole) of absolute ethaaol for 4 days. Bi® solution ms then trans­
ferred to a test tube and tJie solTOnt was evaporated at vocm tester-
Dolgor sad T. Tolnov, Zhur. Obsdiei. IQiiia., Khim. Ser. I. 91 (1931) 
/"C.A., 25, 4SS5 (1931 )J7. 
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atur® in a stream of air. About 0.4 g, of white crystals formed at the 
137 liquid surface and were jranoved. This ms probably triphenylethoayeilane 
(crude yield, ZOyi) but the crystals were too stioiiy to be placed in a 
capillaiy tube, and reorystalliaation frota absolute ethanol or etimnol-
mter mixtures ma not euccessful* 
Attempted preparaticai of tetraphenylailaae frm tiriphenylsilanol^* 
A 200 ml. three necked flask equipped with stirrer, reflux condenser, and 
di^ppijig funnel was flushed with diy oscygea-free nitrogen. Ten ml. of 
dry ether mus placed in the flask and 5.52 g« (0,02 mole) of triphea^l-
silanol ms dissolved in the ether. To this ms added slow]^ 16 ml. of 
1.24 M solution of phenylli'ttiium (0.02 mole) in e'ttier. The reaetion m« 
vigorous, and cooling wil^i an ice bath ms required to prevent flooding 
of ifee condenser. The addition of a second 0.02 mole of phei^llithium 
produced no evolution of heat. After stirring for 12 hours Color Test I 
ms still positive. Two ml. of -Uie ether solution were removed and evap-
Ofsated. The residue did not tnelt, but burned m a spatula and left an 
allsaline ash. I'hen the residue ms agitated with aqueous hydro^lorie 
acid and dried on a porous plate it Mlted at 1^-7® and did nob depress 
the melting point of an authentic specimen of triphenylsilanol. An 
insoluble solid which ms present in the reaction mixture behaved in 
©ffltctly the ssuae siannex'. It was concluded that the product of the re­
action ms lithium triphei^rlsilanolate, whioh ms only partly soluble 
in etiier. 
Most of the eth,93f ma distilled from the rtwiotion mixtuaw and 50 
ral. of dsy toluens waa add«d» The resultiiag susp«i8ion waa stirred for 
12 hours m a steam 'batli, and Color Test I ms found to be negatire. 
®ie insoluble mterial in the mixture israa still lithium triphenyl-
silanolate, however. A further 0.01 mole of phenyllithium ma added and 
the mixture refluxed for 43 hours on an oil baljh.* Color Test I ms still 
positive and "Sxe insoluble material ms still lithium triphei^lsilanolate. 
The solvent ms then rffiaoved and the dry residue heated oa an oil bath 
at 200® for 12 hours. Hie solids isore then rinsed from the flasfc with dry 
xylene and filtered. They -weighed 5,6 g, and did not melt when hea'^d 
<ai a spatula. This solid ms dissolved in 76 ml* of cold 95% ethanol. 
On standing 72 hours 1*2 g. of white solid melting at 218-9° had sep­
arated. A aiaall sample of this mterial reoiystallized from dioxane 
mlted at 226-7® and did not depress the jnslting point of an authentio 
sample of hexapheryldisiloxane. Yield, Addition of twice its volume 
of water to the etJianol filtrate caused the precipitation of $.15 g. (B7%) 
of triphenylsilanol, identified by mixed laelting point with the starting 
raatsrial. 
Cleavage of tripheaylsilanol by n-butyllithium with oopper*bronae«-
•IIWI I.» I 1 |«I Mii.i- m  ii.Miim>iiiaii»i nw i»ini i—iXHff i» lat i» inn i immi n i i^ n—n—•» 
A 0.234 M solution of n»bu1ylliiaiium was prepared in refluxing ether* 
3he yield ms Eleven graras (0»04 mole) of triphei^lsilanol (m.p., 
14&-150®) iwas dissolved in 50 ml. of dry e-Kier in a 500 ml., S-nocked 
flask equipped with mechanical stirrer, reflux condenser, dropping funnel. 
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and inlets for dry nitrogen. Copper-bresize, 0.6 g», was suspended 
in the solution, and 0»08 rmle (340 ml.) of the n^buigrlli'yiium solution 
•was added dropwise with good stirring. Duriag the addition of the first 
half of the n»butyllithiujE soluticm. a white precipitate appeared. This 
is thought to be -fee lithium salt of tripher^lsilanol. The mixture iwas 
refluxed for 48 hours, and durir^ this tiaie the preoipilaate redissol'rod. 
The mixture was poured jetwise under nitrogen pressure on about 125 g. 
of crushed D3?y Icse, and acidified witti 10?5 aqueous hydrochlorlo acid. 
The ether layer was sejwirated and extracted six times with a total of 300 
ml. of sodium oarl)onate solution. This alkaline extraot ms acidified 
•with ocKio. hydrochloric acid, and extracted with e"ttier, Itien the e'ther 
•was dried and distilled •there remained a pale yellow solid meltii^ at 
116»117°, On reorystallization of this solid from •vsater# 2.7 g. (5655) 
of benisoic acid, m.p. 120»121°, \vas obtained (identified by mixed melting 
point). The etiier was distilled from -fehe nrai-acid part of the cai^onated 
reaotioa mixture to lea^e an oil -which deposi-fced 2.6 g. of Inpire tri-
^esylsilanol (m.p., 13#«1S®®). Attempts to distill the remaining oil 
ga-^e products boiling continuously o-ver a range of K)0»180° (0»5»1,0 a®i.). 
No separation of fractions nias possible. The oil imy have been dipheiyl-
n*butyl8ilanol -i^ich condensed slowly during distillation to syra-di-n-* 
butyl-tetraphenyldisiloscane . 
^^Por the oa-fealytio effect of oopper'-bironae m. this type of reaction, 
see H. Silman, &.S. Brovsn, F.J, 'siBbb, and S,M. Spatz, £. -Am. Chem. Soc., 
62, 977 (1940). 
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?ihen the run ms repeated using 0.16 mole of j^butylli^^alian (mole 
ratio of n»butyllithium to tripheny Is Hanoi, 4tl) th© yield of bsiiKoio 
aoid ms also No attmpt v<as made to reooTer the other produots 
of reaction. 
Cleavage of triphenylsilanol by n-butyllithltan wlthmt oopper*» 
broEse .* The n»butyllithi\3m for these runs m&s prepared by an in^roved 
1^ . 
method. The average yields -were 7^ by the new method as compared to 
5(^ by the old. 
Ten grains (0.0S6 mole) of triphei^lsilanol "were treated with 0.1 mole 
of n»bu%'lli'Maiui!i hj the procedure previously described, exoept that the 
copper-br<mae was emitted. The yield of pure benzoic aoid ms 3,S g.» or 
76%, Another awn using 11 g. (0.04 mole) of triphenylsilaaol and 0.12 
mole of a*^u-tyllithium without oopper-bronze gave 3.2 g. (STfo) of benaoio 
acid. The ether solution containing the non»acid products from this 
latter reaction ims mshed, immediately after the ear^xmte esttraotion, 
10?^ hydrochloric aoid three times, and then with mter until the 
•Wfcshings wre no loiter aoid to lilBius, The ether solution ms then dried 
and distilled, yielding 9.2 g. of colorless oil, boiliog at 258-272® 
(2,8 m.). This oil twas redistilled to give 8.8 g. of oil| b,p,, 165-166° 
(O.S ssn.)} l»8178j 0.9700. % calcd. for dipfeenyl-o-fcutylsilanol, 
79.2| % found, 79.9. Yield, 86^. 
GilTsaa# Bo«l, G.G. Bramuw?, M.W. Bullock, G.E. Dunn, and 
L.S. Miller, J. M, Ohem« Soo., 71, 1^8 (1949). 
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Anal> Ciilo4» for G^gHg^OSii Si, 10.9j Z«rwd.tiaoff H, 1,00. 
Found I Si, 10 *61 Eorowitiiioff H, 0.96. 
It is 'bdlleTod that the failure to isolate diphet^l-n-bu-tylsilanol 
from frwlous (and seme subsequent runs) was due to partial condensation 
of •^e silanol to the corresponding dislloxane by alloftli during the ex-* 
traotioa with aqueous sodium carbonate or Tsrhile the ether solution -was 
simnding and being distilled in contact with traces of allsali. It is 
noteworiaiy that in the runs described below, which were not oarbonated, 
and hence not esctraeted with alfeali, there was no difficulty in obtaining 
a good yield of diphei^l-n-bulylsilanol. 
In order to make sure that olea-mge of tripheaylsilanol occurred 
during HhQ reaction with n»butyllit^iuin and not during or subsequent to 
^ybomtion, two runs were hydrolyeed without oarbonatitai. In the first* 
10 g. (O.OS6 mole) of triphenylsilanol was treated with 0.1 mole of 
n-bu%llithium in the usual way and for the usual tiiae. Then 100 ml. of 
water w&s added, 4ropwise at first, and l^ie ether layer was dried and 
distilled. Sewn grams of diphenyl-qao^uigrlsilanol, b.p. 165»170° (O.lmm.), 
or a yield of 765^jW»re obtained, ia the second run, 16.6 g, (O.O6 mole) of 
tripheriylsilanol was treated with 0.3S4 mole of n-butyllithium in the usual 
way, and hydrolyued. The ether layer was dried and distilled. There 
w&s obtained as a fore-run about 0.5 ml, of a liquid having the odor of 
bensene, but its refraoti-ro index was not aooeptable for benatKie and it 
was not furrier investigated* The main body of the distillate, 12,4 g,, 
boiled at 165-170° (O.l am,), and ocMpresponded to a yield of 83^ of 
dijdieiiyl-n-fcu'tyls ilanol« 
Attejspted ol«a*mge of triphenylsllanol by n-butyljMigneBiuBi bromide »• 
To 5»5 g, (0.02 mole} of triphenylsilanol dissolved in 25 ml. of 
ether ms addod 0»083 mole of n-butyliaagnesium bromide prepared in 8^ 
yield in ether. Vigojrous spontaneous reflux ooourred and a hea^y •wiiite 
precipitate (presumably the brcmoiaagnesium salt of triphenylsilanol) 
api^sared. The mixture urns reflujsed for 48 hours, tut the precipitate 
did not redissolve. Cai^onation and extraotion with base in the usual 
my yielded a jmch larger Tolume of n-Traleric acid than was oonrocaily ob­
tained when n-fbutyllithium was used as the cleaving agent. Hov^everj niien 
this acid ms heated for four hours at 140-150° no bensoic aoid sublinod 
out* Yihen liie solvent ms remoTod from the noa«eoid portion of the reaotion 
product, 5 g. (91/0 oi" tri^enylsilsmol, m»p. 14f8»150®, ms recovered. 
Attempted oleayage of triphenylsilanol by p«>tolyllitilima.-' Tripiienyl-
ailanol, 8.75 g. (0.0S2 mole), in 50 ml. of dry ether isias treated with 
0.14 mole of jii-tolyllithiuEi (prepared in 95^ yield in e-ldier) by the usual 
procedure* Hie aoid obtained on oarbonation -weighed 7.4 g. and laelted at 
174*177°, One orystallization frcra mter yielded 7,0 g*, tn.p» 177*179°. 
This Tsas identified as _£-toluio acid by mixed melting point* The yield, 
based on the _£-tolyllithiam resnaining after 0.032 mole had reacted wi-Wa 
trlpheaylsilanol to give lithium triphenylsilanolate, ws 43'^. On emp-
oratiag the ether from the noa-acid porticm of the reaction product an 
oil ms ob^ined tshioh, on standii^ several days, deposited 6.1 g. (70^) 
of triphenylsilanol, m»p, 145-147°, 
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HempheioyldiailoxaneUnpublished dir«otions by H^W. Melvin, Jr. 
Twre used to prepara hsxaphei^ldisiloxana, Fii?» gmas (0.0094 nole) of 
triphenylsilanol -mre suspeuded in 25 ml. of formic aeid, and th© 
mijttur© ms refluxed for four hours. The solids Mmre then filtered off, 
Tjashed v/ith •water till free of forniio acid, and dried, fhe product 
melted at 217-220°, and after one orystallization from dioxEne it Tfjeighed 
4.4 g. (9^) and melted at 320-221°. 
This hemphenyldisiloxane •was oleaTred by n*butyllithium to give a 
66% yield of beniioio aoid and a SOP^ yield of triphenyl-a-butylsilane. 
Tpi»p*tolylai3^ol.» Eighteen grams (0.106 mole) of silicon tetra­
chloride in 50 ml. of dry ether were treated with 0.S18 moles of £-tolyl-
lithium by the prooedure used in the preparation of triphenylsilanol. 
The yield of erude tri^p^tolylsilanol, m#p. 94-95°, was 15.3 g. The pur­
ified yield ms 13.5 g. (40>^), m.p. 98-98.5°. 
Clea-mge of tri*p*tolylsilanol by n*buty^lithiuBi»- Tri-^tolyl-
Silanol, 7.5 g. (0.024 mole), and copper-bronze, 0.5 g., -trare treated 
•with 0.065 mole of n»butyllithium by the procedure used with triphenyl-
silanol. The yield of jg;-toluio acid, m.p. 178-179°, ms 2.0 g., or 635^. 
lo atteij^t me made to isolate di-^.-tolyl-^f'butylsilajaol. 
Attempted olea'vaKe of tri-p«»tolyl5ilanol by pherqrllithium.- Seven 
gmms (0.022 mole) of tri-^-tolylsilaaol in 50 ml. of ether were treated 
•with 0.70 mole of j^^ayllithiua in the absence of copper-bronze. The 
aoid obtained on carbonation melted at 116-118®, and reojtys-talliaation 
o from mter raised it to 119-120 * This me shewn by mixed melting point 
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to be beagoio aoid. (^-Toluio acid nioIts at 179-»180°.) 
Dlpheny 1-p-tolyIsilanolThe procedure for the preparation of 
this eompound and for its oleairage by n-butyllithium have been published 
9lseT;^e3re.^^ 
Attempted preparation of tri-p-anisylsllanol*- £-AniByllithium 
ms prepared in 9^^ yield by rapidly adding S7»4 g. (0.20 mole) of 
£-brc9iicmiisole in 150 ml, of ether to 3.8 g, (0,52 g» atom) of lithium 
in 150 ml. of ether -whil® oooling in an ioe bath. The aiixtur.® -ms stirred 
for 10 minutes, then filtered and titrated. This prooedure is reported 
to give a good yield of j^^nisyllildiium oontaining very little S-methoa^r-
150 S-bpcsno-phei^llithiura as a by-produot. 
fo 15,2 g. (0,0895 mole) of silicon tetrachloride in 50 ml, of diy 
ether ms added 0.178 mole of _g*anisyllithium according to the general 
directions of Clarfc.^® ¥«hile this addition was being carried out, a 
further 0.093 mole of jg_"«ani8yllithiuin ms prepared, lihen the addition of 
the first batch of jo-RHisyHithium ms complete, this seccxnd batch ms 
added at a similar rata. This procedure ms adopted in order to out down 
the total period of standir^ for the £-aiii8yllithitam before use. The whole 
addition required 3,5 hours and, at the and of this time, the mixture -Has 
stirred IS minutes ip the ioe bath, 15 minutes without the ice bath» and 
0ilmn and J.T, Edward# ur^ubllshed results. 
7S. 
allowec! to stand ovBmight at room teraperature. It ms then hydrolyzed 
with 2?S wntacaiia solution., and the layer wauB separated and dried. 
Removal of the ether left a broroi oil •?rtiich did not oiys-tellize on 
stending sewral days. Shis oil ms insoluble in all of the petroleum 
ether« and in metfcanol, but soluble in etiianol* Atters^a to crys-tellise 
from ethanol alone, or fran etbanol-methanol or ethanol-petroleum ether 
mixtures produced brotsn oils. 
It ma thought that the f&ilure to obtein tri-2_-aaisy Is Hanoi from 
ailioon tetiuehloride and ^•anisyllithium might be due to the presence 
of g«roethea!y-*^*bromo-phenylli'tiiiiim along with ^-smisyllithium in spite of 
the precsautions taken to avoid this. Therefore the attempt -was repeated 
using 0,5 mole of jg*«misyimagne8ium bromide^®^ and 15»4 g. (0»09 i!®le) 
of silioon tetra^loride. This mixture "was refluxed in ether for 96 
hours, then hydrolyzed with lof^ hydrochloric acid. The solT?»nt was removed 
from the ether layer, and the residue was steasn distilled until no mor® 
anisole cone over. Tfeter was decanted from the liquid sresidue, and b«Q8«n« 
•ssfas added* This soluticai me ccnoentrated until all the imter had been 
resioved as the aaeotrope -with bensene, then petroleum ether, b»p« 77*115®, 
•was added to th© hot solution until cloudiness app^red. Biis -was cleared 
bfy adding a few drops of "beniBene, and the s olution isreiB allowed to cool 
Slowly in a Defw&r flask. A brown oil separated from the solution. Ill 
atterapts to srystalllse this oil from beneene, benaene-petroleum ether, 
ZoeXlner, Iowa State Coll. J. Sgi., 9,  213 (1934), 
541S (19S527. ~ - --
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ethaaol-petroleiim ether, ethanol-onethanol, ©t}mnol-mt©r, or ©thanol 
al©n.e •sea?© urasuowssiltl. llo flirther examination of the oil vms raade, 
Tri'wl^mphthyl.ohlorosilaneThe directions of C.6. Bramen wsrn 
IFiJt followed in this praparation. n-Bulyllithium {0*S77 mole) ms pro-
pared in ether in 76^ yield,and to thia mi added dropwise over a 
30 period 77,7 g. (0.S77 mole) of l^bro^naphthal^e while keeping 
o 
the reaction temperature at *10 to 0 by means of an i<so»salt bath.. Hie 
ipesulttrig sluny ms stirred at •10° for ao minutes after the additi^a 
•was ooB^lete, and then 17»0 g* (O.IO mole) of silicon tetraohloride •was 
added dropwise OTsr a 2 hour period* The mix^faire tms stirred at roc® 
teoiperature for 12 hours, and i3i©n hydrolyzed by cautious addition of 
mter, Socse undissolved ma'trerial was filtered off and recrystalllaed 
from benaene to give 11 g. (25^) of tri-l'-naph't^-lohlorosilane melting at 
202*203''. The ether layer, on concentration, deposited 25 s. of solid 
nffllting at 180-185®, This isas recrystalliaed from benssene to give IS.S 
g, of tri-l-naph-fchylchlorosilane, ».p, 202-S0S*^, making a -feotal yield of 
27.5 g, or 62?^* Brannen reports a yield of 68?^ melting at 208-209®, 
and the product ob'fc&ined here did not depress the melting point of his 
material. 
Tri"l"giaph-fchyIsilanolTen grams (0.02S5 mole) of tri-l-naphthyl-
ohlorosilane ms suspended in 800 ml. of diogcane* Fifty ml* of 10^ 
152 H* GiXnian and C*G« xsxapublished resulta* 
aqueous sodium hydroxide solution me added and the mixture -ms refluxed 
for 7 h<mrs. Sraaa undissolved mterial was filtered off and reorystallized 
from ethanol-bensene to give 8»1 g. (S1°0 of product inalting at 202-203°. 
A mixed it»lt beti?e©n this mterial and tri-l-mphti^lohlorosilane raelted 
at 190-198°, ^ile a mixed welt with Bramien^s tri-l-mphtijyleilanol was 
aot dspreesed, Braimon reporfce a yield of 80/5, nwlting at 20S-206''. 
Att®ffi.pts to ole&To this ail&nol with a-hul^llithiua in ether were un-
14£ 
sueoeasful* 
frji'l-mphthylBilanol. eodium salt^- A 3.4 g. saiaple of the tri-l-
aaphthylsilanol desoriljed above vias disaolved in lOO ml. of diy a^rlene 
and 5 g. of sodixm metal ms added. Evolution of hydrt^en nas vigorous 
at 100°, and ms eomplete in 15 laimtes* fhe solution ma allofwed to cool, 
idiereupon a #iite preoipil^.te separated. Thie ms decanted through a 
ooai^e filter of glass wool which permitted Idie precipitate to pass through 
but retained the sodium metal. The precipitate tsas dried is. an oven at 
110° for 15 minutes. Samples were then weighed quickly into 125 ml* 
Irleniaeyer flasks and covered with -water, fhe -water suspensions -were 
heated almost to boiling for 5 minutes, then oooled and titra-fced -sri-th 
l/iO hydrochloric acid. Neutml equivalents were 332 and 338. The 
molecular might of sodium tri*l-mphthylsilBnola-fce is 346. 
Trl'-'p'^eigrlsilano,3L»* £-Zei^llithiuia ms prepared by the following 
procedure. Lithium meiaal, 3«22 g. (0.46 mole), ms pounded into paper-
thin shee-fcs, scrubbed under mineral oil to ensure a bright surface, -washed 
•with petroleum e-tiher, b.p. 60»70°, and out in pieces about 5 am. square 
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into 200 al, of dry ether in the ustml appaj^tus. Fifty grama (0.214 mole) 
of jg"bromoblphenyl in 700 ml. of diy ether isas added slowly mth sood 
atiiTixig. IThere wa# no evidenoe of reaction and the lithim particles 
changed from shiny to black. A few fresh pieces of lithium also turned 
biadc #ien added to i5ie misrbir©. The whole of the ^-bromobiphei^l ivas 
addedi, and the niixtur© was wfluxed for 5 hours, during which tijae the 
li-thitsa ms slowSy consuaed, although it never beoaae bright. The dartc 
bro?m Bolsiti<Ma ms filtered through glass wool and titrated. The yield 
ms 7^» About a doeen similar runs produced substantially the same 
resulis. 
fo 6»75 g» (0.0397 mole) of silicon tetrachloride in 150 ml. of dry 
ether ws added O.llS mole of ^fwenyllithiuBi in aecordance with the gen­
eral direfftiions of Claric.^®^ The additim •ma coiaplete in 2 hcurs, and 
the reaction mixture m« alloTwd to stand ovemight. It -was then hydrojysed 
with ICpC amoaia solution, the solvent ms distilled from the ether layer, 
and laie *«sidue ms steam distilled to remove 3.5 g. (ECt^) of biphenyl. 
Ether f lortsract ion of  tSie  res idue from steasn d ist i l lat im lef t  1  g .  (7 f»)  
of insoluble solid^ m.p. 200*201® with gas evolution, -which ms found to 
be di«£*scenyl8ilanedlol» 
Aaal» Calod. for Sg^HggOgSi! Si, 7.62| active H, 2.00, Poundt 
Si, 7.69, 7.69} acti-TO H, 1,88* 1.95. 
The solvent liaas distilled fro® the e-tJier extract and the residue ms 
crystallized from bensene to give 5.6 g. (28?^) of tri»£;-ejt#ri^lJBil6»ol.# m.p. 
200*801®. "Hiis material did not evolve a gas on melting, and a 
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aelting point witai iAui ai-^g«««i:(jrlsilan«dlol obtained above ms depressed 
about 15®. Subsequent runs gave yields of S2SC &tsA 
im&lt Caled. for CggEggOSit Si, 5,55| active H, 1.00. Foundi 
Si, 5.64, 5,591 ftotiw H, 0f94, 0.98. 
in attenjpt ms also mad© to prepare trl-^g««gcoiyl8il&iaol fro® silioon 
tetrachloride uiiag p>«cei^llithiura made by halogen-«ietal iiiter<M)n"wr8ioJi» 
order to determiae -t^e yield of jg;»«e33yllithiura obtained from the inter-
eosrreysion# Xl*65 g. (O.C^O mole) of ^-bromcabiphejayl in 50 ml. of dry 
etJier ms treated -with 0.050 mole of n-butyllithium in IGO tal. of ether 
at 0°» Aliquots twre withdwcwn and oarborjated at intearmls of 0, 5, 10, 
20, end 40 minutes after mixing* The yields of j^-phei^Jbensoio acid were 
62, 60, 60, 60, 5T%0 respeotiiwly. It ms therefore oonoluded that the 
interocnversion mixture could be used inniediately after mixing, that its 
use oould be spread of^r a period of at l<HMit 40 jnimtes, and that the 
yield wuld be apprtacimately 
On this baais, 75.6 g. (0.15 mole) of ^-bromobiphenyl -was suspended 
in 100 ml* of dry e*tiver, and to this ms added o-ror a period of 2 minutes 
0.15 mol® of n^^bu-tylliiaiium in 500 ml. of ether at 0°. This solution was 
added dropwAse to 5.1 g* (O.OS mole) of silieon tetrachloride in 100 ml. 
of dry ether at -lO® over a period of 40 iaimtes, %drolysis with 10^ 
aaaaonia solution ©rre a solid melting at 200«SS0° isrhioh -was insolnblo in 
ether. The ether solution yielded a broim solid melting at 150-IM°, 
Atteaf^ts to 0b1»in a pure material from these solids by esystallisatim 
•sere uasuooessful. 
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Tri*»£;^«n5rl«ilanol ma also prepared from siliocm tetrachloride 
ejad _g^ei:iy3®RgneBiun iodide. (^Broiaobiphei^l did not reaot with iaag« 
nesiuaa.) One and oaae^half grains (0.06 g» atom) of magnesium turnings 
were just owe red with ei&er and reaetion was started by adding a few 
drystals of jg_«»iodobiphei^l. A eoJution of 14 g. (0.05 pole) of 
lodohiphonyl in 90 ml. of dry ether was added at a rapid darip, On3y 
veiy gentle reflux occurred, and the solution bee»me dark brown and 
oloudy, lilieii the addition ms ooirtple1» the mix-teirB was re fluxed for 
two hoars, then filtered and titrated. The yield was SS^, To this 
Qrignard solution (0.0S95 mole) was added 1.5S g. (0»008 mole) of silicon 
tetraohloride. The miacture was x^fluxed until Color Test I be«ttiie neg­
ative (48 hourw)# then bydrolyzed witii 10!^ hydjpo«dilorie aoid and filtered. 
The insolubl® material weighed 0.9 g. {20fs>) and melted at 196»199°, 
®iis did not depress the melting point of the tri-g-aei^lsilanol reported 
aboire. 
AtfeeTHpted prei»,ratic»i of tri*p*^etiylohloro8ilane»* Three graujs 
(0.0060 mole) of tri-^jg^'^ei^lsilanol were disaol-ped in 200 ml« of dry 
bensene, and dry I^drogen chloride gatt was passed into the solution for 
5 houw. There was no heat e-volved and no precipitate foni»d. On dis­
tillation of -fee solvent, a quantitatiTns recovery of tri«g;>^nylsilanol 
(mixed melting point) was i^de. This rasthod has been very suooessful for 
1.2S preparing trlphenylohloroailane from trii^ei^lflilanol# 
In a seocHid attempt, 2.5 g. (0.005 aiole) of tri-^rxenylsilanol was 
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suspended in 2S iai» of aeetyl ohloride, and diy hydrogen ehlorid© ma 
paeaed into the suspension for 12 houra, !iEh© solid m« then filtered 
off J "washed "with petroleum ether, "b.p. 28*»38'^, and found to "weigh 2,5 g. 
(lOO^ recovery) and melt at 200«201°. A mixed melting point -with S"bari> 
ing laftterial waa not depressed. This tri«2;^enylsilanol ms di8sol"7ed in 
a slight exoess of bensene, and an equal Toluiae of aee-tyl chloride ms 
added* Dry hydrogen ohloride urns passed into this solution for 5 hours* 
l-Wkporation of -feh® sol'wnt left 2.5 g. of tri»£-oceryl8ilanol, melting at 
197*198®^ identified by mixed meltirg point* 
CleaTage of tri^P^tac^Jsrlsilanol by phenylli-yiiuta.* Three gran® 
(0.006 mole) of tri-p^ersylsilanol wsis reflvuced for 43 hours "with O.OS 
mole of phei^llithium in 175 ml. of dry e-Wxer. The mixture m.s carbonated 
and worked up in laie usual to gir© an aeid melting at 104*108°, 
%is was extracted with hot water. The material which did not dissolT« 
in hot "wa-fcer wlted at lTC-190^ and, after seTreral orystallisations frran 
atfmeeus etSxanol, it yielded 0,14 gt (12^) of p-pher^lbensoie acid, m.p, 
227*<€28°, identified by mixed n»lting point -with an authentic speoamen. 
Att<OT>t»d pregaratim of heaai^iy'^BSnyldiailomae.*' Other in"9iBstigator8 
have found that trlphei^lsilanol and tri-j^hlojroi^enylsilaaol are oon-
inerted to -ttxe oorrespoading disilasanes in exeellent yields by reflujdng 
81 XX3 fomie aoid. * In aocordanoe -Brith their procechire, 0.6 g. of tri-
£•*>*61^18ilatnol teas refluxed for 48 hours in 26 ml. of Eastsieua Kodak 
'%ite label BSji formio acid. On diluting the suspension wi-feh 4 "voluHes 
of water and filtering, there was ob-fcained 0.5 g. of solid uielting at 185-
80. 
190°. On© oiy8"feilli»Rticsa from benaen® gave 0»44 g »  (88^ reomery) of 
trl-j^ei^lsilanol melting at 200-'201°, ms idsntified by mixed 
mltiiig point wit3a a sampl® of th® sterting mateifial. 
Atteu^tad olea-vug© of tetraphonylailane by a»butyllithiiaa«» Tetm-
--— —T—r"—f—— • • I - .- - - • . tmm ^ ^ ^ n i .•• I HUB 
phei^lsilan®, IS.4 g. (0.04 mole), and coppep»brma«, O.S g., in 100 ml. 
of ©thsr Tiiwre treatad in the usual my with 0»04 mol® of n^butyllit^ium 
mde by the old procedure in yield. The mixiaire m» oarbomtod, aeid-
ified, and extmoted with a^eous sodium oarbonato* Aaidifieation of the 
extraet and extraction of this with ether yielded only a trae© of solid 
•which -B'OUM not redissolve in sodium oai%onftt« soluticei* The original 
reaction saisctur© contained a considerable amount of insoluble imterial. 
This was filtered off and esctraoted with hot benaen® in order to separate 
organic mterial from eopper-bronae. Emporation of the bena^ae left 10.7 
g. of tetraphenyIsilane, m.p», 235*2®identified by mixed melting 
point deteiBiination. This is a roeo"ve*y of 80»« 
la a seoccad mm# 11 g. (O.OSS mole) of tetrapherqrlsilane and 0.5 g. 
of copper^'bronae -were treated with 0.033 mole of n^butylliiiiium prepared 
by th® oM Eseta^od in 41^ yield. Again no alfeali^soluble mterial isaa 
ob-teined on oarbonation, and 9.5 g. (80^) of tetraphei^lsilane, m.p., 
234-^21*', ms reoowred. 
Att^pted oleamge of tetrao^tolylsilane by n'^utyllithium.-
Eight graas (0.02 mole) of tetm-^toiylsilane (ra.p., 234*23§®) and 0.3 g. 
of ooppejr-brcmBe in 50 ml. of ether -were treated in the usual my wi-tii 0.023 
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nM>le of a«*bu%llith.ium prepared by the old mei^iod in 37^1 yield. IXiring 
•ttio period of refluxing, a break ooourred iai the aystm aM iaie sol-s-ent 
eT?Rpor».t«d* The dry solid# were thus limdTertentJy heated at a high 
teraperature (probabj^ about 200^) for sereral hours. The residue, which 
gave a negati-ro result with Color Teat I, was exfcraoted with boiling 
petroleum ether {b,p«, 77»115°), On cooling and oonoentrating, the 
petroleuEi ether deposited 6.6 g. of tetpa-_£**tolylsilane, Jn.p., 232»S3S®, 
identified by mixed awlting point detersninaticsi. This is a recovery of 
A second run ueing 6 g, (0*015 mole) of tetwi»p*4!olylsilane, 0.25 g. 
of ooppoy5»broa«®, and 0.03 taole of n~butyllithit® (prepared by the old 
method in 48?^ yield) ms carried out in the usual my, without accident, 
end carbonated. Ho alkall-ioluble material was obtained. The oopper^-
bromse ms filtei^ off and extracted wi-Wi boiling petrolet® ei3ier (b.p., 
77«»11B®). ®ie petroleum ether deposited 8.5 g» of tetwi-jg^tolylsilane, 
o 
a»p, 830**831 , and the ether filtrate froa the <$opper»brGnse yielded on 
eonoentmtion another 2.5 g,, m*p, 225-^30®. Thus, Idie total recovery of 
tet*a-£,»tolyl8ilane (mixed raelting point) was 8 g., or 8^. 
Yrimethylphenylsilane«» fhenyllithium, 0.11 mole in 210 ml. of ether, 
was placed in a 250 ml. S«rneck flas^ equipped with stirrer, reflux con­
denser# dropping fonnol, and inlet for dry nitrogen. To this was added 
dropwise over a period of SO mimtes 10.9 g. (0.10 ii»le) of trimethyl-
ohlorosilane in 50 ml. of dry ether. The mixture was stirred at room 
teniperature for 2 hours and i^en hydro^aed with 50 ml. of water* The 
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a-yier layer, oa 'being dried and distilled, yielded 14,2 g« (95^1) of 
oolorlees liquid "boiling at 162-165° (7S9 iBia») 25xe reported "boiliiag 
point of trimet^'lpheiQrlsilaiie ie 171.2° (760 
Attempted oleRTftge of triiaeti^lpheiylailaae "by a-'butyllitMiaa** 
friaethylphej:Qrlsilanje, 7«5 g. (0.05 inDle)^ and oopper^bronge, 0.5 g., 
in SO ml. of ether were 'treated is the usual -way with 0*10 nole of 
n«butylliiaiium pjfepared "by th© old raethod in yield. %© mijctura ms 
wfluxed 36 houira instead of the usual 48, and tsarbomted. Bxtraotion 
afuecni® sodium wrbcamte and vrarking up the extract as uaual gaire 
about 1 ml, of a yellow oil, soluble ia allcali but not in mter, and having 
a stror^ odor of mlerie acid* Ho is olid aoid eould be obtained from this, 
the n««'^oid poarfcion of idie reaction product ms distilled to give 4.5 g, 
of liquid boiling at 180<i»170° (738 am.). The boiling point of trimei^-l* 
phei5ylsila»0 at 760 mm. is 171.22 fhis is a recovery of GC^i, if the 
iaa1»rial is trimetJaylphengrlsilane. 
Attes^ted oleaTOge of triphenyl-awbu-t^rlsilwi® by n-butyllitMuai.»» 
fi-re grams (0.016 aole) of suad 0,5 g, of 
ocpper-bronse in 50 ml, of dry ether wsre treated in the usual my with 
0,032 laole of n-but^llithium prepared by old method la 52^ yield, "^^en 
•ttte caitonated reaotion mixture was extracted with aqueous soditan carbonate, 
only a drop or tgro of liquid aeid ha-rlng th© eharaeteristic odor of valerio 
Bygden, Z. phys. Chem,, 90, 246 (1915), 
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aoid Tfms otrbained. The ©th®r solution containing the iion*«,cid part of 
the roaotion mixture ims filtered free of oopper-bronse, dried, and distilled. 
Sie residue ms taken up in boiling methanol, and idiia solution deposited 
S g* of trlphenyl-3»butyl#ilane in two crops. The recovered material (100^ 
iHseovery) -was slightly impure (m.p#, 84-85°) but its identity nias oon-
fimed by mixed melting point determination, 
frlnug-Mbyl*l">mphtharl8ilanel-lfeii^'taiyllithiuin -was prepared from 
l^bromeaaph-tamlene and lithiiim metal in ether^^ in 70^ yield, llhis solu­
tion ms deep purple in oolor and probably contained addition produeta 
of lithium on laphthaleae, l-brcmfflnaphthaleae, or l-^ph-Wiyllithium#^®® 
friae^iylohlorosilane, 20*6 g. (0.19 mole)* ms dissoliBed in :U)0 ml. of 
dry e-fcer in a 5Q0 ml# S-^Musak flask equipped with stirrer, reflux oon* 
denser, dropping funnel, and nitrogen inlets. l»Efaphthyllithima, 0.19 
mole, was added dropwise at the xs&ximm rate at which the purple color ms 
disohaafged. The reaction mijcture beoajne clou<^ yellow, green, g«y, and 
yellow in turn. After 2 hours the addition was oon l^ete and Color Test I 
was negative. A f\i3Hbher 20 ml. of 1-naphthyllithiuin, solution was added 
and Color Teat I became positi-ro. The ether vms distilled off and replaced 
by chpy bensene. The benzene solution ms filtered, the salts were washed 
Gilman, E.A. Zoellner, and Yf.M, Selby, J. Jto. Chan. Sop.. 54, 1957 
(1932). "* 
15%. Sohlenk axid E. Bergmann, Ann., 463, 1 (1928). 
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with b«nB<in«, and th» ooitibinod bensene solutions ware distilled* The 
produot ms 33 g, of an oil with a greenish fluorescence boiling at 120-» 
160® (IS mm.)• This oil wns steam distilled for 8e"?n»rtti hours until 
no more naphthalene oajae over« The total yield of naphthalene ms 7.5 
g, or 33^. Tbs residue was distilled at 127*fl30° (10 ram.) and again at 
9l»92® (1,7 uaa.) to give IS g. (S4p^) of a fluorescent oil. Analyses showed 
that ^Is oil oontftined 12.7»»lE»8/5 silioon# while the oaloulated silioon 
content of triinethyl^l^naphtl^lsilane is 14.0^. C^litative tesia# showed 
•ttiat the oil also oontained brcKine, suggesting that l»hro«onaphtlmlene 
is ma iffi^rity. 
Sohlenk and Bergaann^®^ reported that lithium does not add to naph-
lamleae in i^roaarbon solvents, so several attes^ts were made to prepare 
l^pht^lli-aiium ia petroleum ether in order to avoid the fomation of 
colored impurities* In pure petroleum et&er (b»p., 28-58°) the yield ms 
in a petroleum et^er^ 70fe diethyl ether mixture the yield was 
^1^1 in a If^ petroleum ether# 9C^ diettoylether mixture the yield ms 4^» 
In the first two oases the solution was pale brown in oolori in -liie last 
it ms a soffiwi^Mit lighter purple than when niade in diethyl ether alone* 
A feoond pawpi-ration of trimeth^l-l^tta^thgrlsilRne ms carried out 
treating 11 g. (O.IG mole) of triiwjthylohlorosilane in 35 ml, of dry 
e-ttoer with 0.12 mole of li>mphthyllithium prepared in 40^ yield in a 
mixture oonSa&ining SG^ petroleia® etiier and 70f» diethyl eidier. 19ien 
addition was offisplete the mixture wsis refltixed for one hour and allowed 
to stand overnight at room temperature. Color Test I was then strongly 
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po0itive« li%t®r ms added and tho e-Ux«r layer ms dried and distilled. 
Fourteen greaas (60^) of prociuot boiling at 99«»100® (0 mm.) ms obi»imd, 
along with soia© red-orange oil boiling at 215*»S20*^ (2 tm,)* The 14 g. 
of t rime thy l-l-naphld^jrlBilaxie obtained in thi$ preparation also contained 
broHdn© by qualitatiT® analysis. 
V&ile these e^eriaents ware in progress it ms discovered^®® that 
the halogen-metal intercoaversion ruction gives l««mpht}^Hithium sub­
stantially free of lithium addition products. A third run of trimethyl»l» 
naj^-W^lsilane ms made using l»naphtl^llithium mde by Interoonversion. 
a»Butyllithiua, 0.21 mole, ms prepared by the old method in 31^ 
yield and added in a alow stream to 41.4 g. (0.20 mole) of l-brorao-
mphthaleae in 100 nd. of dry ether under an atmosphere of dty nitrogen. 
MiM reflux oosarred during the addition and continued for 10 minutes 
after the addition ma ocmplete. As soon as reflux had subsided, 21.8 g. 
(0.20 aole) of trisiati^ldilorosilans in 50 ml. of djy ether ms added 
dropwise at such a rate as to produce mild reflux, while cooling the 
Inaction flask in an Ice-mter bath. mixtaire ms stirred at rooai 
tes^erature for 8 hours| then hydrolyaed. the residue obtained on dis­
tilling the solvent from liie e'Waer layer ms steam distilled until ©nly 
mter eame over. The distillate ms a liquid, which ms taken up in ether, 
dried, and distilled. Fifteen grains of liquid boiling at 120*126° (738 
m.) ms obtained, fhis liquid does not con'feain silicon and is thought 
to be a-octane (b.p. 126°) formed by the reaction 
n«.C^HgLi • n-C^HgBr ^E"^8^18 * WJ** 
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during th© preparation of the low yield of »»'bu-tyllithiiim. The residue 
from the steam distillaticm TireiB distilled to give 28 g. (70^) of liquid 
boiling at 99>»100° (8 iam»)» "Phis material was redistilled twioe through 
a 12-inoh ooluran packed with l/8»inoh glass helloes. The material boiling 
at 137-128® (10 m.) was eollected eaoh time, and Imd the following 
20 20 physical oonstantst ^ , 1,5810} d^ , 0.9870| oalod* for triittethyl*l-
mphthylsilane, 67.4| Mjj found, 67,6. 
Aiml. Calod, for C^gH^gSij Si, 14.0. Founds Si, 15,8. 
A product (8 g.) boiling at 120«125° (2 sm.) was also obtained from the 
residue after steam distillation. This did not contain silicon and was 
belie-rod to be Ix'n-bu-tylmph'idialene, (b.p., 287*288°)^®®, formed by the 
reaotioaaa 
l-Cj^QH^Br f ^G^HgLi > I-Cj^QH^LI f ^-C^^HgEr 
l-C^E^Li f n-C^H^Br • l-(n-C^Hg)C3_QH^ f LiBr 
ncg 
duriEg the halogen-raetal interocanrersion. 
Attempted elea-trage of trime^iyl-l-naphthylsilaae by n«»butyllithi\jm.-
—• - -••••- — MW. , . . 
gwens (0»05 mole) of trimetl^l-l-napfathylsilane in 50 ml. of dry ether 
was tr^^ted with 0.67 mole of a»butyllithium mde by the old procedure in 
yield. The solution became orange in color when the n^butyllithiiaa 
was added, but it did not reflux spontaneously, and the oolor did not 
deepen when the solution was arefluxed over a hot plate. The mixtuw was 
c»rbonated after 48 hours and extracted with sodivon carbonate in the usual 
«8B.O. Smith, £• Inst. Petroleum, SS, 103 (1949). 
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•way. A liquid aoid haTing the oharaoteristio odor of n-"ralerio acid 
tiaa ob1»iaed» %is ms oou^letely soluble in 100 ml» of •water at room 
teti^jerature, so it oould not ha-w® oontained aay appreciable ataount of 
1-mphthoio acid. The n«Hi*aoidio part of the reaction produot yielded, 
on distillation, 6.5 g. (6^) of trimethyl-l^naphthylsilaae at 100° (2 mm.), 
and 0.75 g. of liquid boiling at 116*118° atmospherio preesure} 1.5996, 
^20 0,7082. Thie im« at first thought to be trimetJ^l-^t-bu-tylsilane^'^, 
but *a« found on analysis to contain no silioon and ms therefore probably 
1B8 
n"»ootane forawd during the preparation of n-»butyllithium. 
A •total of eight attempts to aoeoinplish this olea-rage were made, 
Varji'ing yields of n«ootane were obtained but no solid acid ms ever ob­
tained, and reeoireries of trimethyl^l-naphlSiylsilane were neter above 70fi>, 
Preparation and Eeaotions of Hexaaryldisilanes 
59 SwcapheigrHisilane.*• In aooordanoe with the direotions of Sohlenk , 
6.5 g. (0.022 mole) of tripher^lohlorosilane was refluxed in 125 ml. of 
xylene with 4 g. (0.174 g. atom) of sodium for 3 hours. The suspension 
developed a deep Tiolet color and a lai^e volume of white preoipi'tete 
appeared. This lareaipiiate ws filtered from the hot solution, as speo-
ifled by Si^lenk, and the xylene solution ijas allowed to oool for 12 hours 
A. Bygden, Z, xAiyfi* Ghem., 846 (1915) pives for trimetl^l-n-
butylsilanej b.p* IIS^, 0.7141, n^ 1»4004. "** 
1S%. Both and K, S<^eel, "Landolt-Bomstein, Hiysikalisohohemieohe 
Tabellea", Erg, Ilia, Julius Springer, Berlin, 19!^, p, 344, gives for 
n-ootaaei b.p. 1S5,8° (760 nun.) d|0 0.7028, n|® 1.3976. 
in Urn refrig®j«tor. There was obtained ac a precipitate 0»28 g, 
(5.^ yield) of hemphenyldieilane aslting at 254*SS5®, Sohlenk gire» 
the meXtiiig poiiit as 254*^5° but does not 7!»ntlon Idie yield. 
In a second run, 15 g .  of triph«nylohloro»ilaaB (0*081 mole) ms 
refluxsd for S hours with 2,1 g» (0.091 g, atom) of sodim in 75 sil. of 
( 
xylene. The suspension iias allowed to cool to room teTif>erature, then 
filtered, and the residue ms mshed with ayleae. %ie solid m.s plaeed 
in 100 ml. of 9B% ethanol and stirred until all the excess sodium had 
roaoted. Four volumes of water wei^ then added, and the suspension ms 
filtered. The residue ms washed with water and dried to give 11.6 g» 
of heacaj^enyldisllane (8^ yield), melting at S61»"S62°, It is thus 
evident that the solid filtered from the hot solution in the prsvious run. 
is mostly hexaphenyldisilane, mther than mostly sodium chloride, as 
assumed by Sohleiflc, A seeond run by -tiie same procedure gaTS an 87^ yield, 
Atteir^ted reaotim between tripheaigrlsilane and sodium metal.* Three 
gwffiis (0,012 mole) of tripheigrlsilane was dissol'wd in 100 ml* of diy 
jtyleiae and 0*5 g. (O.OSS g. atom) of freshly out sodium nsstal was added. 
This mixture ms refluxed for 24 hours, then allowed to oool. ^ trace of 
insoluble jaaterial separated and was filtered off* It did not melt under 
400°, li'feen tri-fexrated with a few drops of water it was converted to a 
TRfcite solid Eielting at 148-150°, About 5 irg, of this mterial, very 
probably triphenylsilanol, was dbtained. It was probably formed from 
traces of sodium hydroxide formed on the surface of the sodium during 
haadling. Iwaper&tim of th® sylem loft an. oil -whioh, on standing for 
s»ireml dayo, dspoaitod 2,7 g. (9C^) of triphenylsilano molting at 40'«42°, 
id«ntifi«d by mixed uniting point with starting laatorial# 
Homphonyldisil&ao from triphen.ylsilaiio»- «in flittttopt to proparo 
trtphonylsilyllithiuEi, 5.2 g, (0«02 mole) of triphoaylsilftaa in 100 ral« 
of other ms added slowly to 0.7 g. (0*10 g» atom) of lithium metal in 50 
ml# of ether under nitrogen* There ms no iBuaediate evidenee of reaotion» 
so Itie mixture iwis refluxed for 24 hours. At the end of this ti5» sosse 
whits inaolubl® mterial had appeared. The euspenaion isfas deeanted 
-through a stopoook so aa to let -fc© pz^oipitate paes orer \'Aila rel^in-
ing laie pieoes of lithium aetal, and poured into 7,8 g, of e-tt^llodide, 
There was no evidenoe of reaotion after the mixtujre had been i^efltwced for 
7 hoae«# so the preoipitate ims filtered off and treated with 50 ml, of 
90^ methanol# ilien evolution of gas (due to decomposition of lithiiaa 
l:Qrdride by mter) had oeased, the mixture "was filtered# flis preeipitate 
waighed 0.4 g. and taslted at 350-355°, A mixed melting point with hejoa* 
ph^qrldiailane iias not depressed. Shis oonr^sponda to a yield of 6^. 
The ether layer was shaken with IC^ hydroohlorio aoid, dried and distilled, 
Thew» ms obtained 3.0 g, (5^) of triphenylsilane at 144-1^° (0.3 MI,) 
and 1.7 g. (33^J) of triphonylsilanol boiling at 154-200° (0.3 mm.)I m.p. 
148-150°t both identified by mixed Bislting points, 
A seo<md run using tvdoe as moh reagents in the same volume of ether 
ms refluxed for 6 days. It ms worked up exactly as before, to give a 
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Z'Wo yield of heasiphenyldisilajoe, a ZZfo yield of triphenylullanol, and 
a 38^ reoavBry of tripheaylsilAne, Ho triphenylethylsilaao ms obtaiasd 
from either run. 
Reaotion betymen triphoaylsilane and eelenium dieoEide.* In an 
attempt to prepaare hexaphenyldisilan®, 2«6 g. of trlpheijylailane (0»01 
mole) dissolwd in 100 ml. of dioaanie ms added to 1.2 g. (O.Ol mole) 
of selenium dioxide. The mixture •m.e stirred and refluxed under nitrogen 
for eight hours, idimallewed to stand oTremight. A sludge of selenium 
metal ms filtered off with the aid of diatomaoeous eart^, and the red 
mother liquor -ms diluted f/iiSi 10 volurnea of water. The organic mterial 
sepaarated as an oil, so the aqueous eitulsion was extracted several tin»« 
with ether. The ether extract was washed with mter to reraova diojoine, 
then dried and distilled. The residue was a yellow oil which, on stand­
ing, deposited 2 g. of oolorless crystals melting at 148-150°. These 
did not depress the melting point of a saii^le of pure triphenylsilanol. 
The yield is Ho etheivinsoluble material, such as hexaphenyldisilox-
ane or hexaphei^ldisilane was found. 
Attempted reaction betfween triphenylsilana and ohlomnil.- In a 
second att«npt to pre|».re hexaphei^ldisilane, 5 g, (0.012 mo3^) of tri-
j^et^lsilane in 100 ml, of dry xylene was added to 3 g, (0,012 mole) of 
ohloranil. The solution was reflusoed for eight hours and allowed to stand 
OTPeKiight. At the end of this time the solution had changed from a light 
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yellow oolor to broimish blaok« The xylon© solution ms then ohllled 
•^oroughly in the refrigomtor and shaken flT® tin»s with an ice-cold ^ 
solution of po1»S8iuj8 I^droxide. This removed excess chloranil and 
tetraohloroquinhydrone. The aylene solution -was then mshed with mter 
and dried, Remoml of the solvent under "meuum left a dark brovm oil 
v/hioh me verj.' aolub,^ in most organic soliren-^ except methanol. All 
attempts to get a ciystalline material from idie oil ware unsuccessful, 
/it ar^ rat®, idie ready solubility of the oil in etiier mkes it very un* 
like]^' that any hexapheryldisilane or hemphenyldisilomne •was present. 
Attertspted olea-yage of hea&phenyldisilane by iDhergrlli-feium,* Hexa-
phenyldisilane, 0«5 g» (0*0048 raole)» ms suspended in 200 ml. of ether 
oontaining 0»045 mole of phenyllithium. This mixture ms refluxed for 
96 hours, then tydrojysed with mter and filtered. The residue weighed 
2.4S g» {dffo reoowijy) and nielted at 560*361° alone or mixed with stert* 
ing material. 
In a second attempt, 2,42 g. (0,0046 mole) of hescapheiqjrldisilane m« 
suspended in 100 ml. of dry aylene, and 0.05 sole of piienyllithiun in SS 
ral. of ether ms added. This mixture isas refluxed for 72 hours, then 
hydrolyaed with water and filtered. The residue weighed 2.21 g» (92^ 
recoveiy) and salted at SSO-361® alone or mixed with starting raaterial. 
Attempted oleamRe of h^KR^eavldisilane by a*Butyllithium»~ To a 
solution of 0.06 mole of n»butyllithiuai (prepared by the old method in 
5^ yield) in 150 ml. of ether ms added 2*2 g. (0.0042 BK)1®) of hemphenyl* 
disilane. After being refluxed for 43 hours none of the hexaphenyldisilane 
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had gonj® into solution, as might be expeoted if '^l«a"mg0 had oeourred, so 
two TTOliisies of dry xylene "were added and th© suepension ms refluxed for 
another 48 hour period. Color Test I -ms then negative, so the sus-
pwftsion ms filtered and the filtmte concentrated to about 5 ml. the 
residue frcwi the filtration •areighed 1.5 g. and united at 360«S61°. The 
conoentmted syleae deposited 0.3 g. of solid laelting at 354<»556°, Both 
solids "were identified as heacapheiJcrldisilaae by mixed melting point, so 
the reooTOiy of starting material ia 1.8 g,, or 82?^. The 5 ml. of xylene 
solution ms placed in 100 ml. of -water and idie styleaae was removed by 
steam distillation. The rejnainiag -water layer -sraus wrbraoted -s»i-l^ ether, 
and -tdie ether uas dried and distilled. Ho residue reraained, so no tri-
phenyl»n«bu%'lsilane, triphenylsilane, or triphei^lsllanol oould ha-w» been 
formed by olea-vage. The 11^ leas of hexapheiiyldisilane iraay -well ha-re 
been iaeehanl<ml. 
He3Ba.*»p«'ggeayIdisilane.* To 2.51 g. (0«0097 mole) of hexachlorodisilane 
in 100 ml. of ether tjas added 0.068 mole of £*x«i^llithium prej«red from 
^-broaobiphenyl and li-tdiium in 70> yield by -the procedure previously de­
scribed, Hils mixture ms refluxed until Color Test I beoajae negati-ro 
(20 hours), -tSien hydrolyssed -with iwater. The material insoluble in both 
ether and mter -was filtered off and dried. It weighed 7.5 g. and melted 
at 320-570°. This solid -was diges-ted irrtth bensene for four hours, then 
filtered and -washed -with bensene. The beasene, on cooling, deposited 1.5 g. 
of -B^ite solid melting at 260-263®. Eeoifystallisation from beneene gave 
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1.2 g. (23^) of %«'fe]?a<Mg*3»ayl8ilan.e melting at 270«^7E^* The meltisg 
point roportod in the literature is 274°«^' the henaene-Saeoluble residue 
•weighed 3 g, aad sielted at 400«>'418°. This material was very Insoluble 
In all the organio 80lwnt» a-vailable, with the exoeptim of nitrobeniene« 
It oould be reoryetallized from nitrobenzene comrenieatly, leading to a 
product with a lighter color (-ten) but tihe same melting point. It me 
then diseowred that the material isas partly soluble in pyridine. After 
fmr hwxra of digestion with hot pyridine, iiie hot suspeiwion was filtered 
to gi'^ a residue weighing 1#3 g. and laslting at 4S2~4M°. This material 
appears to be he3Ea*£*«oi^ldisilane. The yield is 14^• 
Mai. Calod. for O^gi^^Sigj Si, 5,75. Fouadi Si, 5.73, S.77. 
Several atteir^tt were made to prepare hexa-jg-acwiyldisilane from hexa« 
ehlorodtellane and £»*«ayllithiuia made by halogeawnetal interomireniion. 
In most of them soaie tetra-jg-'xenylsilaiw was obtained along with ^n to 
brosm sollda jaelting from 360 to 400®. These were always ooa^letely soluble 
in i^ridine, and no pure material was ever isolated from acgr of them. 
Attempted r<».etion of faejea'»p«'3tenyldi8ilane with oaygen and iodine.* 
A suspension of 0.30 g. of hexa-^-scenyldisilane in 50 ml. of dry xylene 
was heated to reflux for 48 hmirs while passing a stream of dry air through 
ttie mixture. The xylene was then remo-ved under "meuum. The residue weighed 
0.294 g. (©^ reoovexy) and melted at 43a"'4M° alone, or mixwl with start­
ing laaterial. 
Two 0.30 g. samples of hexa-jg«««ayldi8ilane were weighed out and 
suspended, one in 50 ml. of ssylene, and iiie other in 50 ral. of chloroform. 
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To the :KSrl«a« auspeafiioa ms added 0,1 g. of iodine and 3 drops of 
guinoline. To the chloroform suspension ms added 3 drops of a dilute 
solution of iodiaa in chloroform. Both aolutions were refluxed fop 10 
hours, then filtered hot. Bxe residue from the isylene suepenaion weighed 
0,28S g» iB0>) and that from the ohlorofonn suspension weighed 0,260 g» 
(81%), Both melted at 432-4S4® alone or mixed with starting material. 
The iodine color imd not disappeared from either solution, enron though it 
had been very f^int in the chloroform solution from ttie beginning» 
Prepamtion and Ultraviolet Absorption Speetwi of 
jg^^Dimetl^rlaffiinoffeei^lsiliecfn Goa^jouads 
the ultraviolet ab8orpti<»i spectra of various organosilioon ocanpound# 
159 have been repor^d previously. Sojas additioaaal details of preparation 
for these and related oompounds are given below, 
B ia«»(tlgrlmiaoidamvl i laoediol, «* ^-Disseti^laiaijaqphenyHithixim 
(0,17 mole) iwus added ua<^r nitrogen to 9»52 g, of silioon tetraohlorlde 
(0,0S6 mole) in elAier, The addition ms mde over a two hour period isMle 
keeping the ten^erature of idie i^aotiem mixture at »!£ to -SO®, The 
solution was stirred for thijrty minutes at room temperature, and then 
l^drolysed. The elSier layer was dried and distilled, leaving a stioljy 
blue solid whi«di» after erysteilliaation from benaene<»Tpetroleum ether {b,p, 
90*120®)# yielded IS g» (77?^) of bi»-«(jg;»dimetiQrlamiaojdieiiyl)»«ilanediGl 
Silnaa and G.E, Dunn, J, Am. Chem. Soo«, 73, 2178 (1950). 
melting ftt 173-174°. 
•^nftl* Calod. for ^2.6^22^2^2^^' 9«27f Si, 9.27| aotiv® H, 
2,00} Poundi N, 9*4S| Si, B^IDt aotiv® H, 1.93. 
frig^Cp-djjatttarl&miaophanyl)-*silanol,*' £^im»t%l8iaint^«ayllithlum 
(0.18 mole) ms added to 10»2 g. (0«06 mole) of silicon tetiwiohloride 
in «th®r under an atsiosphere of nitrogoa# During the additicaa of the 
first equi-mlent of aryllithium the temperature was Icept at -"IS to »20°, 
and tirtiile the last two equivalents were added dropwiee the mixture ms 
allowed to warm up to room temperature. It was then refluswd until Color 
feet I heasoae negati've {forty«^ight hours), and hydrolyeed. A solid 
insoluble in both ether and mter was filtered off and dried. It weighed 
8*5 g«, K»lted at 224»028®, and ms by mixed uwlting point to be 
tetrakis* (2^ime1%rlaainophe^yl)»eilane (^)» The ether layer, on 
ooneentmtion, deposited a brown, gvofflT^r solid whioh, when oiyatallized 
frtsa benaene, gaw 14 g. (58^) of oolorlesa solid melting at 174-176°, 
BeorystalliB&tim from benjsene raised the melting point to 183-184°. 
Ihie ooaptRind has preTiously been reported as melting at 183-184°^^^ and 
boiling at 275-880°, 12 
fria«(p-diBetfayl«miaoph«iyl)*<^loro8ilane«- fhis eonpound was pre­
pared by the method used for tris-(£-diaethylarainopherorl)*8ilanol, exoept 
that, as so(m as Color Test I be^une negative, idie mixture was not 
Plunkett, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa Stat© College, 1947. 
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hydrolyzed, but th® ether was distilled off •tvhile adding dry bensene. 
i%en all liie ether had been removed, the benziene solution ms tiphoaed 
amy from liie inorganic aalts under nitrogen, and oonoentrated, "Bie 
yield of tris»(£«*dimet%'laminoph©nyl)-chloro8ilane whioh cryetalliaed 
out was 25.5 g. (6C^), melting at 204-207°. Beoiystallization from bentene 
gaw 18 »2 g. (43^), moltiisg at 212»S15°. 
•&aftl« Calod. for Gg^H^QNgClSit CI, 8.S81 Si, 6,61. Pound 1 CI, 
6.S I Sif 6»53* 
Attempted preparation of hegakls-Cp^dimethylamiKOii^garl )<rdi8iloxane.-
All attempts to prejaire this ocmpound from tri8«"(£»^iia»'taiy!UBRiaophorQrl)-
ailanol mrere unBuocessful. lefluxing the silanol with glaeial aoetio 
aoid^^®, 9S^ fonaio acid®^*^^® or hydroehlorio acid In siethanol^®^ gave 
glasses or oils with a strong blue color iwhioh suggest that oleamge of 
the ^>4imethylamtn.ophei^l group had taken plaoe. Refluxing the silanol 
with dl-n-buiylaBiiii® gave a good yield of tris-Cg-diaetJ^laminophergrl)-. 
51 di»n*butylamino8 i lane » 
Ckie greai (0.00£5 mole) of tris-(£^ijE»thylaminoph«3yl)»8ilaiiol was 
suspended in dry xylen® and 0.5 g. (0.022 g, atom) of sodium metal ms 
add«d. This ms mrmed until tii© silanol had con^letely dissolved and 
hydrogen was no longer eirolved* The solution was iHien decanted into a 
jcylene solution of 1 g. (0.00S4 mole) of tris-(jg;»dimeti^larainophe^yl)-
chlorosilane. This mixture ms refluxed for six hours, then mshed with 
Kipping and L.L. Lloyd, J. Qhem. SQQ., 79, 449 (1901). 
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wator, and 0»4 g. of eolopl®»s insoluble mterlRl ms filtered off. This 
a olid did not iB®lt» but slowly turned browa and decomposed ishen heated 
abo?® 400°* A product with very similar properties m« obtained •»dxea 
§•22 g, (0.0183 isole) of hemohlorodisilomne ms refluxed in ether with 
O.ll siole of ^•diiae't^laaiinoj^eTijrHit^iTaa until Color Teat I beeame 
negatiire (fifteen hours). Purification of th® orude product was attea^ted 
by diSBoltlng it in dilute aoid. mshing the solution with ether, and 
repjreeipltatiag Tsrith aqueoae ammonia, the material so ob-teimd had a sat-
Isfaetory silioon analysis for h©3cafcl««-(£«*4iitte'W^laminophenyl)-di8iloxane 
(cmlod., 7 ,07J found, 6»96) but its ojtyosoopic molecsular tireight in nitro* 
bea*eiai ms too lew (calod», 792i found, 440f30). In view of these 
m 
anowlous results, -m do not elaia that this material is hexalci8-(£-> 
diffiethylaminophe33yl)-«disiloaane. 
Tr is » ( p^-dimetby laminophemr 1 )*8 i lane » «• j^-Dimeti^laminophenyllithium 
(0»11 mole) was added to 4*97 g. (0*0S7 mole) of triohlorosilane in ether. 
The first equimlent was added at -10°, but during the remainder of the 
addition the mixture was allowed to mrm up to room tesiperature. Color 
Test I did not beocroe negative until the mixture had been refluxed for 
l^irty hours. Dilute ammonium chloride solution ms then added and the 
ether layer separated. On oonoentration of the ether solution there ms 
obts-ined 7 g« (i9%) of solid raelting at 153-155°. Beorystallization from 
absolute ethanol raised the melting point to 157®. 
Anal. Calcd. for C H N Sit N, 10.79j Si, 7.19j M.W. 388. Poundj 
*  w 4 r  O x  O  
S, 10.6} Si, 6.92j (cryosoopio in bensene), 587f7. 
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V 
this sonftound did not evolve hydrogen when treated with potaesiuiB 
hydrcaclde in piperidine as do most triaryIsilanes,but in^en 1 g, 
(0*0026 liKjle) of the material was warmed to 60° with 50 ml. at 
po^isaium i^droxide in absolute ethanol, a vigorous evolution of gas 
took plao® and the triarylailaae dissolved* When reaction was oon^lete, 
an equal voluiae of bensene was added and the mixture was made just acid 
to pheiu»lphthalein with 0»l N l^droohlorio aoid. The benzene solution 
ms washed free of alcohol and inorganic mterials and dried. Evaporatiwa 
of the benjsene and crystallization of tJie residue from benaene-petroletan 
easier (b,p. 90*120®) yielded 1 g. of material melting at 177»178® t^ich 
ms identified ae tris«(j^dimetiiyla»iinophenyl)-8ilanol by mixed limiting 
point. The yield is 8^. 
Trie-(2f*difflieti5rl«ainoi4ienyl)--silane was also prepared by refluxing 
1 g. (0.0024 ml0) of tri8»(jg»diiaethylaminophjei::yl)-ohloro8llan0 with 0»1 
g# (0.0027 mole) of lithium aluminum hydride in ether for six hcwwi. 
The mixture was hydrolyeed by adding other saturated with water, and the 
aluminum l^droxide was washed out with dilute aqueous aeetio aoid. The 
dried ether solution, on standing, deposited 0.9 g. (9^) of tris* 
(|i;-'diiae'ttiylaBiinophenyl)»8ilane» m.p. 157° without recrystalliaation* 
This was identified by a milted melting point determination with the 
siui^le reported abo've. 
Tetrakle*(i>-dS3sttlwlamiaopheqy 1)-silane.» An ether solution of 
0.16 mele of ^di»etdiylamia<^henyllithium ms added to 0.04 mole of 
•ilioon tet«aohlorlde in ether. The silicon tetrachloride solution was 
oooled "bo -20° before the addition began and the temperature was held 
at -15 to •SO throughout the slow addition* (In the lir:ht of subsequent 
es|>erienoe, it is probable that the addition can be mde rapidly and at 
room temperature.) Color Test I ms positive when the additicai ms com­
plete, so the solution ms refluxed until the color test beoame only rery 
faintly positi-sre (60 hours). The mixture was then l^drolyzed with Zfo 
ammonia solution, and the insoluble material me filtered off and mshed 
with mter. IJiis weighed 20 g. (BT/a) and melted at 2S6<»gS8°. A 42^ 
(J) yield melting at 235<-2S6 haa been repojrbed from a reaction which ms 
}^drolyzed immediately on oompletion of the addition of the organolithlum 
reagent.^®® A mixed nwlting point between material melting at 235*256° 
and the product of -ttiiB reaction ms not depressed. 
162 Tetraki8'»(f-dimethylaminopheMyl)-silane Tetrametfeiodide*"" Five 
— 1 . • • .. . ^ ^ . . . . • ^ I n •i^ i> nil II If .11 
grams (O.Ol mole) of tetrRki8"-(£-dimetl^laiainophex3yl)<*silRne ms dis-
solTsd in 52,5 g. (0.57 mole) of me'tiiyl iodide. The mixture was refluxed 
gently, and a white precipitate appeared. After 50 minutes of refluxing 
no farther precipitation occurred, so 100 ml. of absolute met^ianol nas 
added in order to bring partly reacted material into solution. This 
suspension utas stirred and refluxed for 6 hours, then the solid was 
filtered off and mshed with methanol. The dry solid weighed 9.7 g. (90^) 
and melted at 205»206° with softeniaag at 200®. One crystallisation from 
^®®Bas»d on an uapublished procedure developed by Dr. Leiwrenoe Sijtmmers 
for the preparation of tetimkis-(jg;-dime't^ylaminopheiyl)-lead tetrameiiiiodide. 
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metlainol gave 7.5 g. (705$) melting at 20S«206°, 
-final* Oalcd, for CggHggl^I^Sij Si, 2,60| I, 47*2. Pounds Si, 2.68} 
I, 46.0. 
Plphenyl«2*^lBwthylaminopheny 1Bllanol.» £»Diin«thyl«Qainoifti©nyllithiTaa 
(0.06 laole) was added slowly to a refluxing solution of 15.2 g» (0.06 
mole) of diphenyldichlorosilans in ether. Ihe solution was refluxed for 
a total of two hours, then hydrolyzed. An ethers-insoluble layer separated 
and -was extracted with ©hloroform. This chloroform, on concentration, 
(teposited 4.8 g. of diphenylsilanediol. On emporation of the dried ether 
layer a residue reiaained which was extracted with bentene. A benaene-
insolubl® residue consisted of 1.6 g. of diphenylsilanediol, making the 
total yield of this material 8.4 g. or 4^. The benzene solution, on 
sonoentration, left an oil t^ioh solidifed on oooling and after several 
crystallizations from benzene-petroleuia e'Wier (b.p. 90-120®) weighed 4 g. 
and melted at 65-66®. This proved to be dipheiiyl-^diiBe-taiylaffilno^enyl-
silanol. The yield is 21^, but it is very probable that this could be 
iroproved by a longer period of refluxlng of the -^MJiHiethylaminophenylli'tiiium 
and d iphenyldi chlo ros ilone. 
Ami, Calod. for CgoHgj^OlSSii Si, 8,79| active H, 1.00. Founds Si, 
8.98| active H, 0.96. 
Diphenyl«p*dimethylamiaophenyloai^ inol.» The procedure for the prepar­
ation of diphenyl»£«N3imethylaminopheiiyloarf>inol and its absorption spectra 
159 in the ultra violet have been reported elseishere. 
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Preparation and HeXativa Eat«8 of %droly8l8 of 
Di phe33y 1 (s ub s t itut e d«phor^l) 6 i lanes 
Biphenyl (aubstiiaxted-T^enyl) ohloroailanes A series of dipheiyl 
(8ub«tituted-phei^l)ohloro8ilanes ms prepared from di^eiyldiohloro-
ailane and substituted oi^anolithium reagents or substituted Grignard 
reagents. Sie procedure is illustrated by the preparation of diphenyl-
jg-dime'teylaminoirfienylohlorosilane which is described below, and the 
;^iy8ioal constants and analyses of the products are repojrted in Table III. 
Di|feeByl*^dimeid^laailnopheEyIchloros i lane. * Twenty-one and four-
tenths grams (0.085 mole) of diphei^rldiohlorosilane was dissolved in 70 
ml. of dry ether in a three-necked flask equipped with reflux ctaidenser, 
ffle^hanioal stirrer, and nitrogen inlet* Wi-Ui the stirrer operating at 
moderate speed, 0.085 mole of ^-odiinelS^laminoi^eayllithium isas added 
dropwise over a period of thirty minutes* When the addition ms complete, 
the mixture isas stirred and heated to reflux until Color Test I beoaiM 
negative (24 hours). Dry beneene ws then added dropwise to the reaetim 
flask, and sijmltaneously ether was distilled off \mtil the distillation 
temperature reached 78*^. The itdxture ms allowed to settle, then the 
bensene was sij^oned off under nitrogen pressure, and the insoluble 
residue (inorganic salts) was mshed twice with dry benaene by a similar 
siphoning procedure. The solvent ms distilled from •tiie confcined benaene 
soluticms, and the residue was distilled at reduced pressure to give 21.0 
g. (70) of diphenyl«*g»dimethylaininophenylehloroBilane, b.p. 227»228° at 
2.8 mm. inalysis is reported in Table III. 
TABLE III. 
Prsparation of Monosubstituted Triaiyloiilorosxlansa fi^ 
I)iph,«r5rldiohloro8i Ian® 
Organ caietalli o Time of B,p. of product Yield, Silicon Chlorine - '.f 
*• ,, 
aompmnd reflux, hr» t. oc. P, mn. % Oalcd. Pound Cftlod, Pound 
jQ-.ClCgH4l%Br 78 149-50 - O.S S6 8.51 8.40 10.8 10,7 
m-CHgCgH^Li 0^ 150-51 0,05 79 9.07 9.04 11.5 11.2 
jD-CSgCgH^U O.S 147-48 0,2 79 9.07 9.10 11.5 11.2 
a-(®3W4" 4 184-85 0»2 78 8.30 8.30 10.5 10.7 
120 189-S2 1.0 78 8.62 8.46 10.9 10.6 
24 227-^8 2.S 70 8.30 8,17 10,5 0,87 
m-FjCCgH.3%Br 54 116-20 O.S 75 7.73 7,89 9.76 9.85 
X03. 
Diphonyl(substttuted^phenyl)ail&nes»- A- serlee of diphoaylCsub-
stitut®d-phonyl)8ilanes uaa proparod by reduoing the corrMpoading ohloro-
silanes with lithium aluminum hydride. T' e procedure is illustrated by 
the preparation of dipheHyl»£*4iaiet3iylaminophei3ylsilane, which is de­
scribed belov/, and the physical oonstanta and am2y«e8 are given in 
Table IF, 
Diphei^rl-jgi^diJttethylaBiinopheEylsilane.* To 19,5 g, (O.C^S mole) of 
dipheryl-^g^dimethylajainophenylohlorosilaxie digsolwd in 125 ml, of dry 
ether ms added 1,0 g. (0.026 mole) of lithium aluminum hydride. The 
mixtui^ Time protected frraa atmosphsrio laolsture by a calcium chloride tube 
and refluxed for thr»e hours. Excess lithium alurdutam ii^ydride was 
hydrolyzed by adding ether saturated v/ith water, followed by dilute 
aqueous acetic aoid. The ether layer ma separated and mshed with dilute 
acetic acid, then dried over sodium sulf5ate and distilled at reduced 
pressure, Dipheiiyl*g»dimethylaminopher5rl8ilane, boiling at 186»187° at 
0,15 Ttsa., ms obtained in 55% yield. Analysis is reported in Table IV, 
Helatiw rates of hydrolysis of diphenylCsubstituted-phetiyl)silanes.-
The piperidine Tjsed as solvent and catalyst for hydrolysis of the tri-
arylsilanes was an Eaatsmn Kodak ifshite label product vihich had been re­
distilled throtigh a IE inch column packed with l/S inch glass helices. 
Distilled -water -was added to this material until the -smter conoentration 
ms 0,96 molar, as determined by titration -srith the Karl Fischer reagent. 
The silanes wsre redistilled at reduced pressure from a flask having a 5 
Inch Vigreux neok until a sample tms obtained which, -sjhen hydrolysed. 
TIBLE 17. 
F^paration of Ifonosubstituted Triarylsilanes 
SuTsstituaat B.p, of produe"fc 
t, oc, T), mm. 
Yield Silieon 
Calcd, Pound 
^ydroKsn as Si»H, 
taled. Found 
£«C1 161-62 1,0 56 9.51 9.48 0.S40 0.336 
155-56 1.2 62 10.2 10.2 0.364 0.355 
£.CHg 147-48 0.2 79 10.2 10.2 0.364 0.360 
2-H(CHg)g 176-77 0.1 33 9.24 9.19 0.534 0.344 
y**OCH^ 183-84 1.5 76 9.67 9.60 0,345 0.343 
£-H(CEJ)2 186-87 0.15 55 9.24 9.20 0 .334 0.334 
m-CP, 124-29 1.0 19 8.57 8.72 0.305 0.341 
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would give a total volum® of hydrogen equal to 100.0 i 0.2^ of the 
theoiMstioal volume. In most oases not more Idtean two distillaticxis were 
required. 
44 Sie kinetic runs wre nsade as follows. Depending upon the siae of 
the sample to be used, eitdier 10 or 20 lal, of the piperldine rwagent 
deseribed above nias pipetted into a 50 ml, Erlenmeyer flask, nnhich was 
plaoed in the olamp of a shaking laaohine arranged in such a my "Wiat 
about half the height of the flask was lameiwed in an oil bath maintained 
at 38.8040*0s^. ^e flask was loosely stoppered^ the shaker stasirtedt and 
the contents allowed 15 minutes to come to bath tea^erature. The saii?)le 
(0,1-0.4 g.) ms weighed into a sraall glass cup laade by caitting the bottcm 
fjTOm a 12 cm. test tube just above its hsmls^erical base. The shaker 
•was stopped, cup and ssaaple were dropped into •ttie Erlenmeyer flask, and the 
flask -was connected to a 10 ml. gas burette by means of capillary glass 
•teibtng and a short length of Tygon tubing. Shaker and timer •were then 
started, and the volume of hydrogen ms read at intervals, Ho advantage 
•vjas found in ^ttie use of a flask with side bulb to hold the piperidine so 
tliat the system could be closed before silane and base tiere mixed, since 
Miere ms no evolutim of hydrogen during the few moments between mixing 
•tdie reikgents and S'terting the shaker. A constent positive blank of 0.10 
ml, of hydrogen ms observed for all runs. 
Analysis of -Uie silanes for l^drogen as Si-H ms carried out in the 
same my, except that a few pellets of potassium i^droxide iwre added to 
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the pipo3*idin« in order to hasten the reaotion, 
"Ehree independent determinations of the specific rat© constant wBre 
isade for eaeh silane. The statement in the tables tJxat th® speoifio rate 
Oonatant for triphenylsilane is 7*41 + .SS x 10*"^ see*^ indicates that 
*4 •! the average rate from th® throe determinations me 7.41 x 10 , sec 
and that the largest deviatirai tron this ms 0.62 x 10 sec*" . The data 
from a tjrpi^l run are recorded in Table V and plotted in Figure 5, 
^feble TI records the oonstanoy of -ttie pseudo first order speoifio 
mt© constant with mrySjig oonoentrations of ailane, and ISms demonstrates 
the first order of the reaction in si lane, fable YII gives the pseudo 
fiiret order lute oon8<»nta for the hydrolysis of the variocis silanes. 
Melanism of %dro3y8i8 of Triarylsi lanes 
Bffeot of mter oonoentratiiai on the rate of hydrolysis of triaryl" 
silaaes In plperidine*- Piperidine solutions containing 0.96 and 9,60 
moles of mter per liter -were prepared and standardiaed with the Karl 
Fls<dier reagent, Biphenyl-w^-tolylsilane ms hydrolysed by the geneml 
procedure previously deserlbed, except that the 20 ml. of hydrolysing 
solutim contained different proporticsie of the above two solutims in 
each run. Water oonoentrations were oalmilated on the assumption of 
negligible voltme change on nixing tiie two solutions. The results are 
recorded in Table VIII, It is seen that the reaotion is half order in 
mter for mter ccaacentrations up to nearly 2 molar. At higher mter 
oonoentrations the order in mter increases. 
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TiffiLE V, 
Hydrolysis of Diphenyl-ra-tolylsilftn# in Plp#ridin« 
Goatainiag 0.96 aol® of llfttar per Liter At S8,8° 
Weight of sanqjle, 0,1810 g.j buret temperature* 84»0®| 'bfli.rometrio 
pressure^ 28*03 in*! oelculated volume of hydrogen at this temper&ture 
and pressure# 11.08 ml* x « hydrogen evolvedi a>"X m i^drogen reitaining* 
fltae, aln. Buret, ml. Gas, ml» * a«»x log.(a«x) 
0 0.70 0.00 0.00 11.08 1.044 
1 1.16 0.46 0.36 10.72 1*030 
4 1.68 0.98 0.88 10.20 1.009 
7 3.17 1.47 1.37 9.71 .887 
n 2.88 2.18 2*08 9.00 .964 
16 S.46 2.76 2.06 8.42 .925 
20 3.98 3.28 3.18 7.90 .898 
24 4.49 3.79 3*69 7.39 .869 
88 5.00 4.30 4.20 6*88 .838 
S3 S.SS 4.83 4,7S 6.3@ .803 
38 BM s.sa S.22 5.86 .768 
m 6.67 5.97 5.87 5.21 .717 
50 7.11 6.41 6.31 4.77 .679 
56 7.58 6,88 6.78 4.30 .634 
6S 8.08 7,38 7.28 3.80 .580 
78 8.65 7»m 7.85 3.2S ,SC» 
80 9.10 8.40 8.30 2«78 .444 
91 9.63 8.S3 8.8S 2.SS .352 
lOS 10.07 9.37 S,27 1.81 .238 
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Pip". 5. Hydrolysis of dinhenyl-in-tol^/lsilpne in 
piperidine cortaininfc 0.96 mole of vrater per liter at 
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fmiE VI. 
%droJy«i8 of TriaryIsilanes in Plperidine Containing 
0,96 Mole of l%ter per Liter at 58,8® 
Silane Conon,» mole/litor k x 10^, sec."^ 
Diphea;^l-2««tolyl» 0,0267 1.08 f , m .08 
Diphenyl-j-tolyl- 0,0497 1,13 f . .09 
I3iph03:^l-^tolyl» 0.0848 l.OS < .07 
MphesB^l-j^-dimethylamiaopheayl"" 0.0267 0.216 4> m •07S 
Diphet!yl*£«*dimetl^laininoph®i:5rl-» 0.0B19 0,208 1 .050 
Diphenyl^j^imethylamino^ei^rl* 0.0884 0.210 4 ,008 
fABLE ¥11. 
%drol3r8i8 of Mcaaosubstituted TriaryIsilanes in Plperidine 
Containing 0,96 Mole of 'rasiter per Liter at 38«80 
SuTbstituent k at 10^ y 80C« ^ 
£«C1 16,9 i- 1 «» .2 
H .27 
m*CH» 
•MM  ^
2.75 f .20 
1,08 4 .09 
^OCHg 0.69 f 
m 
.08 
m<»N(CHg)2 0,75 f m ,05 
jr^^(CHg)2 0.21 4- •05 
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TABIM VIII, 
%di'o2y«i8 of Diph«nyl»jg«to2ylsll&no in Wet 
Piperidlne at 58.8® 
Silane, M, HgO, M.' k X 10^, see.-l 
k X 104, 
Half order 
in water 
oaled. 
Hrst order 
ia water 
0.152 0.96 2.66 2.66 2.66 
0.148 1.39 3.20 3.21 S.86 
0.138 1.3S 3.76 3.67 S.04 
0.159 2.69 5,53 4.45 7.42 
Effeot of pipgridine oonoentration oa rate of hydrolysis of tri" 
agylailanas in metlwloallosol'TO.'' In order to datenain® the order of the 
reaotion in plparidln® it tmo necessary to use some eubstanoe other than 
plperidine as the solirent for the reaotic®. Methyl cellofiolve ims chosen 
sinoe it is a good solTont for the triaryIsilanes, water* and piperidine, 
and is sufficiently high boiling so that solvent vapors should not interfere 
i»ith measurements of the hydrogen eTolTed, l%ter ms added to freshly 
distilled nietl:^loellosol"?e to give a -water oonoentyation of 0,219 M, as 
determined by titration with iiie Karl Piaoher reagent. This wst methyl-
oelloaolve iwm used to prepare standard solutions of diphenyl-g-diloro-
phenylsilane (0.200 M), and piperidine (0.200 M). In a typical run, 16 ml. 
of the mter solution and 2 ml. of the silane solution were pipetted into 
a 50 ml* Erlenit^er flask and therraostetted as preriously described, Kien 
2 ml. of piperidine soluticai me added and the slxaker started. ®ie results 
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of all the runs are reported in Table IX, Ctmoentratimig of reagent® 
wre ealcaSAiaid on the aaaufflption that there is no volxam® change on mixing 
the soluticaie. It is seen that th© data fit the calculated -mlues for 
half order in piperidiae with reasonable aoouraoy. 
TABLB IX. 
Bate of %drolyBis of 0.020 M Dlphenyl-j^^ehloropheiylsilane 
in liel^loelloBolTe Con'taTining 0.019 Mole per Liter 
of "'«%.ter at 88.0° 
Piperidine, M. k X 10®, seo.*^ k X 10® <»ali»d. for 
^ order in piperidine 
0.020 5.18 5.18 
0.040 7.48 7.34 
0,(^0 9.08 8»98 
0.080 10.8 10.4 
Effect of mter oonoentration on idie rate of hydrolyeis of trlaryl* 
ailaaea in methylqellosol'TO.- The procedure ma the eejn© as that described 
in oosmeotion with the ©ffeot of piper id ine conoentration» except that the 
miior conoentratim ms varied by substituting various araottnta of a 2,20 K 
solution of mter in metj:^leello8olw for part of ^e 0,219 M water solu­
tion, In a typical run* H ml. of 0.E19 M water solution, 2 ml, of 2.20 M 
water solution, and 2 ml. of silane solution -mro pipetted into the 
appftx«t!i8 and -KiennOBtatted. Then 2 ml. of piperidine solution vmm added 
and the reaction started* The usual assur^tion of no volume diange on 
mixing nas used to calculate reagent ccmoentratione• the results are giren 
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in ffiabla X. It is »««a that tha ordor of th® raaetim is only slightly 
g'pmt^r than aero at low water ooaoentratione, but approaehes one-half at 
mter concentrations of 0«4-0»8 M, 
UBIE X. 
Rate of Hydrolysis of 0.020 M Dipheayl-g^ohlorophenylsilaae 
in Methyloellosolw Coirteining 0.080 Mole per Liter 
of Piperidine at 58.8® 
H«0, M 2 ' — Jc X 10®, 800."'^ k X 10®, aeo.*^ oalod.®' 
O.lOl 4.60 2.67 
0.220 5.18 3.95 
0.417 5.49 5.44 
0.775 7.41 7.41 
^Thls k is oaloulated for a reaction whidi is half order in mter, 
and ttoe oaloulated value Is arbitrarily set equal to the esEperiinental 
•value at the ssaxijiBim mter ccaieentratiim. 
fripheayldfutercti81 lane«* A solution of 8,46 g. (0.029 mole) of 
triphenyldilorosilane in 75 ml. of dry eiiier njae refluxed for 8 hours with 
0,40 g« (0.0096 mole) of lithium alumimm deuteride.^®^ The resulting 
suspension ms hydrolysed by adding ether saturated with water, then dilute 
hydroohlorio a©id« The ether layer was dried and distilled to give 6»S g. 
of oolorless oil boiling at 154-165® (l im*)» This ms crystallised from 
^®%ithium alumiiaiffi deuterlde ms obtained from Metal %dride6» Inc., 
Beverly, Mass., and ms reported to be 96% jmre. 
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petroleum ether {b«p« 60*70^) to give 5 g. (40^) of oolorless solid 
ffi»lting at 44-'48°. A mixed melting point with triphenylsilan® ms not 
ddprensed. 
Relattve rates of hydrolyais of triphenylsilane and trii^enyldeuter-
^ilane in wt piperidiae.* Three samples eaoh of tripher^rlo ilane and 
triphenyldeuteroailane were i^drojyaed by the procedure piwTioaBly de­
scribed, The data from a %pioal run of ea<fii silane are plotted in Figure 
8. It i8 seen that the triphenyldeuteroailane is hydrolyzed approximtely 
•ix times faster than triphei^rlsilane, although the lack of linearity in 
the firet order plot for triphenyldeuteroailane makes it it^ossible to 
determine the exaot ratio# This lack of liaearily is imdoubtedly due to 
contamination of triphenyldeuterosilane by tri^enylsilane* 
Prefwiration of Xriphenylalkoagrsilanes from Tripher^lsilane 
Fremmtion of trlphenylaUcoxyailanea from triphenylsilane* aleohol 
and piperidine** Triphenyleilaae ime reaeted with a number of alcohols in 
idle prasenoe of piperidine to give triphtwiylallawsy si lanes* The prtwedure 
is illtistratad by tJie preparation of triphenyl-(2«meth03Ey)««e-iiio:!Ey«ilane 
described belowt reaction conditions and yields for the various 
alcohols are shown in 15a.ble XI» The times of reflux were arbitrarily chosen, 
and it i® quite possible that the yields eould be considerably ianproTed by 
attaching the apparatus to a gas burette and stopping the reaction only Tsdaeai 
gas ewlution is complete. It is also possible the yields of hemphsnyl-
disilosesne could be decreased by a suitable ohoioe of reaction temperature. 
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0.96 mole of vrater per liter at 
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ffiph9ixyl'»(g*tB9th(asr)*'e-t^exysllane««' A 125 al, round-bottoHwd fla»fc 
ims ©guippad with ft reflux ooadenaer topped by a oaloium ohloride tub®. 
In the flask ms placed 6.2 g. (0.02 mole) of tripheiQrlsllane, 76 ml, 
(0.95 mole) of mthyloellosol-we, and 10 ml. (O.IO mole) of plperldine. Gaa 
e-rolution began as soon as the plperidine •ma added. The mixture -was 
refluxed gently for one hour, than the aolvent was distilled off, removing 
last truces under the vaouum from a mter aspirator. On standing over 
night, the realdual oil crystallised to a solid mlting at 60«i^S®* This 
•swts taken up in a slight exoess of hot petroleum eidier (b»p, 60«»70°), 
On cooling, 0.5 g. i9,0o) of hejaphenyldisilejosme, m*p. 210-211®, separated. 
The petroleum ether ms then concentrated to about half Tolume emd alloned 
to oool in the refrigerator. The oiystalline material, 4.2 g., ms filtered 
off and -Kae mother liquor again cmoentrated to half volume. A seeond orop 
of 1«0 s» brought th© total yield of triphenyl<»(2*>®ethoxy)*etbo3Ey8ilane 
to 5.2 g. (7^) sielting at 67«-68®, 
iaaal. Galod. for CgjHggC^Sit Si, 8«39» Found: Si, 8,44, 8.46, 
fri-l-mphthylsilanol'^plperidine ocniplex.* la an attempt to prepare 
l,l,l<*tri^«iyl*3,3,3*tri««'l-<^phthyldi8lloxattejr 2.50 g. (0.0059 mole) of 
trl-i^m^thylsilanol^®^ and 1.52 g. (0.0059 mole) of triphenylsilane were 
spefluxed for 24 hours in a mixture of 75 ml. of dry xylene and 10 ml, of 
plperidine. On cooling, 1.7 g. of solid, laslting at 193-194'^ with gas 
evolution, ms filtered off. This solid depressed the melting point of 
l®%indly provided by C.G. Bratmen of this Laboratory. 
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TABL& XI. 
Preparaticm of Trij^enylftlkoxysilanes from Iriphenylsilaa® 
YieXd"7¥ 
SCSI Seflux* 
hr. 
Hexapfeenyl-
disiloxane (CgHg}5SiOR 
M.P, 
{CgHg)gSiUR 
5 2% 1 9.4 78® 67#68° 
CgHgOH 4.5 19 40^ 65-66 
2 IS 0° 
a-C.H.OE 
— 49 8 27 120-122 
(CgHg),C(3i« 8 0 of 
4 45^ 220-221 
72 S5° 160-162 
^Aoal. Caled, for ^ 21^22^2^^* 8.39. Foundi Si, 8,4S* 
Identified by mixed inelting point with a known eampl®. 
®A 20f^  yield of trijSieiQrlsilanol Tsas obtained. 
^Aml. Calcd. for C22Hg^C3Sii Si» 8.43. Foundi Si, 8.50. 
®A solution of 0.02 stole in 75 tnl. of dty stylene ms us»d. 
A^. 72fi> reooT«ry of trijftisnyloarbinol and a 2^  yield of 
tri^oaylsilamol »»r« obtained. 
Slhirty per oont of tSie triphenylsilanol was areoovered. 
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tri-l-naph-aiylsilanol (205-206°) by about 20° and ms found, by qualitativ© 
test, to cmtain nitrogen. 
In. order to oonfina that th® product did not oon-feain -taie triphenylailyl 
group^ a seoond ran was carried out using the procedure described aborre, 
except that the tripher^rlsilane ms anitted. The yield of material inelt-
Ing at 193-'194® "was 2*7 g. calculated as a lil coraplex). A sample of 
this mat»rial 'wsighing 1.6512 g, ms heated to the melting point 5xl a 
porcelain erucible. llien the eTOlution of gas isae complete, t^e sample 
•Bias cooled and rewighed, the loss in -weight ms 0.3067 g., or IS.S??. 
The loss of one mole of piperidine from one mole of a Isl tri-l-naphthyl*-
silanol-piperidine con^lex corresponds to a loes In weight of 16.7^. The 
cooled melt ms oiystalliaed from se^riaja© to give 1.12 g, of tri-l»mph-
tl^lsilanol, la.p. 203-204**, identified by mixed melting point. The yield 
of tri-l-naphthylsilanol, based on a It1 complex, is 81^. 
Anal. Calcd. for (Cj^pH^)gSiIK3gH^Q< Si, 5»68j active H, 0.00. 
Galod, for (C^QH7)3SiQH-CgiyBi« Si, 5.43i active H, 2.00. Poundi Si, §.62| 
active H, 1.69.^®® 
<h. the basis of the above data it was concluded that iSne product is a 
niolecular complex represented by the formla (C2^QHy)2SiOH*CgHjQM, 
365 This active l^drogen detemination -ma made •with lithium aluminum 
hydride in diethylcellosolve. Piperidine alone gave active hydrt^en values 
varying over a range of about 10?^ and averaging 0.*^. 
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DISCUSSION 
Among the general differences between tJi© silicon and carbon atcms 
•sjhioh Tsrare enumerated under physioal properties, the effeots of three 
were seloeted for speoial oonsideration in this study, fheae are (l) the 
greater siae of the silicon atom, (2) the greater iT»xiiMEi oovalence of 
the silicon atom, and (3) the greater abilitj' of the earbm atom to fom 
double bends. The first two of these would be expected to play an es­
pecially important part in the reaoticais of silicon and carbon analogs with 
nucleophilio r^xgents and, in this oonneotion, a literature survey of the 
aimilable dbita on this subject, ae vwll as an investigation of the olearage 
of organosilicon compounds by hydroxyl im have been repori»d recently by 
21 Miller. In the present study, attention has been directed to the cleav­
age of organosilicon compounds by organolithium reagents and of organo­
silicon hydrides by mild bases. 
Cleavage of Organosilicon Compounds by 
Organo®s-te.llio Eeagents 
llien triphenylcarbinol is refluxed in ether with two equi\'alents of 
n-butyllithium, two of the aromtic nuclei are metalated in the ortho 
1 gjft 
position. In an investigation of the reaction of triphei^lsilanoi with 
Gilmn, G.E. Brown, F.J, Webb, and S.M. Spat*, J. Asi. Chem. Soo., 
62, 977 (1940), 
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four equi-mlents of n-butyllithium under similar oonditions the produots 
obtained cai oarboaation of the reaction mixture -nere dlphenyl-n-butyl-
silanol and benaoio acid, which indicates that, in the silicon analog, 
0arbon*»silicon instead of oarbon-hydrogen bonds twre attacked by the organo-
litiiium reagent, reactions ooncemed may be represented by the general 
equations 
EgSiCS + I'U RgSiOU ^ R'H 
EgSiOLi 4 H'Li i-EgR'SiOLi 4 RLi RgE'SiOH + RCOQH 
th® results of atterapts to extend "Hiis reaction to other organosilioon 
ocaipounds are summarized in Table XII, 
It should be pointed out, in connection with Table XII, that two com­
pounds, trlmei^l-g-fluorenylsilane and tripheiylbenzylsilane, -vi^ich were 
cleared on oarbonation, were not oleaved when the reaction mixture ms 
hydrolysed wiidiout oarbonation. • Purtheraore, the produots of 
clea'TO.ge in the case of triphenylbenzylsilane wej^e not phei^lacetio acid 
and triphenylsilanol# This has been explained as du® to metalation of 
the meldiylene carbon atom in each case, giving an organolithium compound 
•^ich, on hydrolysis, yields starting mterials but, on oarbonation, yields 
a ooii?>ound having a oarbonyl oxygen beta to silicon. These oonpounds are 
known to be "rery easily hydrolysed. The reactions involved may be illustrat­
ed by reference to triphenylbenzylsilane. 
167 He Gilmn and Ife,rtcfeld* unpublished atudios* 
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TABLE XII. 
Reaction of n-Butylliidiiujn with C^ganometallio oou^ounds 
Ccsapound Cleaving agent Aoid isolated®' 
on carbonation 
Yield; 
< ^ 
Triphenyls Hanoi n-C^HgU beneoio 76 
Tripheny Is i Ismol n-C^Hg%Br none 0 
Tripheij^rls Hanoi CHgCgH^Li nme 0 
Tri-_g»tolyls ilaaol n-e^HgLi j£»toluio 61 
Tri-ji-tolyls i land C.H_L1 6 5 none 0 
Diphenyl-^tolyls ilanol n-C^HgLi benaoio 
^toluic 
6 
le 
Tri-l-qmphthyls ilanol n-C^HgLi none 0 
Tri-|j-«enyl8 ilanol _£»phenylbensoio 12 
Tetraphenyls ilane n-'C^HgLi none 0 
Tetra-£-tolyIs ilane n-C^H^Id none 0 
Tripheny l*»a.-buty Is ilane n-C^EgLi none 0 
Triiaethylphenyls ilan® none 0 
TrietiiyIphenyls ilane n-C^%Lx none 0^ 
a An aoid corresponding to the organametallio ooiapound used as a 
cleaving agent -was obtained in all runs # but only the acids obtained 
as a Msult of cleatnage are recorded in the table. 
^See footnote 145. 
°S©e footeote 167. 
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TABUI XII» (oontinu»d) 
Cojj^ound Cleaving agent Acid isolated®' 
on o&rbcmtion 
Yield, 
lriin0thyl»l-naphthylsilan« n-C^EgLi 
Triphenyl-S-thienylsilaa® a-C^HgLi 
none 
Iriethyl-^g-flinisyls ilan® 
Trisw thy luoreny Is i Ian© 
9-Triph®r^l8 ily l»9*phanyl"» 
fluorene 
TriphenylbenayXs1lane 
Tpiphsnyl-CplimiylethyrQrl)-
silane 
ii-C^HgLi 
n-C H„I^ 
— 4 9 
n«»C^HgLi 
n»C^EqLi 
n-C^HgLi 
Triphen,yl«2--&ienyl-
5*oa.rboxyiila3a® 
Trieidigrl-S-ear'bojty- , 
4-mathoxyphsKylsilan® 58 
Pluor©n0-9"»oarbo3?ylic SS"^ 
ncHi« 
pihenylacdtio §2 
0® 
0 
phenylpropiolio 58® 
^•An aeid cori^spoading to the organometallic compound U8«d as a 
cleaving agent was obtained in ell rune, hxxt only the acids obtained 
as a result of cleavage &ve recorded in the table. 
^^See footnote 145. 
®See footnote 167• 
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(CgHgJgSiCHgCgHg 4n.C^HgLi v (CgHg)gSl®(U)CgHg ^ 
(CgH5)3SlCH(y.)CQH5 4 HgO y (CgHg)gSiCHgCgHg * LiOH 
(CgHg)gSiCH(U)CgHg * COg y (CQHg)gSiCH(COOLi)CgHg 
{CgHg)gSiCH(COOLl)CgHg * HgO y (CgHg)gSiOH f CgHgCHgCOOLi 
This interpretation of the reaction is supported by the fact that with 
9-triphenylsilyl-9-ph0r^lflviorene, in ?/hioh no laethylone hydrc^en renains 
unsubetituted, no cleavage ms obsenred ewn on oarbcnation.^®"^ In the 
«»S0 of triphenyl»'(phenylethynyl)«*silan0, however, the products were phei^rl* 
propiolic aeid and tripheriyl-n-'butylsilane, and cleavage occurred Tshether 
the reaction mixture ma carbonated prior to hydrolysis or not.^®*^ 
With the above facts in mind, the results of the investigation may 
be suiiomrised as follows* (l) TripheEyloarbinol, •^en treated with 
excess n^bu'tyllithium in ether, is not cleaved, but is metalated on the 
aromatic nucleus instead* (2) Triphenylsilanol has one pheryl group, but 
not two, 3replao#d by a n-butyl group, (s) One aromtic lithium cosipound 
is not fomed from a silanol by the attack of another aromatic lithiua 
oofflpouad of similar reactivi%-. (4) a-ButylTaagneaium broTidde does not 
displace aromatic groups from silanols» (5) A highly hindered silanol, 
such as tri-l-mphthylsilanol, is not cleaved by n-butyllithium, (s) Only 
one compound of the types R^Si and RgSiH*, namely triphei^l-(phenyl«thynyl)'-
ailan©, has bean cleaved by ^-butyllithium, (?) Metalation of organo-
silicon compounds occurs in those cases Tj^iere a itydrogen is rendered 
acidic by adjacent groups, ' ut the silicon atom itself (as in, say, 
triphenyl-n^butylsilane) does not render a nearby hydrogen acidic enwjgh 
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to b0 ffletalatad. To -ttxese may be added« (8) Tshen dipheaylsilanediol is 
treated wi-tti aa oi^wiolithium reagent one» but not two, of the l^drojiyl 
groups is replaced an organic group 
The fact that triaryleilands are cleaved by n-bulyliithium while 
triaryloarbinols are not aiust be related in some my to the greater size, 
electronegativity, and nsaxiiaum oovalcsnoe of the silicon atom as compared 
with carbon. The mdaanism of nuoleophilic displaoemsnt on silicon has 
been established for only one reaction—the hydrolysis of triaiylhalo-
silanes. This has been shown to proceed hy the meohanlsm below 
R R 
%° • —iW 4° ^ 
H 
in which the above three factors are of inipoirbance, the most prominent 
one being the ability of the siliccsi atom to aSsura© a covalenoy of five,"" 
This iteohanism may serve as a starting point for a discussion of the 
Bisdiaaism of the cleavage of silanols by a-butyllithixan, A strictly 
analogous meolmnisia for the latter reaction wculd be the following (-whsiHi 
Bu • n^butyl) 
Bu" + RgSiOH >• RgSiO" 4- BuH 
Bu 4 R SiO ^ 
fast 
H R 
R slow 
BuSiHgO" ^ B* 
in which th® anions illustrated should be considered to be the negative ends 
Benedict, Aster's Thesis, lom State College (l950)* 
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of ion-pairs. This laeohanism seams unlikely for two reasons. First, 
attack by one anion upon another appears improbable, although oejrbainly 
not in^ossible. Second, if the pentaoo-mlent intermediate were really 
formed, all four of its silicon-oarbon bonds would have strengths of the 
same order of magnitude, aiid the reverse dissooiation of the intennedxate 
into triphenylsilanolate and n*butyllithi«m should be slower, not faster, 
than the dissociation into diphenyl-n-buiylsilanolate and phenyllithium, 
because of the greater resonance stabilization of the phenyl anion. Thus, 
the above iJietSianism would be transformed into the seoond possibili-ty 
Bu* + H-SiO' 
•3 slow 
R R 
Bu-^i^o" 
R 
> BuSiR„0 4- R fast 
This medianism has the advantage over the first that the undoubtedly diffi­
cult attack by one anion upon another is now the jrate determining step. 
This meahanisia will explain why the more nucleophilio ji*but^llithi\att will 
cleave triphenylsilnol, while the less nucleophilio n^bu-tylmagnesium bromide 
or _£;»tGlyllithitaii will not. The lack of cleavage of tri-l-naphtl^lsilanol 
is also understandable on the basis of this meohanisas, since the bullsy 
naphthyl groups would hinder rearward attack by the n»bui^lli1fliium» Hov?ever, 
since -Kiis mechanism the rate of cleavage depends upon the ease of 
coordination of the n-butyl anion or dipole with the silicon atom, it would 
be expected that cleavage would be more difficult in the silanolates, where 
the electronic uasaturaticai of the silicon atom imst be largely satisfied 
by the adjacent negatively charged oxygen, than in the R^Si and RgSiR' com-
125, 
poimdB, where th® Sd orbitals of the silicon atom are relatively unoacupied. 
It might be supposed that aterio factoid prevent the olustaring of five 
organic groups around the silicon atom in -tti© R^Si ease, if^ile perEiittiH® 
four ox^anio groups and an cscygen atom to be sijHultaaemsly bound in the 
silanol case. However, the fact that triphei^l-(phenyle-y;qn^l)»8ilane is 
cleaved by n^butyllithium mkea it evident that, if this mechanism is the 
correct one, five oi^anic groups (including four bullsy ones) be bonded 
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siaul-teneously to silicon# Both these maohanisms, then., my be ruled out. 
The fact that silaaolates are cleaved -cshile tetmsubstituted si lanes 
S.V9 not, indicates -tdiat the negatively charged oj^gen atom of the silanolate 
must ejwrt an activating influence. This my lie in its power to coordinate 
with the lithium end of the n-butyllithium ion-pair. Such a mechanism might 
be represented as follows# 
%Si-0 EgSi-O 
RgSiO" + LiBu V ^ I • I I 4. S" 
Bu-Li Bu Li 
The coordination of nobutgrllithiura with lithium triphei^rlsilanolate would 
certainly be reversible# and it would seem that the difficult step in the 
overall prooess -would be the breaking of the silicon-carbon bond, so that 
*""Th® above arguments may also be applied to the metihanism in which the 
entry of the butyl group and departure of the phenyl grcwp are simltaneous, 
since the negative charge on the silanolate molecule wwxld mke it very 
probable that formation of the new bond would be aore difficult idian break­
ing the old one. 
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the me<riMuai8ia might b© written 
RgSi-O RgSi-O 
RgSiO" + IdBu . 1 V II • R* 
fast Bu-U slow Bu Li 
I II 
Hcwver, it mst be pointed out that,if we accept the Eyring postulate 
that the transition state in a reaction my be treated as a thermodynamio 
entity, this laeohanisKi is indistinguishable from a one step process. Thus, 
since I and II are in rapid equilibrium, the free ener^ difference between 
them is zero, aierefore, the free energy difference between II and the 
transition state is the same as the free ener^ difference between I and 
the transition stete, so that the rates of ruction from I to product and 
frora II t!^ product nust be identical, Uie formation of the intermediate II 
oouM becoine of in^jortanoe to the raeohanism only if the first step were 
rate controlling. In the absence of ai^r kinetic data on the reaction, a 
deoisicKi cannot be made on this point, 
Hovertheless, by either mechanism, the configuaration of the transition 
state would bo scsiething like the structure II, and the ease of cleamge 
of the silanols would be due to the ability of the oxyanion to coordinate 
with the lithium end of thB n-butyllithium dipole. Similarly, the unreactiT-
ity of the R^Si and RgSiR' types would be due to lack of a coordinatii^ 
center for the lithium atom. It iray be supposed that the highly tmsaturated 
Hi&ag# in the phenyletis^rayl group provides such a center in the case of 
tripheiyl*(^enylethynyl)-silan0. The reinaining facts concerning clea-vage 
of organosilioon cwapounds by organome-tellic reagen-te can also be explained 
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in terns of this laeohaniam. For example, th® non-oleaTrag® of tri-l-naphtJiyl-
silanol is th© result of sterio hindrance in this, as in th® previous meeh-
anismi the unreaotiTity of the Grignar^ reagent is the result of tiie lesser 
mcleophilio oJiaraoter of this reagent) and the fact that only one aryl 
group is displaced is probably due to the oleotron'»releasing properties of 
the first butyl group to enter, ishioh deoreaaes the electrophilio nature of 
the silicon atom tojiard further attack. Furthermore, related considerations 
may explain the ortho metalation of triphenylcais^inol. In this ooH^ound the 
inability of th© central atom to accept eleotpons from the n»butyl end of 
the tt-buti'lliiaiium dipole, and the smaller ionic character of the carbon-
^rtjon as con^red with the silicon-carbon bond, ccmibine to raatee the dis-
plaoeiaent of a phei^l group difficult. However, a first step similar to the 
above brings the butyl end of -Uie butyllithium dipole into convenient posi­
tion to attack the ortho hydrogen atom of a bensene ring. 
ISie lack of metalation of the diphenyl-n-butylsilaaol formed by the cleavage 
of triphenylsil^nol may be attributed to the electrm-releasing properties 
<=6% 
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of ih® silicon atom, vidiioh reduce the aoidity of all the hydrc^eiw in the 
bensene rings* 
Betaming to the silicon series, the reaction of diphei^rleilanediol 
with phenyl lithium to give tripheaaBrlailajaol would he understandable on the 
basis of the abo-9« jnedhanism if only one hydroxyl group is converted to the 
lithium salt before clea-mge ocoura. If the dimlent ion •were formed in 
the fii^t step 
Z' 1. H2Si(0H)g 4 a RLi > HgSi^ + 2 Li^ 2 HH 
then the next step would require the displaoenent of an oxide ion, -vshich 
seems very unlikely. 
/O" RgSlMD R-Si-OLi 
n Si 4 RLi > . I > ^ \ f 0* 
^0** R-Li R 
Since the reaction with triphenylsilanol leads to displacement of E" in» 
stead of 0~, R** should be displaced in preference to 0* here also. However, 
if the intermediate -were B2Si(QH)0Ll, the displacement of an CE* ion should 
be DBich easier than the displacement of R", and the observed reaction 
should occur. Since the reaction ms carried out with an excess of phenyl-
lithium, it is not knovm how many equivalents of this reagent -were consumed. 
However, the jDact that the reaction occurred in xylene but not in ether 
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accords iiiell with the above mechanism. In e13ier, both active h^drogene 
•were probably replaced and, consequently, no further reaction occurred. 
In aylene, -t^ie foraation of a divalent anion (silanediolalw) could be pre-
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•vented both by tne non-poXar nature of the solvent, and by the inaol-
ubilitjr of the monomlsnt anion firat formed. 
Preparation and Reactions of Hexaaiyldisi lanes 
The dissociation of -Kie hexaaryleidnanes into triarylmethyl radicals 
is one of the most interesting and well knovm reactions in organic 
ohemietry. Since the silicon-silioon bond is not as strong as the 
oarbon-»oarban bond;, it might be expected that hestmaryldisilanes would 
also dissociate into triarylsilyl radicals, but such is not -Wtie case* 
The two previously reported hexaaiyldisilanes, hexapheisyldisilane®® aad 
68 hesa.«2r^olyldl8llane j are stable in air, melt undeeon^osed, and do not 
react \Tith oxygen, iodine, or other reagents quickly at^tecfeed by tri-
aiylmethyl radicals. Two factors may be of importance in •tJiis difference. 
First, the sterio strains involtred in hejtaphei^rl- and hexa«^toiyl-
disilane must be cconsiderably smaller than in the corresponding carbon 
eo?apounds, due to the larger size of the silicon atoi!«. Consequently, 
the tendency to dissociate tauist be reduced in the dislanes, HoTsreTer, 
Tsflien atten^ts are imde to introduce greater strains in the disilanes by 
introducing more bulky groups, the reactions are unsuccessful. Thus, 
170 152 #ien tri»£*tolyl- or tri-l-naphthyl-ohlorosilane is treated with 
^7%, Gilman and G.N.R. Smart, J. Ch«a>, U, 720 (1950). 
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sodium in the usual procedure for preparing hexaaryldisilanes, starting 
mterial is reoovared unchanged. Also, ladien hexaohlorodieilane ia 
tre&ted with _2»tolyllithluia, only two halogens per silicon atom are 
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replaced by o-toJyl groups# Evidently the steric factors in these 
eases are great enough to prevent lifurtz-'type coupling, so the failure 
of the reaction SgSiCl • lla. IfeCl to occur mat be due to 
some other factor. This second factor is probably a decreased resonance 
stabiliaation of the triarylsllyl radical as oor;5)ared v/ith ita carbon 
analog. Resonance of the type which occurs in the tariarylme-ttiyls wcwld, 
CH-jOI - - Of 
in the silicon ease, involve siaruotures having silicm-oarbon double 
bonds. 13ie flaets that the disilanes do not dissociate and that highly 
hindered triarylchlorosilanes do not react with sodium may be considered 
as evidence that resonance structures having silicon-'tmrbon double bonds 
make saich smaller contributions to the states of molecules -timn do 
analogous carbon struotaires. 
In order to test this theory in the most favorable case, hexa-^g* 
xei:^ldi8ilane -was pre|>ared. In this confound steric hindrance is not 
great enough to prevent reaction, -while resonance stabilisation of -tiie 
carbon analog is vexy high. He3ca»^;-xecylethane is reported to be lOCP® 
171 dissociated even in the solid state. ITie silicon coinpound, however* 
Bachinann, in "Organic Chemistry, an Advanced Treatise", H. Gfil-
nan, Ed., John Wiley and Sons Inc., Jlew York, 2nd ed., 1943, p» 581 ff. 
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ms found to b» a very stable solid, melting undeoorapoeed at iiie -very 
or iodine. These properties indicate that dissooiation is negligible, 
and ttos support the idea that resonance structures containing silicon-
oas^jon double bonds raake relatively stnall contributions to the total 
structure of organosilioon nsoleoules. 
Preparation and Ultraviolet Absorption Spectra of 
^Diiae'KQrlajninophexiylsilioon Coi!?)ounds 
The absorption speotwi of a number of triarylsilioon compounds have 
159 been reported smd interpreted else^ere* This subject will not be 
discussed here, except to reviefw the conolusions of the study, Hie ab­
solution maxim in the ultraviolet of dipheigrl^p-dime'W^iaininoj^eriyl'" 
silanol and tri8-(£»dl3iieid^laminoirfieiiyl)*8ilanol were found to show no 
shift toward l<Kiger mve leng-ttis in acid solution. In the analogous 
earbon oompounds the oorresponding shift is very pronounced, and is 
attributed to the formtion of triaryl oarboniura ions trhioh have 
suffioiently small differences between ground aj;^ excited states so that 
light of visible mve length caui bring about the excitation. The easy 
change of carbinol to oarbonium ion by acids is attributed to stabil-
ization of the oaarbonium ion by contributions to its ground state from 
resonance structures such as 
high ten^jerature of 430*', and showing no evidence of reaction with oxygen 
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and to the raduotion in sterio strains brought about by th« change frwn 
tetiiahedml to planar configuration around th® !?®^yl carbm atoa. The 
faot that idi® silanols exhibit no such shift "was taken to indicate that 
silioonium ioiis are rnuch less readily formed tlmn are analogous carbon*-
ium ions. This is probably due, partly to the ^ot that the silicon at<®i 
is larger than oar^on so that strains in ihe tetmhedral coaafiguration 
ar» reduced, and partly to smaller contributions frora resonance structures 
such as lAiose illustrated above, which wuld hare to contain silicon-
oarbGQ double bonds. 
A further intearesting point was noted in preparing the coiapounds 
necessary for the ultraviolet absorption measurements. It -was found that 
£»dim«tl^laiainophe3:yllithium displaces the chlorines from silicon tetra­
chloride much more slowly than do phenyl-, ^tolyl-, or ^-ohlorophenyl-
lithium. Since any mei^hanism which involves the coordination of the 
organolithiuia anion with the silicon atom of the chloi^silane as the 
first step would predict that pniiinethylaminoidieayllithiuni should react 
faster than the otters, this piece of inforrnation seems to indicate 
that the mechanism of reaction of organolitixium reagen-te with halo-" 
8i3Lanes is not similar to the mschanisiri of hydrolysis of the halosilanes 
OQ 
#iioh ms elaborated by S'nain. There would seem to be a good possibil­
ity that the jasohanism of this reaction is similar to that proposed for 
t^e cleavage of trlaryIs ilands by organolitiiiujn ireagents, and it is 
proposed to investigate this problem furttier. 
RgSi-Cl RgSi 
R»l,i + E„SiCl ^ I I ^ LiCl 
R»-U R* 
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Preparation and Relative Rates of %droJ.y8i8 of 
Dij^ei^l (subs titut ed-phei^rl )fi ilanes 
During the course of this diseiASSion and the preceding review of 
the literature, it has been pointed out in several places that there 
appears to be soine evidence for supposing that resonance structures in­
volving silicon-carbon double bonds inake considerably smaller contribu­
tions tc the ground states of organosilicon molecules than do analogous 
structures to the ground states of corresponding carbon compounds. It 
ms proposed to investigate this subject further by observing the changes 
in the rate of a reaction occurring on the silicon atom of an organo-
silane as a series of substituents is introduced into the molecule, and 
comparing these diangeE "jr-th the changes produced yrhen -tJie same series 
of substituents is introduced into a similar eat^)on compound, 
172 West^eiiaer ha« shown that the acid-wMikdning effect of most para 
substi-bients on arornatic acids can be predicted -ssith satisfactory aocuraoy 
by means of calculations which depend only on the electros-tetic effects 
of the substituent. The j^««ittiiK) and ^diHiethylamino groups, however* have 
a greater weakening effect than can be accounted for as the result of 
electrostatic effects alone. I/estheiaer interpreted the enhanced acid* 
•weakening effect of idiese groups as being due to resonance of the 
(CHg)2N-/ \c^ ^ (CHg)2H=/ 
\==/ ^QS \==/ ^C(H 
Westheimer, £. ABI, Cheni» Sop,, 62, 1892 (l940)| F.H, Westheimer 
and R.P, Bfetcalf, ibid« , IS* 1535 (1941). 
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•which both inoroasea the mgativo <dmrge on the oxygen atcsns* thus in­
creasing their attraction for protons, and at the same time interf«r»8 
with the internal resonance tending to stabilise the carboixyl anion# 
Such resonance could be of in^ortanoe only isdien substi-toents having a 
strong tendency to use their unshared electron pairs in the formation of 
coordinate bonds are located in the para position with respect to a 
side chain which can become doubly bonded by accepting a pair of electrons 
from the benaene nucleus. ^Qiese considerations indicate that a ^-amino-
phenyl or £«-diniethylaiainophenyl group might haw a different effect on 
the rate of a reaction occurring on a silicon atom to which they are 
attached than -tiiey do on the rate of a reaction occurring at a cai^jon 
atora to which they are attached, since rearaaance stmctures analogous to 
those illustrated for ^-^imethylamiiiophenylbensoio acid would, in the 
silicon case, invol-ws silicon-caAon double bonds, 
Haitmietfe has shown^'''® that the effect of a aeta or para substituent 
on the rate of a rMiction occurring on the side chain of a beaiJene de-
ri-mtiire can be represented by the following equation 
log fc * le^ 2 pa 
o 
k is the specific rate constant for the unsubstituted derivative 
and k is that for the substituted one. Rho is constant for any given 
of reaction and CJ" is constant for any particular substituent. This 
Hsamett, "Physical Organic Chemistry", l&(Jraw-Hill Book Con^ai^, 
Ino., New York, H.Y., 1940, CSiapter VII, 
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genewillssation ateiplifias the oou^arison of organosllioon oon^jouads with 
"tiieir oarbon analogs. It is only neoesaar;;- to measure the rates of re-
aetion of a series of substituted arylsilanee (including £-ftm5.no or 
£-dimeiaiylainino substituents) and plot tJio logarithms of the specifio 
rate constants against the cT-oonstants reported by Ifesfrntt. A linear 
relationship nyould indicate that the effect of the _£-amino or ^-dimetiiyl-
amino substituents is transmitted in iAie same way in silicon and oai^on 
oonfjeunds. If the £-«inino or ^-dimethylamino substituents were out of 
line, idiis oould be considered evidenoe that Idiese groups exert theip 
effeots of eleotron release by a different prooess in the silicon than 
in the cart>on osise. 
The reaction chosen for study -vnas the basic hydrolysis of monosub-
stituted triaryIsilanes. These confounds are easily prepared, are 
sufficiently stable to be worked with conveniently, and react with most 
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reagents considerably more slowly than do the halo- or ethoxy-silanes. 
5\irthermore, Price has examined the hydrolysis of trialkylsilanes and 
found it to agree satisfactorily with a pseudo first order kinetic ex-
44 pression during the first three-fourths of the ireaetim. 
the hydrolysis of triarylsilanes in Price's medium {aqueous alcoholic 
potassium hydroxide) proceeded much too rapidly for measurement, so ad­
vantage ms taken of Kipping's obsermtion that certain polysilanes 
slowly evolve hydrogen idien dissolved in piperidine.®^ Triarylsi lanes 
were found to hydrolyse at convenient rates in piperidiae containing a 
tweniy-fold excess of water, end the reaction was found to bo pseudo 
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first oard«r until about 80^ oonplete. 
RgSiH HgO ^SgSiOH • 
Uie agraeiaent of th© ©xperirasntal data with a first ord«r plot la shown 
in Figure S, and the oonatancy of tiie paaudo rata oonstant with varying 
ccaioantrations of si lane and a oonstant oonoentratim of mter is shown 
in Table VI« Th® pseudo first ordar rate constants for a series of 
substituted silanes are given in Table VII, and in Figure 7 these oonstants 
are plotted against the cr-oonstants for the oorresponding substituents as 
17S 
reported by itomett. It is seen that* with the exception of the 
point representing the ^^imelfcylainino group, a satisfaetory linear rela­
tionship exists between the two series of constants. The slope of the 
line gives p for the hydrolysis of triarylsilanes in wet piperidine as 
4S.09i,l2. 
Br&nch and Calvin have pointed out the anosialous faot that the 
cr-oonstant for the dime-M:^lamino group is more negative in the msta than 
in the para position («0»2ll and "-O.SOB, respecti^-ely), while for all 
other electron releasing groups the reverse is true. Riey suggest that 
the mlue of cr reported for -ttie m-diiaetiiylamino group is erroneous, 
The experiments reported here provide evidence -Hiat the error is in the 
oonstant for itie pare position rather than tJiat for the aeta. Figure 1 
shows that the mlue of cr reported by Harainett for the in«»dimethylaialno 
Branch and M, Calvin, "IKie Theoiy oP Gpganio Chemistty", 
Pwntioe-Hall Inc., Mew York, I.Y., 1941, p« 418* 
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FifT. 7. Relationship betv/een log (ic x 10 ) and nipria 
for the hy'-^rolysis of dlnhenyl( n\ibntitnted-phonyl) ailanoa in 
pineridine containinr <^.96 in.ole of -.-'ater pov liter at 
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group fits the data of this experiment reasonably -well, and is probably 
oorreot. Hammtt's value of the ^-dlmett^lamino cT-oonstaat ms obtaiined 
from data in the literature on the reaction of tetreuneiSiyl-^-phenylenedla-
1715 
mine with trinitroanlsole, and a statistical factor of two "vms intro­
duced into iSie calculation to take oare of the bifiinctional nature of 
the reagent. Some other influence must be at work in this particvilar 
case, hov/ever, since the resultant cr-constsmt is a mch smaller negative 
number than would b® expected on a priori grounds or has been found by 
later workers in other reactions. Since Hemmett^s tables were published, 
two stiidies of -ttie rate of hydrolysis of substituted ethyl benzoates, 
including £-dimethylajainobenzoate, have been reported. The _£-di!nethyl-
amino cr•constant obtained from this -work is shown as point A, Figure 7, 
and the data leading to the mrious values of cr for the ^din^-tarylamino 
group are presented in Table XIII. It is seen that the value of cr 
obtained from tiie hydrolysis of benzoic acid eaters (-0.574.04) is consider­
ably more negative than that ob-teined from the hydrolysis of silanes (-0.41)» 
The data reported above lead to two iiJ5)ortaLnt conclusions. First, 
they confirm the idea that resonance structures of a jg;«guinoid type, su<A 
as those illustrated previously for jgi-KJimeia^lgffliinobenBoio acid, are more 
in^iortant in caifcon confounds than in silanes. It -would seem verj?- probable 
that the small contributions from such structures in the silane case is 
Hertel and J. Dress el, 2. phyaik. C5iem., B29, 178 (19S5). 
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TABLE XIII, 
cr-Constant for th© jjJ^imethylaiaino Group 
He&otion log k° log k 
Alls®,lin© l^drolysis of ethyl 
benzoates, 88^^ 2,498 -3.072 -4.597 •0.610^ 
ethanol, 30° 
Alkaline hydrolyais of ethyl 
benaoatas, 56 
eeetone, 2i° 
^5 ' 2.342 -2.670 -.4#198 -0.5S8^ 
Dimetl^lanilines with 
trinitroanisole, 25° -2.382 -4.500 -3.712 -0.205® 
%<irolysis of triaryl-
silanea, wt piperidin©, 5.086 -3.407 -4,678 -0,411 
38® 
^"300 footnote 172, 
^E, Tonmila, Ann, A.oad. Soi. Fctmioae, Ser» AS7, 15, S (l94l), 
/"C.A., 6171 Tl944)37r 
°S9e footnote 175. 
due to th® difficulty of fontation of silioon-mrijon bonds of higher order 
tha.u first. Seoond, the data, indicate ^at two o-oonatanta are required 
for the ^^iinethylamiao grcfup—on© when it ooours in oon^ounds oontaining 
a side chain with ijfiiich it oan beocsne conjugated through th© benzene ring, 
and another when it occurs in compounds ndiere such con^gation is not 
poesible. f he iralues suggested from presently available data are -0»S7*.04 
for otm^g&ted and «.0*41'l>.04 for non-oonjugated side <^iain8. This sit­
uation ia exactly analogous to that oocfurriaag at the other end of the 
17S 17S 
series of (^-constants, ishere the ji-nitro, ® ^-ositino, and jo»trifluoro-
177 
methyl groups have two <r»constants, one for use with conjugated side 
chains (amines and phenols) and another for use with other oompo\xnds. 
Meohanism of Hydrolysis of friarylsilanes 
She reaction used in the study of cJ-constants in silicon oonjpounds, 
miMly the hydrolysis of triaiylsilanes by wet piperidine to gl-ro hydrogen 
gas and triaiylsilanols, is one for xirhioh there is no analogy in carbon 
ohemistrj'-. In effect it involves the displacement of a hydride ion by 
a weak base* Since such a reaction is of considerable theoretical interest, 
and since the technique and apparatus for rate measurements on the reaction 
had been worked out, a kinetic investigation of the mechanism of the 
reaction ms xmdertaken. 
The rea<rt;ion had already been sho'j^a to be first order in triaryl-
silane, so the effect of varying the concentration of water in the reacticai 
mediiaa was next imrestigated, Ihe change in pseudo first order rate 
oons-te.nt with change in mter oonoentratioaa. is ahown in Table VlII, It is 
seen that -Wie reaction is Imlf order in mter up to mter concentrations 
of 0 M, At higher concwit rat ions the order in mter begins to increase. 
Roberts and E.A. MoElhill, J. to. Chem. SQQ., 72^ 628 (1950). 
Roberts, R,L» \¥ebb, and E.A. McBlhill, J. to. Chea. Soo,^ 73, 
411 (1950). 
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Price, using potaBBium hydroxide as the basic reagent, had found the 
l^drolysig of trialkylsilanes to be first order in silane, first order 
ia hydroxyl ion, and probably first order in hydrossylated sol'ront.^^ The 
half order ia "water suggests that the attaoking speoies is hydroxyl ic«i 
in this reacstion also. If piperidine is represented as PH and triphenyl-
silana as SH, we can write the following equations. 
PH 4 HgO ^ PHg 4 
[pH*] [ce-] 
" ' N [=s°] 
Sine [PHJ ; [OE-], ^ 
K - LQH-J 
' N [HjO] 
and [CH"] ; 
The i^drolysis is first order in silans, and if it is also first order in 
hydroxyl ion, then 
1 1 
a ki(s[sH] [PH]^ [SgO]"^ 
fhis treatment aoooimts for the observed half order in water, but does 
not aaoeunt for the increase in order as the water oonoentmtion increases, 
JUrfdieraore, if hydrojtyl ion is the attaoking agent, the source of the 
seooiid hydrogen atom invol'ved in th® production of a hydrc^en iM>lecule is 
unaeoouated for. Undoubtedly, these two questions are related. If 
X4:2 « 
hydroayl Im is -Wi® attacking species, a. hydride ion must be expelled} 
idiis would b® a veiy reactive particle and would immediately react in 
some way with •Si® other reagents at hand. Since pnsduot of the re­
action ia hydrogen gas, tfee hydride iwx imist pick up a proton from -Wie 
sol-wsnt. At low mter concentrations, this proton evidently ccmies froia 
piperidine. 
CH" f SH + FE V son + H 4> P"* 
• 5 k[sH] [cH*'] [1=0] di? I- -I u J u _j 
z [Hgo]^ [m]^ 
It should be easier to obtain a proton from water than from piperidine, 
and at higher water concentrations taais apparently happens, thus increas­
ing the order in water* 
OH- + SH 4 HgO SCH 4 Hg 4 <3^* 
- S kTsHl [(2i^ FH 0l d t  i - J i -  J L g J  
2 kK^ [SH] tgO]^ [FE]^ 
This picture of taie reaction is very similar to that developed by 
44 Price for the hydrolysis of trialkylsilanes# However, since that time 
Swain has eacftmined the kinetics of the hydrolysis of triaiylhalosilane* 
by water, and reached the conclusion that a pentaoomlent intonaediate 
is involved in the mechanism,®^ as illustrated below. 
U3. 
(She mter aioieoules involirwd in aolvating th© ions fomsd ar® waitted 
from the aquation for sia^jlioity.) The faot that for hydrolysis of 
triaryIsilanes is large and positive (43.09) indicates that this reaction 
is strongly retarded by increasing negative oharge oa the silicon atom, 
and oonsequ^tly that the oharge on the siliocm atom imist be less positive 
in the transition state than in the gro\)ind stat®. It -was an exactly 
analogous ocaisideration that led Swain to postulate the above pentaoo-
mlent interasdiate in th© halosilane hydrolysis, so th© possibility arises 
that such an intermediate rmy be of importanos in the hydride case. The 
reaction would then be written 
Ihe question would then arise -seether the first or second step is rate 
determining. If th® fiiflst step is fast and Idie second slow, as in S-^ain's 
case, then the overall order of reaction would be given, as shown above. 
st©^ is slow and the second ftist, then in any reaction medium in whieh the 
-water concentration exceeds -taie piperidine concentration ten to one or 
Tsore, mter consunsed in th© second step will not appear in th© rat© 
It is evid«it, then, that 13i© question of ttiich is l^e rate deter­
mining step could be settled if ttie order of the reaction in all three 
reagents, silam, piperidine, and water could bo detennined in a single 
(Si* 4 'si-« —y 
S 
^ HO'^i + H, 4 (cm* or p") 
s 
R E 
V / 
ki5^[sH] [Hgd]^[Hl]^ in piperidine, or 
>]^[PH]^ in a non-^rticipating solvent. If th© first 
equation, and • •^^SIcK^Sh] [HgO]i[fs]i. 
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ffi»dium. In order to do this, the reaoticm must be run in an inert solvent, 
so -ttiat the oonoeatration in both mter and piperidiae oan be Tmried. 
Me-taiyleellosol-WB «as ohoaen, since it ia a good solTent for sij^nej piper* 
idiae and mter, and has a suffioiently high boiling point so that sol-
•vent "WRpors will not interfeare -with "Uie measurements. The data from runs 
in iQsl^iyleellosolw are shown in Tables IX and X, From these it is seen 
that in this eolirent the reaotion is half order in pipearidine, but aero 
order In mter at low water omoentmtions, increasing toward half order 
in mter at higher concentrations. The half order in piperidine eonf inw 
the eguilibrium step p<»tulated above and, along with the fast that the 
order in weter is never greater than one-half, indicates that the first 
step in the equation above is rate determining, or else tliat the incipient 
hydride ion obtains its protcm from me^^loellosolTO, Hie further fact 
that the oi€er in mter approaches aero as the water concentration decreases 
must mean Idbat, at low witer csoncent rat ions, metier losllosolvs takes the 
place of water in the preliminary equilibration with piperidine, 
ffigOGHgCHgCH • m ^ " CHgOGHgCHgO* + 
If this is true, -Sie S-^etfaoayethoxide icsi nwst be the attaching 
species at low water concentrations, and the product of the reaotion shmld 
be triph0ii^l-«(2"®e<iiO3i5WthO3y)*eilane instead of triphei^lsilanol. This 
was tested on a larger scale in meldiyioelloeol-ws containing about Q»2^ water, 
and a 7^ yield of triphei:^l»(S«»jnBtho3^etiho3iy)»«ilai» was obtained, along 
with sotne triphenylsilanol. The application of this reaotion to the prepar­
ation of other alfcoaqsrsilanes will be discussed further in the following 
14®. 
section. 
Sine® th® low order of the reaotion when ran in m-WayXeollosolve 
may haT® been du® either to the first step in the above equation "being 
mte detemining or to participation of mtJjyliwlloflolTre in the reaction, 
it -was nm obvious Ihat if the order of the reaction in all three re* 
agents was to be determined, it mat be done in an a]arotio sol-rent. liVhen 
trij^enylsilaae (or ihe faster reacting diphenyl«*£-<dvloro^et5rX8llane), 
mter, and piperidine in concent rat ions STnall enough to be varied irith 
reasonably amll ohaaagee in activity coefficient irere diasolired in water-* 
misoible aprotie solvents, such as die-Wbyloellosolve or diojoine, the rate 
of hydrolysis ms too slow to be followd fcinetioally. With the idea that 
the direct addition of variable aiaounts of hydroxyl icm. in the form of 
po1»ssiuia hydroxide •wcnild bring tiie rate up to a jaeasurable valine, a 
lai^e number of unsuccessful atten^sta ms mde to find an aprotio solvent 
lifcidi would dissolve silaae, potassium hydroxide, and mter. Ihen less 
than one volurne of mter ms dissolved in dioxane, various el^er® and 
polyethers of ethyleneglycol, j^ridiae, and numerous other mter^iscible 
aprotio solvents, Hie additi<m of saturated aqueous potassium hydroxide 
solution alisays led to the formation of two liquid phases. 
A different approach ma therefore adopted. Iftpiphenylsilane and 
trii^ienyldeuterosilane -wejre prepared and their mtes oi" hydrolysis colored 
in pijwridine containing about one mole per liter of water. This isotopio 
method of determining i^e14ier or not the breaking of a bond to l^rogen is 
emoemed in the rate controlling step of a reaeticai has been fairly tridely 
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applied in oases "whare the breaking of the bond leads to the forB»tion 
17FI 
of a proton or a hydrogen atom» but this is 13ie fiarat case isiiere it 
has been applied to a reaction in which bond fission would lead to the 
foraifttion of a I^dride ion. In general, 7\^er0 breaking of a bond to 
hydrogen is involved in the rate controlling step, the reacticai is slower 
with the ooitpound containing deuterium than Y/ith the one containing protium. 
"flhen the breaking of a bond to i^rdrogen is not rate controlling, of course, 
the rate is the same in both cases, Hie difference in rate with the two 
isotopes is due to the fact that the loass ratio between deuterium and 
protium is very large for isotopes and, oonsequeatjy, the difference in 
aeit) poini, energy between compounds ccaitaiuing these isotopes is signif- -
icaatly large# Since deuterium is heavier than protium the fundamental 
vibration frequency, and therefore the aero point energy, of deuterium 
eompounds will always be smaller than those of protium compouiids. As 
nK>leerules move from their ground state into a transition state there is a 
general loosening of bonds at the point of attaok, with consequent de» 
crease in vibration frequencies and sero point energies. Since protium 
coji^ounds have larger sero point energies than deuterium compounds in the 
ground state, a proportional decrease in «ero point energies will give a 
larger absolute decrease for the protium than for the deuterium analog. 
Consequently, the activation energy will be smaller, and the rate of re­
action faster, for the protium compound than for the deuteriian one. ^ 
3-78F.H. Westheimer and M. Kioolaides, J. Am* Ghem. Soc., 71, 25 (1949). 
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This relationship between rates of reaction of isotopio ooaipounds 
178 has been reported to be a general oae» so it ms scsneishat surprising 
to find that triplieayldeuterosilane l^drolyzed faster than did tripher^l-
silane containing the natural proportion of hydrc^en iaotopee. Ihe data 
are plotted in Figure 6. The ourve for tripheEyldeuterosilan© is not 
linear, undoubtedly due to the presence of a eignifioant proportion of 
protiuai ccs^ound in tlw sairple, but a line drawn through the early point® 
gives a pseudo first os^er rate constant of 8,45 x 10*"^ seo*"^ for tri-
jdiei^ldeuterosilane as ocmpared to that of l.M x 10*"^ sec,""^ for tri« 
phet^lailane. It has been predicted that oonipounds containing hea-sy 
1743 isotopes aight reaot faster tSian those containing light isotopes, and 
oases have been reported preriously vStere deuterium ocsapounds reacted 
faster idian their protium analogs,^®® although in none of these did the 
tnagnitude of the abnonaal isotope effeot approaoh that of iiie normal. 
Since triphenyldeuterosilane ms hydrolyzed almost six tiines faster 
than tripha®^lsilane, it is evident that there must, in this o&se* be 
am inox^ase in aero point energy raa passing from ground state to trans it i<m 
state. Then "ttie inoreajae would be greater for the light isotope so -that 
the actimtion energy isould be greater* and the rate of rMiotion slo-swr, 
Polai^i, Maturet 182. 819 (1933) j B, Topley and H, %ring» J, Ohem» 
Phys,, g, 217 (iSSin ~ 
I'^mne-Jones, J_. caxero, Phys,, 381 (1934)| S,A. Sfoeln^-
Sighes and K,F, Bonhoeffer, ?i&tur;ariss,« 174# (1934)| K, Sohssara;, 
Sitguaagber, der Akadwaie der Wis seas <amften naturwiss, Klasse» 
April, 1954. 
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for tJiie isotope than for th© heavy on©. An inoreaso in zero point 
©nei^ias in the transition state implies a relative tightening up of 
"bonds -with respect to ground state. Since the tonds around the 
silicon atom n&ist be loosened by the entry of the hydrosyl ion, the 
tightening up must occur at the hydrogen atom -where a new bond is being 
formed. Jhie leads to the conclusion that the incipient hydride ion in 
triphenylsilane is, in the transition state, so firmly bound to the 
proton from the solvent that the incree.ae in zero point energy for this 
new, high-froquenoy bond outweighs the decrease in zero point energy at 
the silicon atom. 
Thus, the fact that tripheryldeuterosilane reacts faster than tri-
phei^lsilane not only shows that 'tdie breaking of the silio£m«»hydrog«n bond 
is introlTed in the rata determining step of Idie hydrolysis, but indicates 
further -tfliat the new hydrogen-hydrogen bond is already largely formed in 
the transition state» Hence, if the reaction is irrittsn as follows 
E R 
CIT + 'fl-H 
R 
R H 
HO--'Si---H---H---OR 
R 
HO-bi 4 Eg 4 OR" 
E 1 H 2 5 4 
it <s&n be said that, in the transitirai state, bonds 1 and 3 are nearly 
compleiw. Prom the positiTO tralue of p for the reaction, it oan be said 
•ymt the silicon atom is less positive in th® transition state than in 
the ground state, so bond 1 must be nearer formation than bond 2 is to 
olwfmge. In this my, th© reirerse isotope efr^ct has given a clearer 
picture of the transition state than is usually obtainable from the norml 
effect. 
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It has been laenticsaed that S^gain, fi'om a kin«tio study of the 
msohaaiam of l^drolysis of triajylhalosilAnea, postulated a reveraibly 
forasd peataoovalent intenaediate in that reaction. It has also been 
pointed CRit that, from therjaodymmic considerations, reaction through an 
inteaniiediftte ushidi is fonaed rapidly and reTOraibly is kinetioally in­
distinguishable from a one step process* On kinetio grounds, then, it is 
iis^ossible to say idiether the hydrolysis of triarylsilai»s goes by a on© 
stop proowBS suoh as tdiat shorn abo-ro, or by a two step process like 3K»in's 
meehanisai of halosilane hydrolysis. 
E R 
E 
E R 
HO-Si-H 
i 
H O R JB. 
—f—>- Ho^i * Ho * aiT 
slow A ^ 
Kie abnora&l isotope effect, together vdth the positive value of p, howewr, 
enables us to say that the formation of the oxygen^silicon bond is, at 
least, almost oon^ilete in the transition si»te, so that such a pentaoo-
valimt intensfldiate may well be involved, 
Rpeparation of Tri^eii^lalkoxyailanes from 
Triphenylsilaae 
As -was mentioned in the previous section, the hydjrolysis of tri» 
phenylsilane in wet rnsiaiyloellosolv© containing piperidine -sms feaind to 
be aero order in mter at mter concentrations less iJiaa 0.5 M. This led 
to the conclusion that the me-aiyloellosolvB.te anion Tiaist be the attacking 
species, and that the product of the reaction should be triiSieE^l-CS-
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ittethoxye1diosy)»silan©. Tftien the reaction ms r®pee.t®(3 on a larger scale* 
this ms found to be indeed the oase. 
E'C® + PH ^ " R'O" 4, FEg^ 
R'O" 4. RgSiH 4 HOR»—>>R'08iRg + Hg • ro" 
Sereral attempts were then mde to apply the reaction to the syn-aiesis 
of other triphenylalkojQrsilanes, A nuittoer of primary and seoondary alcohols 
and silanols -were used -with wrying degrees of success. The results are 
8ho«a in Table XI, Tertiary alcohols have, thus far, given unsatisfactory 
results, but since no attempt has been mdo to establish optimuia eooditicaas 
for the peaotion, it is not yet possible to evaluate the possible usefulness 
of the reaction. Alternative methods of preparation involve treating tri«-
Q 
phenylchlorosilane or triphenylsilane with alkali metal aUcoxides. The 
Mthod using triphei!ylehlort»ilane gives good yields and has the advantage 
•ttmt triphenylchlorosilane is conaaercially available -while triphenylsilane 
is not. She plperidlne procedure has the advantages i^rnt triphenylsilane 
is less giibjeot to hydrolysis (hiring manipilation than is triphenyl<diloro« 
silane, and that all reagents and products except triitfienylsilane and 
triphenylallcoaiysilane ar^ volatile liquids or gases. Thus, at the end of 
the reaction period iaie liquids can be distilled off and the produot 
obtained as a residue, without the necessity of separating it from an 
inorganic by-product. 
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sumim 
A oasfiparison has been made between the properties of the various types 
of organosilicon ooii^jounds reported in the literature and those of anal­
ogous carbon types. 
It has been found that a number of non^aterioally hindered triaryl-
silanols are oleared by n^bui^llithiuw to give diaryl-n^butylsilanols, 
^lereas most tetraeubstituted Bilanes are not oleaTed. This hae been 
oontraBted with the metelation of trij^xwaylcai^inol by n-butyllithium 
from the point of -view of meohanisms conoemad. 
Seme hexaaa^ldisilanes have been prepared and found to show no evidence 
of dissooiatim into radi<«.ls. This has been oontraeted with the dissocia­
tion of he^aaryletJianes, and the difference attributed in large part to 
redaoed resonance st»bili«&tic!n of the silyl radicals. 
The ultraviolet absorption speotra of a nunfloer of silicon analogs 
of triphenylmeliiane dyes have been examined. "The lack of any shift in 
absorption mxirn as -Uie silanol is converted to the conjugate acid has 
been considered as evidence for a reduced facility of fonaation of silicon-
iua iona, as compared with carbonium ions, and this in turn has been 
interpreted as i^e result of reduced resoaaj^e stabilization cf the silicon 
ions. 
The relative rates of hydrolysis cf substituted triaryIsilanes have 
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Taflten oos^rad with the slgma constants for the sulsstituentB, and it has 
been found that the agr»en»nt is good except in the <MUBe of iiie 
amino group. This has been interpreted as being due to smller oontribu-
ticms from fiilicon-<»rbon doubly bonded resonanoe structures than from 
aimlogeus struoturee in <»i!^on eorapounds. 
Th® raeohanisffi of the hyxirolysis of triarylsilanes in wt piperidine 
has been found to inTolve attaok by hydroaiyl ion on the silicon atom, 
and siHttltaaeous 8orabimti(ai of the hydride hydrogen with proton from 
mter or solvent. 
An umsually large rewree isotope effeot has been found in the fact 
that triphenyldeuterosilane is hydroiyzed about six times faster than 
triphei^lsilane oosn'te.inin.g •ttie natural ratio of hydrogen isotopes* 
A oon"?»nient synthesis of triarylalkos^silanes from trlayylsilanes 
has been detr®loped. 
N 
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